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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
Advances in the semiconductor industry have made possible integration of sensors, 
processer, memory, and radio transceivers into a small space in the form wireless 
microsensor nodes. The microsensors when deployed standalone in human body, or 
networked across hospitals, factories, fields, and others, can save lives, energy and 
money. However powering the sensors over long period is challenging, as tiny on-board 
batteries, these sensors can accommodate, store limited energy and replacing the batteries 
is difficult owing to replacement effort and cost. Fortunately, the environment provides 
various sources of energy in the form of light, motion, heat, RF, and electrochemical 
potential, which tiny transducers can harvest to continually supply energy, and extend the 
energy lifetime of the sensor indefinitely. Among the ambient sources of energy, sunlight 
when harvested with photovoltaic (PV) cells provides two orders of power greater than 
other sources.  
The driving motivation for this work is that, although sunlight can output 10 to 100 times 
more power than motion, heat, and radiation, a millimeter PV cell can only capture a 
small fraction of light, and if that light is artificial, power can be 10 times lower. So with 
only 10-150 uW available, supplying a few milliwatts of load power requires assistance 
from a battery. Still, a small battery cannot supply milliwatts for long, so drawing more 
power from the PV cell and reducing power losses in the system are paramount. Most PV 
systems today charge a battery from which a power-supply circuit draws power to 
energize a load. This is inefficient because transferring power twice, to the battery and 
then to the load, suffers two transfer losses and requires two bulky inductors and two 
 xvi 
controllers, which is difficult for microsystems to accommodate. Even the state of the art 
single-inductor charger-supplies use bulky inductors and cannot robustly draw power 
from both PV cell and battery simultaneously.  
The objective of the proposed research is to study, explore, develop, design, 
simulate, fabricate, build, test, and evaluate a low-loss CMOS charger-supply 
photovoltaic (PV) system that draws power from a millimeter PV cell and assistance 
from a tiny battery to regulate and supply a milliwatt microsystem and recharge the 
battery. For this, the research aims to (i) to reuse the CMOS technology already available 
to fabricate circuits to build PV cells and explore which millimeter CMOS cell 
configuration generates the most power, (ii) to study and evaluate the performance of  
power transfer circuits available in literature and identify the one that can deliver 
maximum power from tiny PV cells while incurring minimum losses (iii) to understand 
and propose how to design the efficient charger–supply circuits (iv) study and design a 
compact, robust and low-loss millimeter scale single-inductor system that draws PV and 
assistance from battery to supply a load and recharge the battery with excess PV power , 
(v) understand how to transfer power between the inputs and outputs with the least 
amount of losses and (vi) investigate how to do all this while at the same time supplying 




Wireless microsensors not only enable miniaturized applications, like biomedical 
implants and remote monitors, but can also add intelligence to expensive, previously 
inaccessible, and difficult-to-replace technologies of scale, like industrial power plants 
and farms, that improve performance, save energy, and extend operational life. The 
driving challenge with these devices is limited space because small batteries, for 
example, store little usable energy, and replacing or recharging a battery requires 
prohibitively expensive recurring personnel costs. Harvesters circumvent this basic space 
and cost challenge by continually harnessing energy from the surrounding environment. 
Of available sources (like thermal, mechanical, magnetic, chemical, and light), solar light 
produces the highest power density, and although indoor lighting is not as rich, thermal 
and magnetic sources produce even lower power densities and mechanical and chemical 
transducers are difficult to integrate. Nevertheless, for a millimeter scale microsensor the 
area of light exposure is small and therefore harvestable power is low even for solar light 
and much smaller for indoor conditions. As a result the charger–supply systems that 
transfer these low power levels have to be efficient. This at low power levels is difficult 
as the power transfer circuit might itself consume most of the power. Switched-inductor 
power transfer circuits provide higher conversion efficiency in comparison with the 
switched-capacitor counter parts; however they generally use bulky inductors that occupy 
large volume. Therefore to achieve high efficiency and power density the charger–supply 
power stage can use no more than a single millimeter scale inductor, input and output 
capacitors as external passives. Nevertheless achieving high efficiency with millimeter 
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scale inductors that have large series-loss incurring parasitic-resistances is extremely 
challenging. 
With respect to the state of the art, compared to fuel cells, motion based 
harvesters and heat-driven generators, photovoltaic (PV) cells, which are essentially pn-
junction diodes, produce higher power levels from solar light and integrate more easily 
into CMOS technologies. Still, millimeter scale PV cells can produce only around 150 
µW from sunlight and few microwatts in indoor lighting condition. In a wireless 
microsensor, transmission events can use milliwatts of power, but these events seldom 
occur and sensor is mostly idling or in sensing mode, which burn nWs power. This 
allows envisioning a system, which relies on battery-assistance to supply high power 
events and harvest energy to supply the load and charge the battery at other times. Most 
PV systems (chargers) today charge a battery from which a power-supply circuit draws 
power to energize a load. This is inefficient because transferring power twice, to the 
battery and then to the load, suffers two transfer losses and requires two bulky inductors 
and two controllers, which are difficult for microsystems to accommodate. The CMOS 
switched-capacitor chargers avoid the bulky inductors but on-board capacitors can carry 
and transfer only few microwatts of power while losing most of the power it transfers. 
The charger-supply circuits reuse the same power stage to supply the load and charge the 
battery and as a result deliver more power for the same volume. Still, the integrated 
switched capacitor charger–supply systems can transfer only small power levels and that 
too inefficiently. The single switched-inductor charger–supply circuits are more 
promising but the state of the art circuits use bulky low-parasitic-resistance inductors that 
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occupy large volume and inefficient power transfer schemes that losses most of the 
power they harvest.  
The objective of the proposed research is to therefore (i) investigate the 
limitations of the state of the art; (ii) design, develop, fabricate, test, and evaluate an 
efficient micro-power integrated light-energy harvester-charger circuit. For this, the 
research aims are (i) to reuse the CMOS technology already available to fabricate circuits 
to build PV cells and explore which millimeter CMOS cell configuration generates the 
most power, (ii) to study and evaluate the performance of  power transfer circuits 
available in literature and identify the one that can deliver maximum power from tiny PV 
cells while incurring minimum losses (iii) to understand and propose how to design the 
efficient charger–supply circuits (iv) study and design a compact, robust and low-loss 
millimeter scale single-inductor system that draws PV and assistance from battery to 
supply a load and recharge the battery with excess PV power , (v) understand how to 
transfer power between the inputs and outputs with the least amount of losses and (vi) 
investigate how to do all this while at the same time supplying and adjusting to a vastly 
variable load quickly and reliably. 
For harvesting light energy this work reuses the low cost single-well CMOS 
technology that fabricates the circuits to implement the PV cell, Chapter 2. This research 
implemented and compared the possible CMOS PV cell options in a single-well CMOS 
technology and proved harnessing power using the P
+
 in N well top junction harnesses 
only 20% of the total energy that both the P
+
 in N well junction and N well in substrate 
junctions can harness together. The research also proposed the configuration that opens 
the P
+
 terminal to combine the shallower and deeper junctions while eliminating one top-
 xx 
surface metal connection from the structure, so more light can penetrate to generate even 
more power. Even though top junction only PV cell can isolate and accommodate 
multiple PV cells and circuits in the same die, it is normally undesirable. Since 
microsystems can only avail a few millimeters, dedicating one die to the PV cell and 
stacking it above the CMOS circuit produces much more power than placing the PV cell 
alongside the circuit. The study also revealed stacking PV cells are inefficient due to 
parasitic substrate leakage losses. Therefore this research proposes and uses a single open 
P
+
 in N well CMOS PV cell as the transducer to harness light. 
To identify the power stage that can transfer the most amount of power from a 
tiny on-chip PV cell, the research compared the switched-inductor and switched-
capacitor circuits while transferring similar power levels, Chapter 3. To maximize 
harvested output power, the circuit should be efficient, which is to say it should transfer 
and condition power by switching an in-package inductor. Still, Ohmic losses PR are 
dominant and proportional to PPV, with controller quiescent power PQ not far behind and 
gate-charging losses PG further back. Interestingly, capacitor-based circuits consume 
more power because they conduct higher RMS currents. Moreover, on-chip 
implementations lose additional power in charging and discharging parasitic bottom-plate 
capacitors. In other words, switched-inductor harvesters harness more light energy from 
chip-sized PV cells than switched-capacitor circuits, which is especially important when 
PPV is low, cloud cover and artificial lighting conditions persist, and unobtrusiveness (i.e., 
integration) is imperative. 
This work further compared the two prominent single-inductor charger–supply 
topologies, non-reversing and reversing, and identified the supply voltages, switch 
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implementations, and inductor sizes which favor one topology over the other. This work 
shows how to design low-loss battery-assisted photovoltaic-sourced CMOS charger–
supplies. And that non-reversing switched inductors are less lossy than the reversing 
counterparts when the output voltage is greater than the battery voltage, and vice versa 
otherwise. Headroom, dead-time currents, and reverse-current protection dictate which 
and how FETs should switch the network. Unidirectional switches that conduct dead-time 
currents in the same direction can be diodes or diode-emulating FETs. But as inductor 
resistance and losses climb, the benefits of low-loss CMOS choices diminish. In these 
cases, switches can be more lossy, and as such, occupy up to 80% less silicon area. 
A millimetre scale photovoltaic cells can provide only around 100 µW of power 
even in direct sunlight. However the sensor load can draw milliwatts of power while 
receiving and transmitting data. In the scenario that sensor needs more power than the PV 
cell the system has to draw assistance from battery to satisfy the sensor load. The 
automatic mode control proposed in this work identifies monitors load condition to 
decide when to draw battery-assistance to supply the load and when to charge the battery 
with excess PV power. This way favours single energy transfer from PV cell to load and 
drawing battery energy only when required. This work further showed that interleaving 
PV packet with a variable size battery packet can simultaneously draw power from PV 
cell and assistance from battery to satisfy the load. Unlike state of the art clocked systems 
that interrupt the flow of PV or battery packets to send the other, this method allows for a 
more robust system that doesn’t interrupt the PV or output control loops while 
transferring power. The uninterrupted flow of PV packets also maximizes the power that 
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the system can draw from PV cell as any power that PV capacitance stores without being 
drawn can be lost across the PV diode.  
The first prototype in the research implements a fixed energy packet variable frequency 
control scheme that maximizes efficiency of power transfer from PV cell and load using 
the traditional 6 switch non-reversing power stage. In the prototype the battery power 
transfer uses a variable packet size scheme which is inefficient. To improve the efficiency 
of the battery power transfer, the second prototype proposes a new multiple fixed energy 
packet scheme, where the circuit provides multiple battery packets in between each PV 
packets. The multiple battery packet transfer scheme as a result achieve high and near 
constant efficiency across load power 
The maximally efficient multiple battery packet control, 2
nd
 prototype, ensures 
priority for PV packet transfer and avoids condition where systems interrupts PV loop to 
send battery packets. The PWM loop that regulates the output during battery-assistance 
reduces the ripple across the load when higher power more noise sensitive analog blocks 
turn on. The research studied the different power stages available in literature and 
improves on the reversing charger–supply circuit in literature by replacing NMOS output 
switches with PMOS output switches and implementing a new switch sequencing to 
reduce gate-drive losses. The new switch-sequencing scheme aligns switching action in 
the reversing circuit to share the ground switch turn on time such that there is only on 
switching event while transferring a PV and a battery packet unlike literature that 
requires two. The mode segregating control scheme allows for separation of high power 
battery-assistance mode and low power heavily sourced mode and as a result lends the 
power stage to use variable switch size of different modes unlike the state of the art 
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which uses a single switch size for both transfers. The robust control method and, the 
duty-cycled control circuits that implement them allows for higher PV frequency and as a 
result lower input capacitance. In the second prototype using the photovoltaic voltage to 
set the PV frequency also helps to avoid quiescent power consuming oscillator used in 
most state of the art. 
 The first prototype improved the PV transfer efficiency by transferring fixed 
packet size variable frequency PV packets. Even though the variable sized-battery 
packets in this schemes incurred higher losses while regulating the output tightly across 
power levels, this prototype showed 7 times higher performance in comparison to the 
state of the art. The second prototype improved the battery assistance efficiency by 
sending multiple fixed energy battery packets in between the variable frequency fixed 
size PV packets, while ensuring independence of power flow between PV to load and 
battery to load. This implementation performs 13 times better than the first prototype and 
85 times better than the other state of the art. Chapter 4 explain how the controller 
switches the power stage to draw and deliver power from the PV cell and the battery to 
supply the load, and when possible, to charge the battery. Chapter 5 presents the CMOS 
implementation and Chapter 6 present and evaluates the system performance. 
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CHAPTER 1. ENERGIZING AND POWERING MICROSYSTEMS 
Advances in semiconductor and MEMS fabrication technologies have made possible 
integration of sensors, processor, powering circuits, energy storage and transceivers into a 
small space [1]–[30]. Recent progresses in low power transfer and management 
techniques [1]–[10] allow these sensors to be autonomous relying on on-board energy 
sources as supply for a substantial lifetime. Addressing the twin challenges of small size 
and low power operation enables autonomous microsensors, also known as wireless 
microsensor, that can sense and process information thereby adding intelligence to the 
surroundings, enabling a host of applications. These wireless microsensors can aid in 
various applications, they can be standalone sensors, for example, biomedical implants 
sensing body functions or form a network of sensors that adds intelligence to large 
infrastructure like building, farms, factories, power transmission networks and in military 
applications. 
1.1 Applications 
1.1.1 Biomedical Implants 
The key features of wireless microsensors are their small size that allows for low 
cost, portable sensors and low power dissipation that enables autonomous functioning. 
Implantable wireless microsensors can reduce the number of invasive surgeries by 
generating power from environment and serving in the human body for a long duration. 
In biomedical applications, embedded-sensors in the body sense vitals and report 
periodically and in case of emergencies [1]–[2]. [1] places a wireless intraocular pressure 
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monitor in the eye to continuously monitor of retina pressure for the treatment of 
glaucoma. The size of the sensor in Fig. 1.1 is around 1.5 mm
3
 and incorporates a 
capacitive MEMS sensor to measure pressure, thin film lithium ion battery and two 
integrated circuits (ICs). The top IC contains solar cell, wakeup controller and wireless 
transceiver and the bottom IC consists of the power management unit, processor, memory 
and capacitance to digital converter, all enclosed in a biocompatible glass housing. The 
average power consumption of the sensor is less than 100 nW. Similarly [3] introduces an 
IC for pacemaker application. The wireless-implantable microsystem in [4] has a micro-
fabricated glucose sensor that continuously monitors the blood glucose. 
 
Fig. 1.1 Intraocular pressure sensor [1] © IEEE 2011. 
1.1.2 Wireless sensor networks 
Wireless microsensors can also add intelligence to large infrastructures [5]–[17]. 
Typically in such applications millions of sensors form a network, wireless sensor 
network (WSN), of sensors sense and process data, these sensors communicate with a 
base station or command center that makes system decisions as in Fig. 1.2. In military 
application, the WSNs can help in battlefield tactics, target identification, monitoring 
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soldiers, resource management and enemy recognizance [14]–[17]. Another application 
for WSNs in utility distribution [11], can enable smart grids that make intelligent 
decisions to balance resource and demand, as well as managing the power mix of 
renewables and traditional power. Further WSNs also help in monitoring resource thefts, 
low hanging conductors, insulation deterioration, and fault detection. 
 
Fig. 1.2. Wireless sensor networks. 
Another potential application for the WSNs is in monitoring buildings, for example 
to monitor the building integrity especially in earthquake prone areas, air quality 
management, and temperature management [12]. WSNs can also help in environment 
monitoring, to monitor the flying pattern of birds, monitoring wildlife habitats for 
protection and studies [13]. It can also help in agriculture to survey microclimates to 
improve productivity and in produce quality management [13]. It can also add monitoring 




management in warehouses, shipping containers, grocery stores are other possible 
application for wireless sensor networks 
1.2 Operation 
A typical wireless microsensor [1]–[2], Fig. 1.3, primarily consists of sensors, sensor 
interface, processor, memory, transceiver, powering and energizing sources, and power-
flow management IC. Sensors come in a variety of classification that includes 
temperature, image, MEMS, chemical sensors. CMOS technology can implement the 
temperature and image sensor using p-n junctions that produce current and voltage, with 
the thermos-electric effect and photovoltaic effect in response to temperature difference 
and light. Leakage current or temperature dependent references are good method to 
measure temperature.  
MEMS sensors typical have moving parts that vary the capacitance with respect to 
an external stimulus.  Another method of reading in the mechanical variations is to use 
piezoelectric material laid out on top of the moving parts; here the stress variation on the 
material generates a voltage difference as output. In the microsystem the input from the 
sensors needs to read into the system in form of electrical signals the CMOS sensors 
naturally generates voltage and currents, however in case of MEMS sensor the 
capacitance variation have to read into the IC by a sensor interface.  
Nevertheless in any case a lower power sensor can only generate a low-level signal, 
which a low noise amplifier (LNA) has to amplify with good noise suppression to input 
into the processor. The low noise amplifier engages circuit techniques like chopper 
stabilization, auto-zeroing and power supply noise rejection to provide a clean signal to 
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the analog to digital converter (ADC). A low power ADC then digitizes the information 
of low power digital processing. The digital logic in the processor then evaluates the 
information with preprogrammed algorithms. Memory, SRAM and DRAM, serve as a 
cache for processed information, algorithms and predefined date points.  
 
Fig. 1.3. Generic wireless sensor node. 
The wireless transfer of the processed information is using CMOS compatible flat 
antennae. For this purpose the processor encodes the data and sends it out with an 
appropriate communication scheme. The modulator combines the encoded-data with the 
carrier signal and input the analog signal to the power amplifier, which further drives the 
































first amplifies the signal, a demodulator removes the carrier frequency and the processor 
decodes the digitized command and performs appropriate action.  
The processors and sensors consume varying power and at best operate at optimal 
voltages.  The transceiver normally consumes the most power among as the sensor loads. 
To power these loads one of the system incorporates batteries, super capacitors etc. as 
option for storing energy. However tiny batteries these sensors can accommodate easily 
deplete so the system houses ambient energy harvesters that can continually extract 
energy from the environment and replete the battery. The available power and energy 
sources as well as the load operates optimally at difference voltage levels and supply and 
extract varying power levels therefore a power flow management circuit is typically 
essential in system to ensure an efficient functioning of the sensor. 
1.3 Powering Requirements 
The focus of this research is to efficiently power the micro sensor to increase its 
functional life. For this it is important to evaluate the power consumption of sensors, 
processor, and transceiver in the system. 
1.3.1 Sensing  
The sensors are typically always on blocks in the system as a result they should 
potentially consume least amount of power for ensuring low supply life, table 1.1. The 
CMOS temperature and image sensors in its CMOS implementation can consume as low 
as 100s of nWs. [18] presents a temperature sensor operating at 0.5 V and consuming 250 
nA. Similarly an image sensor in [19] consumes only 140 nJ per frame for a 128  128 
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image sensor. The lower limits of the sensor power is generally set by the parasitic 
leakage and noise that limits the minimum sensor output and power to hold sampled 
values. 
Table 1.1 Power requirements 
Modes Active Power 
Idle 20 nW ‒ 1 µW 
Sensing & Processing 80‒150 µW 
Reception 0.2‒0.9 mW 
Transmission 0.3‒7 mW 
1.3.2 Processing 
The wireless microsensor has to incorporate processing and data storage on-board as the 
frequently sending sensed-data lead to large transmission loss and data congestion. The 
processor generally consists of the digital logic than implement processing units and 
memory to store algorithms and data. The selection of technology is important for 
optimal low power operation, the shorter CMOS technologies have lower threshold 
voltage vTH and therefore lower supply voltages vDD resulting in lower dynamic power. 
However lower vTH leads to higher subthreshold leakage for off state switches. Therefore, 
if the on duty cycle of the processor is larger smaller technologies are optimum and 
reverse is true if the off time is the larger portion. Voltage scaling is another technique to 
reduce losses, lower voltages leads to lower leakage power and dynamic power, however 
the delay increases. The major design focus in voltage scaling is the trade-off between 
performance and power consumption. The larger delays can increase the leakage power 
proportion with respect to dynamic power. The optimum supply voltage for sub-micron 
technologies are around 0.6 V. In the memory design the leakage power is of a larger 
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concern as larger leakage can affect data integrity. The choice between SRAM and 
DRAM is based on the robustness and power consumption [1]. The cell design memory 
is another variable in lower design trade-off between robustness and higher leakage 
power. 
1.3.3 Transceiver 
The transceiver circuits consist of the oscillator, power amplifier, low noise amplifier and 
modulating/demodulating circuits. The miniaturization of the antennae is one of the 
challenges in reducing the sensor size. The smaller antennas and lower frequencies lead 
to higher losses and lower efficiencies. The operation of circuits in weak inversion can 
reduce the power consumption of the transceiver circuits. In [1] the receiver consume 
considerably less power operating at 0.6 V. the oscillators that supply in GHz-carrier for 
better antennae efficiency can be quite power consuming, some of the recent low power 
techniques include using MEMS resonators in oscillator. The choice of the radio 
architecture also aid in reducing the power levels [20]–[25], the ultra-wide band (UWB) 
receivers that transmit the narrow pulses of energy can lower energy consumption. UWB 
can also have an all digital implementation and lower wake up time.  
Back scattering radio architectures also reduce the on-board energy consumption 
of the sensors. In the back scattering radios the power transmitter base station can 
transmit the data to the sensor and sensor communicates by changing the antennae 
impedance and reflecting the signal back. As a result, the back scattering radios do not 
need power hungry power amplifiers. The system level techniques to reduce power 
consumption include sensor placement to reduce distance of transmission and duty 
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cycling to reduce the frequency of data transmissions. The heavy duty cycling can 
severely reduce average power consumption even when active power consumption is 
quite high. There are several schemes to wake up the transceiver. The more prevalent is 
the periodic waking up where a local oscillator can trigger the transmission periodically 
however this might lead to unnecessary communication as well as delayed response in 
emergencies. The event triggered control however solves this issue by sensing inbound 
radio signals or transmitting only when sensor senses a critical signal. 
1.4 Power Profile 
As the in case of the transmitter all the power consuming blocks in the microsensor can 
be duty cycled for longer supply life and better operational integrity, fig 1.4. The passive 
sensors especially can remain all the time as they don’t consume power. Processors on 
the other had can turn on periodically or when triggered by a sensing event. The 
processor evaluates the data and turns on the transceiver only when there is an event to 
communicate. [30] presents an algorithm for power profile optimization of microsensors 
to have minimum on-board energy storage. Here the battery voltage provides a measure 
of the energy in the system and the only when battery reaches the sense voltage it has 
enough energy to sense the events. The microsensor will continuously sense vents and 
transmit when the battery voltage reaches the transmitting threshold. Even when battery 
is not being charged the battery should be sized such that it has enough energy to send 
power down information to the base station. This way the power profile not only depends 
on the demand of transfer but also on the energy level of the system. Typically the energy 
in flow should compensate for the losses as well as the power consumption of the sensor 
to guarantee perpetual supply lifetime of the sensor. 
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Fig. 1.4. Power profile of wireless sensor node. 
1.5 Lifetime 
The lifetime of the sensor typically refers to the operational life of the system. The on-
board energy storage, recharging ability, physical or electrical deterioration of the 
components are few factors that determine the operational life of the sensor. For example, 
a 2x2x1 mm
3
 thin film Li-ion battery [31] can supply a 100 µW power consuming sensor 
load only for 10 days. The sensors that have recharging capability can however extend 
the lifetime of the sensor perpetually. . Typically the energy in flow should compensate 
for the losses as well as the power consumption of the sensor to guarantee perpetual 
supply lifetime of the sensor. Another aspect is the deterioration the parts in the system, 
the CMOS and MEMS circuits can functional for more than 30yrs, but eventually 
electron migration in the traces can weigh down the performance. The lifetime of the 
sensor is determined by the block that has least lifetime, especially batteries can charge 
and discharge while maintaining energy capacity only for few thousand cycles, but 
shallow charging and discharging can extend the lifetime. Overall selection of energy 


























The sources can be classified into two major categories energy sources and power 
sources. Power sources have limited energy capacity however can supply a large amount 
of power. Power sources are typically batteries for example capacitors, inductors, 
electrochemical cells and super capacitors. Energy sources on the other hand have an 
optimal power level for optimum operation but can indefinitely supply energy.  Energy 
sources are typically energy harvesters that harvest energy from the environment, fuel 
cells and atomic cells. The ragone plot [32]–[35] in Fig. 1.5 shows the plot of energy 
density and power densities. 
 
Fig. 1.5. Ragone plot of typical power and energy sources. 
Ideally for a battery the energy versus power should be flat line, however in Fig. 
1.5 it curves because at higher power levels the ESR of the source incurs sufficient losses 
to burn the stored energy, so at higher power levels it can only supply limited energy. 






























power levels as the harvesters can consistently harvest energy from the environment, 
however they have limit on the maximum power point beyond which the harvesters 
discharge instantly. 
1.6.1 Power Sources 
Power sources have limited energy capacity however can supply a large amount of 
power. Power sources are typically batteries [36]–[37] for example capacitors, inductors, 
electrochemical cells and super capacitors. Table 1.2 shows the energy density of the 
power sources. 
Table 1.2 Energy densities of power sources 
Technology Energy density (Wh/Kg) Cycle life Rated voltage (V) 
NiCd 45‒80 1500 1.2 
NiMH 60‒120 300‒500 1.2 
Li-ion 110-160 500‒1000 3.6 







The capacitors typically have two parallel metal plates with dielectric in between them. 
The parallel plates have equal and opposite charge on them to store energy. If a potential 
difference is imposed across the dielectric it generates an electric field which causes 
positive charge to accumulate on one side and negative charge to accumulate on the other 
side. For the capacitance value CCAP and voltage VC the energy that the capacitor store is 
0.5CCAPVC
2
. There are different kinds of capacitor based on the type of material used, for 
example, electrolytic, ceramic and tantalum capacitor. Ceramic capacitors have the 
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lowest ESR therefore can supply the maximum power, however their capacitance change 
with temperature voltage and aging effects. However the certain ceramic capacitance has 
low voltage and temperature coefficients. Electrolytic capacitors can provide high value 
of capacitors. Tantalum capacitors have the stable capacitors among the lot. In the 
wireless microsensors the low ESR ceramic capacitors can provide bypass capacitance in 
parallel with input sources, output loads and batteries. The typical energy density of 




The inductor typically consists of a wire wound around a core. Energy is stored in the 
magnetic field as long as current flows through the wire. The time varying a magnetic 
field induces a voltage which resists the change of current flowing. The energy in the 
inductor with inductance LX with current iL flowing through it stores energy 0.5LXiL
2
. 
The limitation of inductor as storage is the ohmic power lost in the inductor ESR as the 
current needs to keep flowing to store energy. However the inductor serves to transfer 
energy between different voltage sources and loads efficiently. 
1.6.1.3 Electrochemical cells 
The electrochemical cells convert chemical energy to electrical energy by chemical 
reaction that transfers electrons from anode to cathode across an electrolyte [36]–[37]. 
There are various battery technologies depending on the chemical composition for 
example nickel cadmium (NiCd), nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and Lithium-ion (Li-ion). 
The nickel based technologies have lower energy densities than Li-ion and suffer from 
higher discharge rates and memory effects, they operate around a typical voltage of 1.2 
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V. NiCd have toxic Cd therefore they need to be properly disposed of. The Li-ion battery 
has the highest power and energy density among the cells, lower discharge rates and less 
memory effect and doesn’t need to be frequently charged. The Li-ion technology also 
lends itself to thin film fabrication that helps in miniaturization and in package 
integration. The Li-ion batteries have optimal charging profile with constant trickle pre-
charging, constant high current in between charging and constant voltage charging to 
complete the charging.  Li-ion batteries can damage if stored long time without charge 
and are relatively expensive. 
1.6.1.4 Super Capacitors 
The electrical double-layer popularly known as super/ultra-capacitor provides the twin 
advantage of energy density and fast response. As such their performance fits between 
the battery and electrostatic capacitors [39]. Super capacitor has a liquid electrolyte 
dielectric between metallic electrodes and this differentiates it from standard electrostatic 
capacitor. The liquid electrolyte allows for a much closer parallel plate capacitor and thus 
provides higher capacitance per unit area. The energy density of standard super capacitor 
is around 0.5 Wh/Kg as table 1.2 shows. The typical super capacitor employs carbon 
electrodes with a permeable film that allows contact with the electrolyte. The area and 
volume of the carbon electrodes defines the capacitance. The break down voltage of 
electrolyte sets the super capacitors breakdown rating and limits the energy storage 
capacity. Additionally these capacitors in comparison to battery cells have lower ESR’s 
and therefore can provide higher peak currents at lower losses. The super capacitor can 




 cycles before the capacity deteriorates. Another 
advantage is the simple charge and discharge profiles compared to Li-ion batteries, but 
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they have larger self-discharge rates. The operational voltage of the capacitor spans over 
a larger ranges than of the batteries. 
1.6.2 Energy Sources 
Energy sources on the other hand have an optimal power level for optimum operation but 
can indefinitely supply energy.  Energy sources are typically energy harvesters that 
harvest energy from the environment, fuel cells and atomic cells. Table .13 shows the 
power density of energy sources [39]–[52]. 
Table 1.3. Power densities from energy sources 
























1.6.2.1 Ambient Sources 
The environment provides various sources of energy in the form of light, motion, 
temperature gradient, electromagnetic waves that tiny transducers can harvest to 
continually supply energy, and thereby extend the energy lifetime of the sensor 
indefinitely. As shown in Fig. 1.5 the energy harvests can supply infinite energy when the 




The motion or vibration is an abundant source in the environment for example, 
moving parts in machine, air-ducts and human body. The transductions methods that 
enable the conversion of mechanical energy to electrical energy are electrostatic, 
piezoelectric and electromagnetic.  
In electrostatic transducers the distance between the electrodes of a charged 
capacitor changes due the vibration changing the capacitance. The mechanical motion 
works against the electrostatic force between the parallel plates of the capacitance thereby 
storing energy in the capacitor. In another method the mechanical force stretches or 
compresses the dielectric changing the dielectric constant and therefore the capacitance. 
The two options to extract the energy away from the capacitor are to extract charge while 
maintaining the voltage constant or changing the voltage while the charge remains 
constant. The harvesting circuit in this case needs to invest energy to the capacitor at the 
beginning of the cycle and extract the energy away from the capacitor before the end of 
the cycle. The MEMS fabrication allows for microfabrication of the capacitor in a SiP 
system.  
Piezoelectric transducer converts energy from mechanical stress to electric charge 
by the piezoelectric effect. In the absence of strain piezo electric materials are electrically 
neutral, application of mechanical force changes the alignments of charge centers away 
from each other generating the voltage. The voltage across the material changes with the 
strain generating an AC voltage for a periodic oscillation. The typical transducer 
implementation includes a miniature cantilever load with mass at the end and 
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piezoelectric material layout on top of the cantilever that strains as the vibration move the 
cantilever up and down. Since the voltage is AC to charge the battery the power transfer 
circuit needs an AC/DC circuit. 
In electromagnetic transducer the relative motion of a magnet with respect to a coil 
induces the electromotive force across the coil and can supply a load connected across it. 
However this technique needs a magnet that is not easily fabricated with MEMS and 
CMOS fabrication and hence expensive.  
The motion based transducers harvest maximum energy when the mechanical 
structure resonates. Vibration based harvester outputs energy proportional to the 
oscillation frequency however the naturally occurring vibrations are generally in the rang 
of few hertz to hundred hertz. Therefore the power densities are only between 50 – 300 
µW. 
1.6.2.1.2 Heat 
The thermal energy sources available in the environment are human body, 
processors with heat sink. The transduction mechanism that converts heats to electrical 
energy is Seebeck effect. The transducer consists of multiple thermopiles that connect in 
series or parallel to supply energy.  The hot end of semiconductor generates more charge 
carrier than the cold end, the excess carrier concentration diffuses away from the hot end 
towards the cold end. Therefore P type materials generate excess holes and N-type 
materials generate excess electrons. Shorting the hot end electrically and thermally and 
cold end just thermal allows for a flow of current which when drops across a load 
generates voltage completing the conversion. MEMS techniques can fabricate the 
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thermopiles from silicon and so are inexpensive and integrates well. However miniature 
size transducer rarely allows for large temperature difference therefore the power levels 
are quite low in few microwatts. 
1.6.2.1.3 Light 
In a semiconductor material with a P-N junction, the electron and hole concentration 
difference between the P-type and the N-type regions cause the electron and holes to 
diffuse across the junction. The carrier diffusion leaves behind immobile ionized parent 
atoms constituting the depletion region, exaggerated in Fig. 2.1a. The immobile ions in 
the depletion region establish a built-in electric field εPN that opposes the carrier 
diffusion, resulting in no net current flow. However, when light falls on the 
semiconductor material, it excites the loosely bound outer shell (valence) electrons to 
break away from their home site to generate electron hole pairs (EHPs) [53]–[59]. The 
material absorbs photons in the light as it passes through; as a result, the concentration of 
EHPs decreases with depth in Fig 2.1b. Interestingly, higher-energy lower-wavelength 
photon generates more EHPs near the surface [55]. 
The EHPs that breaks free from their home sites diffuse in the all the directions and 
recombine unless they reach the depletion region, where εPN can separate them. Most of 
the EHPs in, and within a hole diffusion length LH and electron diffusion length LE from 
the depletion region have high chance of separating. The result is that εPN carries 
electrons that reach the depletion region to the N-type side and holes to the P-type side, 
as Fig. 2.1a shows. This carrier flow establishes a photonic current iPH whose current 
density JPH rises with LE, LH, and depletion width WD. Higher donor and acceptor doping 
concentrations in the N- and P-type regions increase the chance of EHPs recombining 
and shorten LE and LH. Metallic contacts shield the light from reaching the 
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semiconductor, therefore, reducing JPH. Irregularities in surface can also trap charges to 
reduce the photonic current. 
1.6.2.2 Alternate Sources 
Other sources that provide energy are fuels cells and atomic cells. 
1.6.2.2.1 Fuel cells 
Fuels cells coverts the energy of a chemical reaction to electrical energy [60]–[65]. They 
typically produce non-toxic clean by products. In a fuel cell the catalyst at the anode 
oxidize the fuel that passes through it to generate positive hydrogen ions, protons and 
electrons. These pass through the electrolyte and the electrons flow out into the external 
circuit to generate power. The hydrogen protons continue through the electrolyte to reach 
the cathode where it oxidizes in presence of oxygen and electrons. The most popular fuel 
is the direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) that uses a liquid fuel [34] and thus 
comparatively more potable than solid fuel operating cells. The power that fuels cells can 
provide are typically low at around 50–100 µW [35]. However the minimum size 
centimeter fuels cells are large in reference to the wireless micro sensor applications. 
Additionally the need to refuel and the deterioration of the electrolyte membrane over 
longer application times can lead to prohibitively large replacement costs. 
1.6.2.2.2 Atomic cells 
Operation of betavoltaic atomic [66] cells is similar to photovoltaic cells except here the 
beta particles replace the photons. The high-energy beta particles can generate many 
electron-hole particles, however much of the energy is lost as phonons. However flux of 
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beta particles is much smaller than light therefore the power levels are lower around 10s 
of microwatts. Disadvantage of atomics cells are high cost, safety issues with radioactive 
materials and availability [32]. 
1.7 Power-Assisted Energy Sources  
Photovoltaic (PV) cells, for example, can generate 15-mW/cm
2
 from solar light, which is 
orders of magnitude higher than what piezoelectric, electrostatic, electromagnetic, and 
thermoelectric generators can from motion, radiation, and heat [39]–[52]. Unfortunately, 
sunlight is not always available, and indoor lighting is a poor substitute. Plus, millimeter 
cells only capture a small fraction of the incoming light. So the only way the intermittent 
microwatts that small PV cells generate can sustain a wireless transmitter, for example, 
which draws milliwatts at a time, is with assistance from an on-board battery like Fig. 1.6 
shows. 
 
Fig. 1.6. Battery-assisted photovoltaic-harvesting microsystem 
Since small sensors can idle between sensing and transmission events, they can, 
between these times, consume nanowatts of the microwatts that PV cells supply. A 
wireless microsystem can therefore replenish its battery vBAT with excess PV power 
between heavily loaded periods. So if loading events are sufficiently sparse and short 

















maximum functionality and life, the system should draw maximum power from the PV 
cell [68]. And for maximum integration, the battery should be small, so the system should 




CHAPTER 2. PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 
2.1 Basic Operation 
A PV cell is essentially a P–N junction, so immersing N- into P- or P- into N-type 
semiconductor regions like Fig. 2.1a illustrates is the basic recipe for building cells. The 
sharp charge-carrier concentration gradients across the junction cause electrons and holes 
to migrate into the opposing regions. This diffusion process depletes parent atoms near 
the junction of charge carriers. The immobile atoms therefore ionize and impose a built-
in electric field EPN across the depletion region. In steady state, EPN induces a drift current 
that is equal and opposite to the diffusion current that produced EPN in the first place. As 
a result, net current flow is zero. 
 
Fig. 2.1 PV P–N junction (a) profile, (b) carrier concentration, and (c) model. 
When light passes through the semiconductor material, high-energy photons 
excite loosely bound electrons with sufficient energy to break them away from their 
home sites. Under the influence of EPN, liberated electron–hole pairs (EHPs) in the 


































to the N side. The net result is the photonic current iPH shown in Fig. 2.1c. Because wider 
depletion regions collect more EHPs, higher depletion widths WD raise iPH. 
Minority electrons liberated in the P side and minority holes liberated in the N 
side diffuse, on average, one diffusion-length LE or LH before recombining with majority 
carriers. This means, a fraction of EHPs liberated within LE and LH of the depletion 
boundaries of the junction reach the depletion space to add to iPH. Farther-away EHPs 
recombine, so they do not contribute to iPH. In other words, longer diffusion lengths LE 
and LH aid the generation process.  
 DHEPH WLLJ   (2.1) 
Because the material absorbs light energy, light intensity is greatest near the 
exposed surface. Photons therefore liberate more EHPs near the surface than deeper in 
the material. In fact, EHP concentration NEHP falls exponentially with depth, as Fig. 2.1.b 
shows. And when wavelengths are short, light does not penetrate the material as far, so 





 . (2.2) 
All this means, depletion regions near the surface collect and generate more iPH, 
especially when wavelengths are short. 
2.2 Loss Mechanism 
Liberating EHPs is how P–N junctions convert light energy into the electrical domain, 
and collecting and steering them to the load is how they output power. The first loss in 
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this process is the fraction of light energy lost to heat. Blocked and reflected light, ohmic 
power, uncollected EHPs, and collected EHPs lost are other losses. This is why 
conversion efficiency, which is the fraction of input light power that reaches the load, is 
normally low at 10%–40% [53]–[59], [67]. 
2.2.1 Shading and Reflection 
Standard photovoltaic technologies diffuse and implant dopants into a silicon substrate to 
define N- and P-type regions and deposit metal layers above the regions to interconnect 
them. Unfortunately, these same metal layers shield a cell from incoming light, so the 
exposed window is smaller than the actual cell. Blocked light is therefore a loss. Surface 
of the photovoltaic cells have protective coating to prevent reaction to the environment 
gases. In case of silicon substrates SiO2 and SiNX though mostly transparent the layers 
reflect light. The silicon surface reflects about 30% of the useful incident light and causes 
loss.  
2.2.2 Ohmic Loss 
The semiconductor and metallic links that connect the edges of the depletion region to the 
load impose series resistance RS to PV current iPV. So when iPV flows, RS burns power. 
Although adding metal and raising doping concentrations reduce resistance, more metal 
blocks light and more majority carriers shorten diffusion length. This means, ohmic 
losses fall as shading losses and uncollected EHPs rise. Since photovoltaic power PPV 
increases linearly with iPV and ohmic loss with iPV
2
 the ohmic losses are a dominant 
fraction at higher PPV.  
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2.2.3 Uncollected EHPs  
Some of the EHPs that light generate recombine before EPN separates them to constitute 
recombination losses. The major mechanisms of recombination are Shockley-Read-Hall 
(SRH), auger, radioactive and surface recombination [53]. 
Liberated minority carriers that recombine with majority carriers constitute a loss to 
photonic current iPH. Because higher doping concentrations raise the number of majority 
carriers with which minority carriers can recombine, EHPs in highly doped regions 
diffuse less. And with shorter diffusion lengths, less number of EHPs reaches the 
depletion region. So, higher donor and acceptor doping concentrations, ND and NA, in the 
N- and P-type regions generate less iPH. 
Irregularities on the surface can also trap liberated EHPs long enough for EHPs to 
recombine [53]. Filling the gaps with dopant atoms can reduce this loss, but not without 
supplying majority carriers near the surface. So, heavily doped surfaces help only when 
the loss to traps is more severe than the loss to majority carriers near the surface. 
2.2.4 Diode Leakage  
As just described, PV output current iPV in Figs. 2.1a and 2.1c flows out of the cell and 
into a load, so the voltage across the load and the cell vPV is positive. This means, the P–
N junction that generates iPH forward-biases, and the diode DPV in the junction steers a 
fraction of iPH away from the load to ground. Leaked power climbs with higher doping 
concentrations NA and ND because they strengthen the diode. 
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2.3 Maximum Photovoltaic Power 
For a given light, photonic current iPH delivers more power PPH when the voltage across 
the cell vPV is higher. Unfortunately, the same is true for the power lost in the diode PD. 
But since PPH rises linearly and PD rises exponentially with vPV, gains first outpace losses 
when a low vPV rises and losses then outpace gains when a high vPV rises. So like Fig. 2.2 
shows, output power PPV rises with vPV when vPV is low and falls when vPV is high. The 
maximum power point (MPP) PPV(MPP) results when the rise in losses cancels the rise in 
gains, at the optimum PV voltage vPV(OPT) for that particular light setting. 
 
Fig. 2.2 Measured PV power across PV voltage for several light levels. 
To harvest maximum power from the PV cell the system needs to track the 
maximum power point [68]. The two important aspects of maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) is one sensing the photovoltaic power or equivalent and then identifying 

































The first aspect of tracking is sensing the quantity to track. From the photovoltaic cell 
point of view the straight forward method of sensing photovoltaic power is to measure 
vPV and iPV separately and multiply them to generate PPV [68]. However the multiple 
measurements and multiplication can be taxing to micro power systems. Fortunately to 
track maximum power point it is not necessary to make accurate measurements of the 
absolute power values, instead sensing quantities that vary proportionally with PPV is 
sufficient. The short circuit current iSH and open circuit voltage vOC of the PV cell are two 
such quantities that are representative of PPV. 
As discussed in the previous subsection PV cell can essentially be modelled as 
photonic current iPH in parallel with diode, here iPH is directly proportional to photon 
intensity and therefore PPV. By short circuiting the PV cell iPH can be sensed. Similarly in 
the open circuit condition the iPH completely flows into the diode this way since diode 
characteristics do not change appreciably with light level the diode voltage in open circuit 
conditions varies proportionally with iPH and PPV. 
Another way to indirectly sense the PPV is measuring parameters of circuits that 
draw power from it. In a photovoltaic-charger the charger circuit extracts power from PV 
cell to charge the battery. Here the battery power PBAT is proportional to PPV and since 
battery voltage vBAT is constant or varies slowly, battery charging current iBAT is 
proportional to PPV. The voltage across a series resistor and a sensing MOSFET to mirror 
a fraction of battery current are popular methods to sense current [69]. In charger circuits 
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operating in discontinuous mode, the on duration of the battery switch can also be a 
measure of PBAT [70]. 
2.3.2 Tracking 
The profile of the photovoltaic current and parameters proportional to it resemble a hill 
with a peak at an optimum photovoltaic voltage vPV(OPT). To track the maximum power 
point at given light condition the tracking circuits varies the voltage across the PV cell 
and look at variation in power and continues to do it until peak value is reached. The 
most prominent methods to track MPPT are the hill climbing and fractional parameter 
methods 
2.3.2.1 Hill Climbing Technique 
2.3.2.1.1 Fixed Step Size 
In the fixed step size hill climbing algorithm also known as perturb and observe method 
[71]–[75], the tracking circuit changes vPV with fixed increments ΔvPV. If ΔPPV, the 
change in PPV with ΔvPV, is greater than zero or positive continue incrementing vPV. 
Similarly, if ΔPPV is smaller than zero reduce vPV. In other words increment or decrement 
vPV so as to increase ΔPPV. It is important to note here that absolute value of PPV is not 
important but only the change in PPV matters.  
In Fig 2.3 as vPV increases PPV increases from PPV1 to PPV10 in multiple increments of vPV. 
As vPV increases further PPV falls indicating the crossing over of the peak value. To 
complete tracking the vPV can decrement once to set the MPP at PPV10. In this method the 
as the step sizes are quantized there could be error PERR between the actual MPPT value 
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and the identified one. One solution is to reduce the step size so that PERR is low, however 
smaller step size lead to longer tracking time and therefore longer duration away from 
drawing maximum power. 
 
Fig. 2.3 Hill climbing algorithm. 
2.3.2.1.2 Variable Step Size 
One solution to reduce PERR without compromising on tracking speed is to vary the step 
size [76]–[81] depending on location of the current operating point on the hill, Fig. 2.4. 
Ideally step size should be large when vPV is away from vPV(OPT) and small when is it is 
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Near the peak of the hill PPV flattens and therefore the slope and by extension ΔvPV is very 
small, and similarly away from the peak slope and ΔvPV are large. The draw back here is 
the control complexity to calculate the slope. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Gradient adjusted hill climbing algorithm. 
2.3.2.1.3 3-point Parabolic Technique 
Another method to climb track the peak is the 3-point technique [82], Fig. 2.5. In this 
method each step consists of making 3 consecutive measurements that are ΔvPV apart. 
There is distinct characteristics to the relative values of PPV , in Fig. 2.5, at the 3 points 
























































With these characteristics the tracking circuits  increments vPV values when vPV1–3 is less 
than vPV(OPT) and decrease vPV values when vPV1–3 is greater than vPV(OPT). In the case 
when PPV2 is greater than both PPV1 and PPV2, vPV2 defines the MPP. Here the ΔvPV 
between the 3 points should be small enough to reduce the PERR and should be large 
enough to reduce tracking duration. 
 
Fig. 2.5 3-point parabolic algorithm. 
2.3.2.2 Fractional Parameter 
As sensing section mentions the short circuit current and open circuit voltages are two 
parameters than uniquely represent iPH and by extension PPV(MPP). From these values 
maximum power point voltage vPV(OPT) or current iPV(OPT) can be approximated as the 
linear translation of vOC or iSH [83]–[90]: 















































Here open-circuit translation coefficient kOC varies between 0.71 and 0.85, and short 
circuit coefficient kSH varies between 0.78 and 0.92 [68]. Since this method doesn’t 
actively track power and just makes an approximation the PERR is present as shown in 
Fig. 2.6. Another aspect is open circuiting or short circuiting losses PV power as energy 
and opportunity loss. Among the methods vOC is easier to implement and in circuits 
involves less complexity than short-circuiting PV cell, additionally kOC varies less 
significantly than kSH.  
 
Fig. 2.6 Fractional open-circuit method. 
2.4 CMOS Photovoltaic Cells 





 diffusions for the source, drain, and bulk terminals of NFETs and PFETs and a 




































 have higher dopant 
concentrations than the well, and the well has higher concentration than the epitaxial 
region beneath. The epitaxial layer is deeper and usually above a heavily doped P region. 
So the only ways to build P–N junctions are to immerse N+ or N well into the P substrate 
or P+ into an N well that is in the P substrate.  
 
Fig. 2.7 Die photograph of the single-well CMOS PV cells fabricated. 
To compare cells under equivalent constraints [59], all cells in Fig. 2.7 occupy 1 
mm
2
 of the same 0.35-µm single-well CMOS die, so the cost of each configuration is the 
same. The aim here is to design the highest power-generating configuration, and therefore 













power and cost vary with pitch, relative performance changes less because pitch affects 
all cells in similar ways. As a result, comparing power levels and power-conversion 
efficiencies to others in literature is less relevant and less appropriate when doping 
concentrations, junction depths, and substrate thicknesses constitute proprietary 
information that is often unavailable. 
2.4.1 N+ in P Substrate PV Cells 
Immersing N
+
 into the P substrate like Fig. 2.8 shows creates a charge-collecting P–N 
junction. Since the doping concentration of N
+
 is high and dopants are near the surface, 
donor atoms tend to fill surface irregularities. Minority charge carriers are therefore less 
likely to linger long enough to recombine. Higher majority-carrier concentration, 
however, also means minority holes recombine with majority electrons within a relatively 
short diffusion length LH. So only a fraction of holes in the N
+
 region reach the depletion 
space beneath. And although the region is near the surface, N
+
 is also shallow, so light 




 in P substrate PV cell. 











minority electrons is longer. Plus, the region is vast, which under equivalent light 
intensity, means more EHPs are likely to appear. But since light intensity falls 
exponentially with depth, EHPs are less prevalent. And since the cell can only collect 
EHPs within a diffusion length of the depletion space, farther-away EHPs ultimately 
recombine. 
Measurement: When subjecting a prototyped 1-mm
2
 0.35-µm CMOS structure of 
this sort to 1 klx, 10 klx and 80 klx, the cell generated 0.2, 1.2 and 5.9 µW, as Fig. 2.9 
shows. At 80 klx, the equivalent of direct sunlight, the maximum power point was at 0.40 
V and 15 µA, like Fig. 6 shows. Since photonic current iPH was 16 µA (with zero volts), 
iPH lost 1 µA to diode current iD. 
 
Fig. 2.9 Measured PV power across PV voltage of N
+
 in P substrate PV cell. 
 
 






































2.4.2 N well in P Substrate PV Cells 
Immersing an N well into the P substrate like Fig. 2.10 shows also creates a charge-
collecting P–N junction. Since the well's doping concentration is lower than that of N
+
, 
the average diffusion distance LH that minority holes traverse before recombining with 
majority electrons is longer, so more holes can reach the depletion space beneath. Plus, 
lower doping concentration means the junction is easier to deplete, so the depletion space 
is wider and therefore capable of collecting more EHPs. The junction, however, is farther 
away from the exposed surface, so EHP concentration is generally lower. And like 
before, only substrate EHPs within a diffusion length of the junction can reach the 
depletion space. 
 
Fig. 2.10 N well in P substrate PV cell. 
Measurement: When subjecting a 1-mm
2
 0.35-µm CMOS structure of this sort to 
1 klx, 10 klx and 80 klx, the cell generated 3.0, 20 and 98 µW, as Fig. 2.11 shows. At 80 
klx, the maximum power point in Fig. 6 was at 0.50 V and 196 µA. Since photonic 
current iPH was 210 µA (with zero volts), iPH lost 14 µA to diode current iD. 
P+N+
N well






Fig. 2.11 Measured PV power across PV voltage of N well in P substrate PV cell. 
2.4.3 P+ in N Well PV Cells 
Interestingly, immersing P
+
 in N well in a P substrate like Fig. 2.12 illustrates creates not 
only two P–N junctions: P
+
–well and well–substrate, but also the P
+
–N well–P substrate 
bipolar-junction transistor (BJT). As a PV cell, nearby P
+
 and N-well EHPs reach the top 
P
+
–well junction and nearby N-well and P-substrate EHPs reach the bottom well–
substrate junction. So the well contributes to the photonic currents of both junctions, to 
iPH(T) and iPH(B) [54]–[58]. 
As with N
+
, the doping concentration of P
+
 is high, many dopants are near the 
surface, and the region is shallow, so surface recombination is low, minority diffusion 
length LE is short, and light produces few EHPs. Although the lower well–substrate 
junction is farther away from the surface, longer diffusion lengths and a wider depletion 
region counter the effects of lower EHP concentration. Ultimately, the performance of 










































 in N well in P substrate PV cells. 
2.4.3.1 Top Junction  
Shorting the N well to the substrate with a metallic link steers bottom photonic current 
iPH(B) around a zero-volt loop that keeps iPH(B) from producing power, Fig. 2.13a. So when 
subjecting a standard 1-mm
2
 0.35-µm CMOS structure to 1 klx, 10 klx and 80 klx, the 
cell generated 0.4, 3.1 and 18 µW, as Fig. 2.13b shows. At 80 klx, the maximum power 
point in Fig. 6 was at 0.36 V and 49 µA. Since top photonic current iPH(T) was 55 µA 




























Fig. 2.13 Top junction (a) electrical model (b) measures PV power across PV voltage. 
2.4.3.2 Bottom Junction  
Shorting P
+
 to the N well with a metallic link similarly steers top photonic current iPH(T) 
around a zero-volt loop that keeps iPH(T) from producing power, Fig. 2.14 a. So when 
subjecting a standard 1-mm
2
 0.35-µm CMOS structure to 1 klx, 10 klx and 80 klx, the 
cell generated 3.0, 20 and 91 µW, Fig 2.14b. At 80 klx, the maximum power point in Fig. 
6 was at 0.38 V and 239 µA. Since bottom photonic current iPH(B) was 250 µA (with zero 
volts), iPH(B) lost 11 µA to diode current iD(B).  
















































Fig. 2.14 Bottom junction (a) electrical model (b) measures PV power across PV voltage. 
2.4.3.3 Combined junctions 
P
+
 and P Substrate Shorted: The most direct way of harvesting power from both the 
junctions is to short the P-type regions together with N well as the second terminal, in 
this scenario the BJT behaves like two diodes in parallel, as in Fig. 2.15. Both iPH(T) and 
iPH(B) produces power. The most of EHPs a diffusion length from either of the junctions 
collects to generate power-producing current. With the P type regions shorted to each 
other the BJT operates in deep saturation where it totally loses BJT action and behaves as 
two parallel diodes. The leakage for similar voltage levels in comparison to earlier P
+
–
NW–Sub diodes is lower. At the upper junction iPH(T) after losing a portion of current iD(T) 
flows out as iPV(T). Similarly iPH(B) after losing a portion of current iD(B) flows out as iPV(B). 


















































Fig. 2.15 Electrical model of P
+
 and P substrate shorted. 
 
Fig. 2.16 Measurement of PV power across PV voltage of P
+
 and P substrate shorted. 
Measurement: The total power the photovoltaic current produces iPV is the sum of 
iPV(T) and iPV(B). In absence of BJT action the leakages are lower and as a result, the cell 
produces maximum power of 4 µW, 27.6 µW and 132.2 µW, Fig. 2.16, about optimum 
voltages of 0.42 V, 0.46 V and 0.46 V at 1 klx, 10 klx and 80 klx. At 10 klx, iPH(T) and 
iPH(B) is about 9.3 µA and 54 µA, with iD(T) and iD(B) at 2.1 µA and 1 µA at vPV(OPT) of 






















































At 80 klx equivalent of direct sunlight the large iPV(T) current drops voltage, thus 
P
+
 is at a slightly higher voltage than P Substrate, and as a result iD(B) is non-existent and 
iD(T) after losing portion to base current flows out of the substrate. Here iPV(B) at vPV(OPT) is 
249.2 µA slightly higher than iPH(B) of 247.8 µA. 
Open P
+
: Another option to harvest power from both junctions is to open one of the 
junctions, in this case the photovoltaic current at the open junction flows through the 
device, out through the other end, Fig.2.17. This way both iPH(T) and iPH(B) produces 
power. Therefore most of the EHPs a diffusion length away from either one of the 
junctions separates to produce current. With P Substrate held vPV above the N Well, as in 
Fig. 6b, this cell produces power. The iPH(T) current flows through the BJT, biasing it with 
P
+
 as emitter, N Well as base and Substrate as collector. When vPV is low BJT is in active 
region as a result most of iPH(T) after losing a portion as base current and all of iPH(B) forms 
iPV. Here PPV is low as vPV is low. To produce maximum PPV both vPV, iPV has to be high 
and this happens when BJT is in saturation.  
 
Fig. 2.17 Electrical model of P
+
 open. 
Measurement: The cell produces maximum power of 4 µW, 27.4 µW and 131.7 












80 klx. At 80 klx equivalent of direct sunlight, iPV is around 286 µA at vPV(OPT) of 0.46 V. 
 
Fig. 2.18 Measurement of PV power across PV voltage of P
+
 open. 
Open P Substrate: Similar to the earlier case when P substrate terminal is left open iPH(B) 
flows through the device to the P
+
 side to produce power. With P
+
 held vPV above the N 
Well, as in Fig. 2.19, this cell produces power. The iPH(B) current flows through the BJT, 
biasing it with Substrate as emitter, N Well as base and P
+
 as emitter.  
 
Fig. 2.19 Electrical model of P substrate open. 
















































To produce maximum PPV as in last case BJT operates in saturation. Thus most of iPH(B) 
after losing a portion as base current and all of iPH(T) forms iPV. 
Measurement: The cell produces maximum power of 3.9 µW, 26.7 µW and 128 
µW, Fig. 2.20, about optimum voltages of 0.42 V, 0.46 V and 0.46 V at 1 klx, 10 klx and 
80 klx. At 80 klx equivalent of direct sunlight, iPV is around 278µA at vPV(OPT) of 0.46 V.  
 
Fig. 2.20 Measurement of PV power across PV voltage of P substrate open. 
2.4.4 Comparison 




-derived cells generated 
similar power. This is because their doping profiles are similar: both heavily doped and 
shallow. But because donor and acceptor atoms and the processing steps used to deposit 
them are not exactly alike, the P
+










































The cells that collected EHPs in the deeper well–substrate junction produced 5× 
to 7× more power, Table 2.1. One reason for this is longer diffusion length, because 
further-away EHPs can reach the depletion space. A wider depletion region is another 
factor because, with more atoms available, light frees more EHPs. 
Table 2.1. Measured power from single-well 0.35-µm CMOS cells. 
 
Single-Well PV Cells 
PPV(MPP) [µW] 
1 klx 10 klx 80 klx 
N
+
 in P Sub. 0.2 1.2 5.9 




















–N Well 0.4 3.1 18 
N Well–P Sub. 3.0 20 91 
Combined 
Junctions 
Shorted 4.0 28 132 
Open P
+
 4.0 28 132 
Open P Sub. 3.9 27 128 
The standard stand-alone well–substrate cell produced 8% higher power at 80 klx 
than the bottom junction of the P
+
–well–substrate device. Why this was the case at 80 klx 
and not at 1 or 10 klx may be current density. Since the physical structures are not exactly 
alike, parasitic resistances are different. As a result, higher substrate currents drop 
voltages that accentuate the effects of these differences on the depletion fields that collect 
EHPs to generate power. 
Combined junctions produced more power than their isolated counterparts 
combined. The 18 and 91 µW that the top and bottom junctions of the P
+
–well–substrate 
structure produced, for example, when isolated and exposed to 80 klx add to 117 µW, 23 
µW less than the 132 µW the combined structure produced. This is because the same 
diffusion current the stand-alone structures lose to the diode the combined structure feeds 
to the opposing junction. Although some of it recombines in the well, much of it reaches 
the other junction. In other words, opposing junctions recover diode power. 
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Of combined junctions, the open-terminal configurations proposed require less 
metal. Eliminating the need to connect one terminal removes top-surface metal that 
would otherwise block light. With less metal, the cell receives more light, and as a result, 
produces more collectable EHPs. Plus, with less metal constraints, open-circuiting and 
partitioning P
+
 into islands extend the depletion space to the sides of the islands to collect 
more EHPs. The cells prototyped for these experiments, however, connect all terminals to 
pins, so they do not reap these advantages. So removing the metal that connects to P
+
 or 
substrate in the P
+
–well–substrate prototype would generate more power than Table 2.1 
show. 
Outside of doping concentrations and diffusion depths, other processing factors 
affecting output power are passivation and silicided surfaces. Since these sit above the 
semiconductor, they filter some of the incoming light to liberate less EHPs. Keeping 
these layers off the surface of a CMOS PV cell raise output power, but not without 
increasing series resistance and risking some reliability. 





derived cells were 0.50, 0.40, and 0.36 V, respectively. The voltage of the well–substrate 
cell is higher because doping concentration is lower, and the corresponding diode is 
therefore weaker. As a result, diode losses balance photonic gains at higher PV voltages. 
The maximum power points for the combined junctions were higher at 0.46 V than their 
constituent junctions at 0.36 and 0.38 V. This is probably because opposing junctions 
recover some diode power, so diode losses cancel photonic gains at a higher PV voltage. 




substrate structure was lower at 0.38 V than for the stand-alone counterpart at 0.50 V. 
Why this is the case is not clear. 
Integration: CMOS circuits normally connect the P substrate to the most negative 
potential to isolate components, or more to the point, to keep substrate P–N junctions 
from forward biasing. Of available configurations, only the isolated P
+
–well junction in 
the P
+
–well–substrate structure connects the substrate to the most negative potential. So 
only this cell can share the substrate with integrated CMOS circuits, which is the second 
lowest power-producing configuration tested. 
Thankfully, sharing the substrate is normally undesirable because a tiny PV cell 
captures a very small fraction of the incoming light. As a result, artificial and obstructed 
lighting generates power levels that are too low to be practicable. This is why increasing 
the surface area of the cell is so critical, and why dedicating one die for the cell and 
stacking it above the circuit captures more light and outputs more power than integrating 
the cell into the circuit. Plus, dedicating a single-well die saves money because coarse-
pitched single-well area costs less than finer-pitched multi-well real estate. These 
winnings often outweigh the conduction losses and cost of 10–100 mΩ intra-die 
connections and multi-die packaging [94]. 
2.4.5 Cascaded Cells 
Of possible N-well CMOS PV cells, N
+
 and N well in P substrate variations cannot 
disconnect from the substrate, so they have no isolated terminals with which to stack. The 
P
+
 in N well cell is the only one that can stack. Unfortunately, however, each cell in the 
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stack leaks substrate and BJT currents whose losses reduce the gains that using multiple 
cells to drive a switched-inductor converter produces. 
Design: Since PV cells are essentially current sources, the chief design challenge 
with connecting PV cells in series is managing current mismatches. The problem is that 
substrate and BJT currents between cells leak currents. In a stack like Fig. 2.21 shows, 
for example, the BJT current of the first cell iE1 and the substrate current of the second iS2 
steal current from the first cell. So, to match currents, the photon current of the second 
iPH2 should be lower than that of the first iPH1. Similarly, subsequent photon currents 
should be smaller than those of their preceding stages, so cell areas should be 
progressively smaller from the bottom to the top of the stack. 
 
Fig. 2.21. Electrical model of three P
+
 in N well CMOS PV cells stacked. 
Still, imperfections across the die produce mismatches that are difficult to manage 
with cell area. Connecting dc–dc converters across each cell that ensure each cell voltage 
is optimum is one way of absorbing mismatches [95], except each converter dissipates 
power and requires space.  
Stack Losses: Since absorption for higher wavelengths λLIGHT is lower, substrate 
currents and related losses usually overwhelm those of the BJT currents above roughly 










voltage at each intermediate connection (in Fig. 2.21) is the lower cell's emitter voltage 
vE, which corresponds to the number of PV voltages the lower cells produce, PLOSS 
reduces to roughly 




1)-E(iS(i)LOSS v1iiviP , (2.6) 
where each junction loses power. This means PLOSS rises with the number of cells in the 
stack, as Fig. 2.22 shows when total chip area is 4 mm
2
 and collectable power PPH is 54 
µW. 
 
Fig. 2.22. Power losses across the number of cells stacked and wavelengths. 
2.5 Other Photovoltaic Cells 
2.5.1 Thin Film Single Junction 
Thin film photovoltaic cells are PV cells made of materials that generate considerable 
power from light with material thickness of only few micrometres. Thin film materials 
have high light absorption coefficient as a result photons passing through them produces 
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EHPs at much higher rate and a result a short thickness of the material can absorb large 
incident photon densities that solar light provides [96]. For example to generate the same 
number of EHPs, NEHP, thin film amorphous silicon material, Fig. 2.23, requires only 3 
µm in comparison with crystalline silicon that needs 250 µm thickness. 
 
Fig. 2.23. Absorption profile of light for different Si materials. 
The thin films cells, Fig. 2.24, materials deposit the active P-N junctions on glass 
substrate that provides the structural integrity for the cells. Thin film tend to have lower 
costs because of the thin material thickness and unified fabrication process unlike wafer 
processing that needs spate steps for crystal growth, wafer processing and cell processing 
[53]. The low thickness of these PV cells allows for flexible cells that enables more 
applications. The deposition of semiconductor materials on glass substrate enables 
multiple cells on the same substrate that can connect in series. The typical low cost 
techniques in these technologies have to allow separation around 300 µm but with more 














Aλ[a] > Aλ[µ ] > Aλ[c]
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Fig. 2.24 Thin film cells (a) non-Si (b) a-Si (c) organic 
2.5.1.1 Amorphous Silicon 
Among the silicon thin film options amorphous silicon is the most prominent. In 
comparison with crystalline silicon, the amorphous material lacks long range crystalline 
order and when untreated has dangling bonds that capture large carriers and reduce 
diffusion length. In essence the imperfections allow a larger absorption coefficient, 
however also limits diffusion length and collection ability. Hydrogenating the cells allow 
for passivating the dangling bonds and increasing efficiency. However, after short time 
exposure the efficiency degrades to a lower value. The highest efficiency report for single 
junction amorphous PV cells is around 10% [67]. 
The structure of the amorphous cell in Fig. 2.24b has an intrinsic region between 
the P and N -type regions, the intrinsic region essentially extends the depletion region in 
the PN junction by the intrinsic depth and therefore increase the collection probability. 
The amorphous silicon structure consists of a glass substrate with a transparent 
conducting oxide (TCO) providing the front contact, a p-i-n structure follows and the 
bottom aluminium contact completes the cell. Small areas serially connect to produce 
large modules. The amorphous silicon cells can have low thickness between 300 nm and 



































With dip in availability of silicon with large number of wafer based products, has enabled 
thin film cells made of non-Si technologies, Fig.2.24c. Cadmium tellurium (CdTe) and 
copper-indium selenide (CIS) are the prominent non-Si technologies available today. The 
latest cells have efficiency around 21% inching towards efficiency of crystalline silicon 
cells. The thickness of these cells is typically 1–3 µm. These cells are 30% – 40% lower 
cost than crystalline silicon cells making it attractive. The disadvantages of these cells are 
the requirement of larger area for the same power density as wafer based cells.  
The structure of these cells include a glass substrate, transparent conducting 
oxide, a layer of CdS, the CdTe or CIS layer and metallic back contact, Fig. 2.24c. The 
Cd in these cells are toxic and be a detriment to it widespread usage, especially the CdTe 
cell. Among these cell CdTe cell is slightly cheaper than CIS.  
2.5.1.3 Organic 
One of the emerging thin film photovoltaic technologies is organic photovoltaics (OPVs), 
with the advantages of being light and flexible. It can be conformed to different shapes 
makes it attractive to many application. Organic PV cells use organic materials for light 
absorption and charge transport. One advantage of organic cells is the ability for 
molecular engineering that enable adjusting the bandgap and tune for the light 
wavelength of the application. Like other technologies the high absorption coefficient 
enables the depth to be just few hundred nanometres. However it has low efficiency of 
11% of recent cells and is less stable in comparison with crystalline silicon [67]. 
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In organic photovoltaic cell large conjugated system of carbon based molecules 
absorb light. In these cells the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) serve as 
conduction band, and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) serve as the 
valence band. The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO serves as the bandgap in 
organic materials. When light passes through the material, the molecules absorb photons 
and reach an excited state. When these excitons are exposed to electric field the excitons 
are broken up to create EHPs. 
Bilayer organic PV cells have hole transport layer and electron transport layer and 
the work function difference between the layers generate the electric field of EHP 
generation. The lower efficiency and lower mobility for charge transport are challenge 
that needs to be addressed. Similarly a stability of organic cells under long time exposure 
is also one of the challenges in the current research.  
2.5.2 Stacked 
Stacked cells use multiple PN junctions of varying bandgaps that connect in series to 
effectively absorb the different wavelengths of light, in Fig. 2.25.  
 































The thin film technologies with their lower material thickness and fabrication cost adapt 
naturally to stacked cells. Between each PN is layers of highly doped NP junction that 
acts a tunnel diodes, where the low thickness highly doped N and P layers sandwiched 
between PN junctions allow for the electron and holes to tunnel through the NP region 
with minimum voltage drop, Fig. 2.26. The mismatch between these stacked cells can 
lead to current mismatch losses. 
 
Fig. 2.26. Electrical model of stacked PV cells. 
2.5.3 Comparison 
The different options of PV technologies have their unique advantages. Custom 
crystalline silicon are most prominently used but recently thin film cells are generating 
lot of penetration, other emerging technologies like OPVs are also showing a lot of 
progress. In microsensors the trade-off between area that defines footprint of the sensor 
and cell price that determines the total sensor cost are important parameters. In cost 
considerations thin film PV cells are cheaper but need higher footprint in comparison to 
crystalline cells and are toxic, CMOS cells that fabricate from the same process that 
develop the sensor circuitry has the benefits of low cost due the scale of production and 
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 a-Si 1‒3 100 10 $$ 0.3 
Organic 1 112 11 $$ 0.5 





a-Si/µ-Si 1‒5 136 14 
$$$$$ 
‒ 
Non-Si 150 388 39 ‒ 
Although amorphous silicon costs less than crystalline single-well complementary 
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) [67], single-cell CMOS cells generate 10%–13% 
higher power, Table 2.2. Multi-well CMOS junctions generate more power than single-
well junctions [67], but require additional steps in the fabrication process, so they cost 
more. Custom mono-crystalline cells output as much as single-well cells and custom 
multi-junction non-silicon cells can output 10%–15% more, but investing to establish and 
maintain a custom fabrication facility is not always possible. 
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2.6 Summary 
Since lower doping concentrations extend diffusion lengths and depletion regions, the 
prototyped 0.35-µm single-well CMOS N well–P substrate PV cell generates 5× more 
power at 91–98 μW than P
+
 in N well at 18 μW when exposed to the equivalent of direct 
sunlight. Two-junction cells generate 7× more power at 128–132 μW than P
+
 in N well 
and 31%–45% more power than N well in P substrate. The configuration proposed that 
opens the P
+
 terminal to combine the shallower and deeper junctions eliminates top-
surface metal from the structure, so more light can penetrate to generate even more 
power. Although using the substrate junction keeps the proposed structures from sharing 
the substrate with a CMOS circuit, sharing the substrate is normally undesirable. Since 
microsystems can only avail a few millimeters, dedicating one die to the PV cell and 
stacking it above the CMOS circuit produces much more power than placing the PV cell 
alongside the circuit, especially when drawing power from multiple junctions. Plus, using 
a coarser single-well CMOS cell costs less than its finer and multi-well counterparts. 
Custom mono-crystalline cells output as much as single-well CMOS cells and custom 
multi-junction non-silicon cells can output 10%–15% more, but investing to establish and 
maintain a custom fabrication facility is not always possible. 
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CHAPTER 3. CHARGER–SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
A millimeter-scale light-energy harvesting system typically accommodates a PV cell and 
on-board battery to supply microsensor loads. The photovoltaic cell produces maximum 
power at an optimum voltage vPV(MPP), 0.2–0.6 V, that varies with lighting conditions 
[68]. On the other hand, the chemistry of the batteries fixes its operating voltage, for 
example, 2.7–4.2 V for Li ion cells and, 0.9–1.6 V for Ni-Cd cells. Similarly, the sensor 
load requires a regulated supply voltage that ensures optimum performance, say 1V. 
Therefore, a circuit that can transfer power between the PV cell, battery, and the load, all 
of which operate at different voltage levels, is a fundamental requirement of the system. 
Since all the power sources and loads operate at DC voltages, a DC–DC converter can 
serve as the power-transfer-circuit. 
3.1 Power Transfer Circuits 
Three prominent categories of DC–DC converters are linear regulators [38], switched-
capacitors [98]–[100] and switched-inductors [88]–[99]. The linear regulators modify the 
conductance of a power switch between input and output to transfer power between 
different voltages. The switched capacitors and inductor circuits use capacitors and 
inductors as an intermediate stage to store and release energy from and to different 
voltage levels.  
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3.1.1 Linear Regulators 
3.1.1.1 Operation 
Linear regulators transfer energy from input vIN to output vO by modulating the resistance 
and therefore the voltage drop across the pass switch MP. With the voltage drop across 
MP the output voltage is always less than input, therefore this circuit cannot boost. The 
series switch continuously conducts the load current as a result for a steady load current 
the output current is same as input current and has minimal high frequency component. In 
Fig. 3.1, the feedback resistor shunt samples the output voltage as vFB. The error 
amplifier EAO further amplifies the error between vFB and target reference voltage vREF to 
generate the drive signal for the pass transistor the inverting gain single transconductance 
amplifier MP completes the negative feedback loop that regulates the output. 
 
Fig. 3.1. Linear regulator circuit. 
3.1.1.2 Efficiency 
The major loss in linear regulator circuit is the loss across the series pass switch. The 
input power vINiIN incurs an ohmic loss of vSWiIN before reaching the output as vOiIN. 











typically greater than 200 mV. Lower than 200 mV vSW values can push the MP into 
linear region and cause the drop in gain of the negative feedback loop and as a result 
reduces the output regulation ability. A secondary loss in the linear regulator is quiescent 
power vINiQ consumed by the controller that includes the error amplifier buffer and 



















 , (3.1) 
improves with low vSW values as well as with lower quiescent currents. However since 
input and output voltages are application dependent the vSW is a given. The quiescent 
power can scale with load power to scale efficiency with load at cost of regulation 
bandwidth; here transient feed forward paths can help the circuit to react to sudden load 
dumps. 
3.1.2 Switched-capacitor circuits 
3.1.2.1 Operation 
Switched-capacitor circuits transfer energy from input vIN to output vO by first charging 
one or multiple capacitors from the input then reconfiguring the capacitors discharging 
the combination to the output. The circuit operates in two phases to transfer energy the 
parallel charge phase and the series discharge phase as the Fig. 3.2 shows. In the charge 
phase capacitors CF1 to CFN connect in parallel to charge each of the capacitor to voltage 
vH – vL and in the series discharge phase the capacitors connect in series to charge vH' to 
vL'+NX(vH – vL). For example with vH and vL' as the input, vH' as the output and vL at 
ground the circuits boost vIN to (NX+1) vO.  
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Fig. 3.2. Switched-capacitor circuit (a) parallel charge (b) series discharge. 
As an example the switched-capacitor (SC) doubler circuit in fig 3.3, transfers energy, by 
first charging a flying capacitor CFLY in parallel with input capacitor CIN from the input 
voltage vIN, and then discharging CFLY by connecting it in series between CIN and the 
battery vBAT. The input source in this example models the photovoltaic current. The SC 
circuit in Fig. 3.3a, connects the capacitor CFLY in parallel with CIN by closing switches 
SE1 and SE2. vIN initially dips in Fig. 3.3b, when the CIN shares charge with CFLY in 
parallel, then iIN charges both CFLY and CIN for the charging period, which is half of the 
switching period tSW. Further, the circuit closes switches SDE1 and SDE2 to connect the 
series-stack of CFLY and CIN to the battery. vIN dips again during the initial charge sharing 
phase, iIN then charges the output by discharging CFLY, while at the same time charging 
CIN. This way the circuit in Fig. 3.3a can boost vPV to a maximum of double the value. By 
charging more capacitors in parallel, and then connecting all of them in series can boost 
vIN to higher voltages [47]. To transfer energy between fixed voltages at input and output 





















Fig. 3.3. Switched-capacitor doubler (a) Circuit model (b) simulated waveforms. 
3.1.2.2 Efficiency 
In the case of the flying capacitor with initial voltage vFLY.IN connecting to a voltage 
source vIN in the charging phase, the voltage source vIN supplies is: 
 )v(vCvQvE FLY.INININININININ  . (3.2) 
The flying capacitor accumulates the difference between its initial energy EFLY.INI and the 
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In an on-chip implementation, CFLY introduces a parasitic bottom-plate capacitor 
CPAR (at roughly 0.1CFLY [98]). CPAR charges and discharges every cycle, without 
transferring the energy it accumulates to the battery, but instead dissipating it across the 
switches. As a result the ohmic losses for the on-chip implementation PR(INT) is higher 
than the off-chip case PR(EXT). The flying capacitors in the SC circuit incur as ripple 
ΔvFLY ripple across it transfer charge qFLY every cycle fSW and deliver output power 
vOqFLYfSW. So to transfer more power the either ΔvFLY needs to increase or fSW needs to 
increase. Higher switching frequency fSW can reduce conduction losses by reducing 
ΔvFLY to but at the cost of higher gate-drive losses. Overall as the number of switches and 
flying capacitors increase for higher boosting and bucking ratios so does the losses in the 
circuit and the efficiency at high power level reduces for N-stage circuit with quiescent 



















  (3.6) 
3.1.3 Switched-inductor circuits 
3.1.3.1 Operation 
A switched-inductor circuit transfers power, by energizing an inductor from the 
photovoltaic cell and then de-energizing it to the battery. In Fig. 3.4a, switch SH1 and SL1 
closes, to energize the inductor LX across the energizing voltage vH–vL from iL.PK- to 
iL.PK+ during the energizing time tE to draw energy from vH and store energy in the 
inductor. The de-energizing voltage vDE or (vH'–vL') drains the inductor during the time 
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tDE to transfer energy to vH'. With vH as input vIN, vH'as the output vO and vL and vL' at the 











d   (3.7) 
This way the switched-inductor (SI) circuit can buck or boost between any two sets of 
input and output voltage with just 2–4 switches. Similar to the SC circuit SI circuit also 
incurs ohmic losses across series path resistances and gate-drive losses turning on/off the 
switches. However with less number of switches the switch inductor converter can 
potentially have lower power stage losses, simpler control, as a result lower controller 
power. 
 
Fig. 3.4. Switched-inductor circuit (a) energizing (b) drain (c) simulation. 
To further explore the potential of SI circuits for harvesting energy from the PV 
cell, Section 3.2 evaluates the losses in SI circuit to decide the optimal control for most 

































3.2 Low Power Operation 
3.2.1 Conduction Mode 
In the context switched-inductor power transfer circuits, to transfer power between a 
source and load that operate at different voltages, the circuit energizes and drains LX in 
the alternate phases of the switching cycle. There are two traditional mode of operations 
for switched-inductor circuits are continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous 
conduction mode (DCM) [38], [99] and [100]. In CCM, the inductor continuously flows 
current while the energizing voltage ramps the current up and de-energizing voltage 
ramps the current down to the same extent successively, as in Fig 3.4.c.  
In low power operating region the average inductor current IL that sets the average 
input and output current is quite low as a result energizing and de-energizing for low 
periods of time can create a large current ripple ΔiL and large ΔiL across a small IL can 
push the current to a negative value. A negative current in this case would lead to power 
flow opposite to the intended direction, and as a result discharge the output instead of 
charging it. On the other hand short energizing and de-energizing time will lead to short 
switching times and large switching frequency and as a result excessively large switching 
losses. For example a 100-µH inductor with 1 V energizing and de-energizing voltage 
will have to switch at more than 1 MHz for keeping ΔiL below 5 mA and 100 MHz for 
ΔiL below 50 µA. 
Fortunately energizing the inductor to a peak current and disconnecting the de-energizing 
voltage when the iL goes to zero allows for transfer of large packet of energy while 
switching at a much lower frequency and without output discharge Fig. 3.5. This way, in 
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discontinuous-conduction mode (DCM) [90]–[95], LX transfers a large energy packet EIN. 
Since iL reflects how much energy LX stores, EIN in the case of Fig. 3.5a is the energy in 
LX at the end of the energizing period tE, when iL peaks at iL(PK): 
 2L(PK)XIN i0.5LE   (3.8) 
 that, across a long clock period tCLK, delivers microwatts. Since iL(PK) is higher for larger 
packets, tE and tD can be longer and sufficiently infrequent to keep switching losses low 
[]. 
 
Fig. 3.5. Switched-inductor (a) circuit (b) simulated inductor current in DCM. 
The size and frequency of the energy packets that LX delivers sets how much power vIN 







P   (3.9) 






























which means tE rises with iL(PK). SD and SO similarly impress –vO across LX long enough 







t  , (3.11) 
so tD also scales with iL(PK). In fact, since LX's equivalent series resistance RESR conducts 
iL only across tE and tD, SIN and SE only across tE, and SD and SO only across tD, all 
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  (3.12) 
3.2.2 Losses 
The switched-inductor incurs ohmic losses transferring power across series path 
resistances, gate-drive losses switching on/off the power switches and across the 
controller. 
3.2.2.1 Ohmic 
Like switches, LX's RESR dissipates ohmic energy EESR when RESR conducts iL across a tON 

















 . (3.13) 
And since tON rises with iL(PK), EESR is proportional to iL(PK)
3
. In other words, EESR rises 
more quickly with iL(PK) than ESW(MIN) does. 
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3.2.2.2 Quiescent 
Portions of the controller operate continuously across tCLK, so energy EC(DC) changes with 
tCLK: 
 EC(DC) = PC(DC)tCLK. (3.14) 
Others need only engage when LX conducts, so they may consume power a tON fraction of 
tCLK. Energy EC(DUTY) for these duty-cycled blocks therefore changes with tON, and as a 














 . (3.15) 
Still others need only engage momentarily, when transitioning between switching states. 
These transient blocks consume power across a constant period tTRAN, so energy EC(TRAN) 















  (3.16) 
3.2.3 MOS Switch Design 
Ideal switches occupy no space, drop no voltage, leak no current, and respond instantly. 
In practice, however, switches occupy space and incorporate resistance, capacitance, and 
leakage paths. So in addition to requiring space, they also drop voltages, leak currents, 
and require time to respond [100]–[121]. 
MOSFETs: NFETs and PFETs in Fig. 3.6a–b are synchronous devices because 
they transition between on–off states when prompted by synchronizing gate signals. They 
can drop 10–200 mV in the on state and respond in nanoseconds. Since current can flow 
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in both directions, either terminal can serve as the source. In the off state, their body 
diodes can always conduct current: substrate NFETs from the grounded substrate and 
welled PFETs into the well. 
 
Fig. 3.6. (a) Substrate, (b) welled, (c) in-line, and (d) off-line FETs. 
Blocking MOSFETs: Isolating the bulk of welled FETs, and blocking the bulk 
path with opposing diodes keep body diodes from leaking current. The body diodes of the 
in-line pair MP1–MP2 in Fig. 3.6c, for example, block one another, so they cannot 
conduct. This way, when MP1–MP2 close, switch terminals bias the bulk vB within mV's 
of their terminal potentials. And when MP1–MP2 open, bulk capacitance holds vB, or if 
either switch terminal rises, the diode attached to that terminal raises and biases vB to the 
higher potential. 
With the body always biased close to the higher potential, the welled FETs do not 
suffer bulk effect when conducting. However, two switches offer twice 2× the resistance 
or twice 2× the capacitance of one switch. This is a drawback because higher resistance 



















Biasing the bulk with off-line FETs eliminates the second in-line FET. Off-line 
cross-coupled pair MX1–MX2 in Fig. 3.6d, for example, biases MP's bulk vB to the highest 
potential: MX1 to vS/D when vS/D exceeds vD/S and MX2 to vD/S otherwise. The drawback is 
that MX1–MX2 are off when terminal voltages are within a threshold of one another, so 
body diodes bias vB to the higher potential. This means, vB may not rise as quickly as the 
higher potential. Fortunately, this is only momentary. 
Asynchronous Switches: Diodes and diode-connected FETs in Fig. 3.7a–b are 
asynchronous because they close and open automatically when current flows and 
reverses. In other words, they do not require a synchronizing signal. They can drop 0.5–
0.7 V in the on state and respond in nanoseconds. 
 
Fig. 3.7. (a) Diode (b) MOS diode (c) threshold adjusted (d) comparator-synchronized. 
Threshold-shifted [38] and comparator-synchronized [38] FETs in Fig. 3.7c–d can 
drop much lower voltages. But since matching and tracking a threshold voltage vT across 
process and temperature is less accurate than sensing a voltage difference, comparator-
synchronized FETs drop lower voltages. The drawback is that the comparator requires 
μW's to respond within 1 μs [102]. Still, the mW's saved with a lower voltage drop 














3.2.3.1 Switch Loss  
Transistors consume ohmic power PR when they conduct and require gate-drive power PG 
to switch between states [101]. Interestingly, resistance falls and capacitance climbs with 
wider channels. So channel widths should be just high enough for the rise in PG to cancel 
the fall in PR [101]. And channel lengths should be as short as possible because both 
resistance and capacitance climb with channel length. 
Switches in the network dissipate ohmic energy ER when they conduct iL. Since iL 
is nearly a triangle across every instance of tON, iL(RMS) across tON is iL(PK)/√3 [101]. So the 
power PR consumed by the resistance of a switch RSW is iL(RMS)
2
RSW across the tON 






























































In the case of MOS switches, RSW, and as a result, ER fall with decreasing channel 
resistivity ρSW and channel length LSW and increasing channel width WSW. 
Unfortunately, MOS switches also require gate-drive energy EG to control them. 
EG, to be more specific, is the energy that the gate capacitance CG requires to charge 
across its gate-drive voltage ΔvG: 
   2GSWSWOX
2
GEQG ΔvWL"CΔvCE  . (3.18) 
Here, of course, CG, and as a result, EG rise with oxide capacitance per unit area COX", 
WSW, and LSW. 
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Since both ER and EG fall with shorter lengths, LSW should be the minimum length 
LMIN possible. But because ER falls and EG rises with increasing WSW, WSW should 
neither be short nor wide. Instead, designers should raise WSW until the rise in EG cancels 
the fall in ER. In other words, ER and EG are at their lowest combined point when WSW is 




























L(PK)GGRSW iti'2E'E'E'E    (3.20) 
And since tON scales with iL(PK), ESW(MIN) rises with iL(PK)
1.5
. 
In practice, gate signals across the circuit crisscross during transitions. As a result, 
adjacent switches momentarily short the inputs and outputs to which they connect. This is 
a problem because, when optimized like just described, resistances are so low that they 
can burn excessive power when they short. This is why designers insert dead-time 
periods between the gate signals of adjacent switches [105]. 
3.2.4 Fractional Loss  
Switched inductors in discontinuous conduction can either fix peak current iL(PK) and 
adjust frequency fCLK [102]–[104] or fix fCLK and adjust iL(PK) [109]–[117] to adjust 
power level. Of the two schemes, the one with the lowest fractional losses ELOSS/EIN, as 
concluded earlier, produces the highest power-conversion efficiency ηC. To determine 




EC(DUTY)/EIN and EC(TRAN)/EIN fall faster with 1/iL(PK) and 1/iL(PK)
2
, as Fig. 3.8 shows. So 
like in the case of WSW, designers should raise iL(PK) until the rise in EESR/EIN cancels the 
drops in ESW(MIN)/EIN, EC(DUTY)/EIN, and EC(TRAN)/EIN. Note that EC(DC)/EIN reduces to 
PC(DC)/PIN and is therefore independent of iL(PK). In other words, fixing iL(PK) to its optimal 
setting iL(PK)' and adjusting fCLK is the scheme that produces the highest efficiency, 
irrespective of EIN. And since WSW' depends on iL(PK), WSW' for iL(PK)' is optimal for all 
values of EIN. 
 
Fig. 3.8. Simulated fractional losses. 
3.2.5 Transfer Scheme 
3.2.5.1 Variable-Peak/Fixed-Frequency 
In discontinuous conduction mode, the power transfer is directly proportional to the size 
of the energy packet and how frequently they transfer. In variable peak fixed frequency 
Peak current iL(PK) [mA]































scheme the clock time period tCLK is fixed but the peak inductor current iL(PK) and thereby 
the size of the energy packet changes in response to change in the transferred power PO. 
One advantage of this scheme is controlled frequency spectrum at the output as frequency 
content barely varies. The output regulation is also consistent as the minimum time 
period of response to a change is fixed.  
In the Fig. 3.9 to transfer 75-µW load power the inductor current rises to 6.5 mA 
every 24 µs. When the load power rises to 120 µW the system continues to deliver the 
packets at the same frequency, however the controller changes the peak current of the 
inductor to 8.2 mA. 
 
Fig. 3.9. Variable-Peak/Fixed-Frequency waveform. 
Figure 3.10 illustrates the power-conversion efficiencies ηX of a 0.3-to-1.8-V 
boost 0.18-µm CMOS converter with a 47-µH–5.6-Ω inductor in discontinuous 
conduction with a variable size packet across 40–250 µW input power. At fCLK of 80 kHz 
the efficiency peaks at 120 µW, however ηX falls above and below these points with the 
controller switches losses dominating below 120 µW and inductor ESR losses 
dominating above the power level. Among the 40, 80 and 120 kHz the 120 kHz option 
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systems where the input source generally provides energy within a short power range this 
scheme is attractive. 
 
Fig. 3.10. Measured efficiency for fixed-peak and fixed-frequency schemes. 
3.2.5.2 Variable-Frequency/Fixed-Peak 
In the variable frequency fixed peak scheme, the inductor current peak is constant 
but frequency varies to change the power delivery, as in Fig 3.11. The frequency 
spectrum of this operation depends on the load level and can affect applications 
especially the once sensitive to EMI.  
 
Fig. 3.11. Variable-Frequency/Fixed-Peak waveform. 
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In the Fig. 3.11 to transfer 75-µW load power the inductor current rises to 6.5 mA 
every 24 µs. When the load power rises to 120 µW the system continues to deliver same 
size packets, however the controller changes the duration between packets to 18 µs. 
For the 47-µH–5.6-Ω inductor with iL(PK) fixed at 5, 6, and 10 mA, ηC is nearly 
flat above 50 μW. This results because EESR, ESW(MIN), and EC(DUTY) both scale with EIN 
and overwhelm EC(DC) and EC(TRAN), so fractional losses are nearly constant across PIN. ηC 
falls below 50 μW because EC(DC) and EC(TRAN) do not scale with frequency and dominate 
over EESR, ESW(MIN), and EC(DUTY). With losses fixed, fractional losses rise with decreasing 
PIN below 50 μW. Nevertheless, ηC at 6 mA is 1.4% and 7% more efficient than at 5 and 
10 mA as it presents the optimum peak current in Fig. 3.8. 
 
Fig. 3.12. Measured efficiency for fixed-peak and variable-frequency scheme. 
3.2.5.3 Comparison 
Figure 3.13 compares the power-conversion efficiencies ηX of both schemes for the 0.3-
to-1.8-V boost 0.18-µm CMOS converter with a 47-µH–5.6-Ω inductor in discontinuous 
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conduction. With frequency fixed at 40, 80, and 120 kHz, ηC peaks at 57, 114, and 165 
μW, at the power levels that correspond to the optimal iL(PK) and WSW settings iL(PK)' and 
WSW'. In other words, iL(PK) and WSW are optimal only at particular power levels. 
However the 6 mA fixed peak current scheme has universally high efficiency across the 
power range. In the photovoltaic scheme where the input power level can vary from few 
microwatts to 100 µW with the sensor movement from indoor condition the fixed packet 
variable frequency scheme is more suitable to reduce losses and transfer efficiently. 
 
Fig. 3.13. Measured efficiency for fixed-peak and fixed-frequency schemes. 
3.2.6 Comparison with Switched-Capacitor 
The state-of-art implements the SC and SI under different premises of PPV range and 
converter size. To compare the performance of SI and SC circuit [47] the following 
premises are set in a 0.6µm CMOS technology with a microwatt controller [38], CIN is 
the PV cell’s inherent capacitance (roughly 1nF), vPV(OPT) is 0.55V with a maximum 
allowed ripple of 50 mV across it, and a 1-V super capacitor acts as the battery. SI circuit 

























uses a chip size 220-µH inductor. The maximum ripple across vPV restricts CFLY size to 
550 pF. The ohmic losses and gate drive losses scale for both the converters scale with 
PPV in Fig. 3.14.  
 
Fig. 3.14. Power stage losses (a) switched-inductor (b) switched-capacitor. 
PR is lower in SI converters, however, because for the same PPV, iL's peak is lower 
than iCFLY's in SC circuits, which means RMS currents are higher in SC implementations. 
PR is considerably higher for on-chip implementations due to the bottom-plate 
capacitance loss. In other words, SC circuits trade efficiency for integration. SI 
converters can boost to any voltage using the two-switch topology, however the SC needs 
more capacitors and switches that suffer efficiency losses to boost to higher voltages. 
Additionally, the efficiency of the SC circuits degrades with deviation from the quantized 
boosting value [105]. This is particularly important as battery voltages spans for example 
0.9 – 1.6 V for NiCd's, and, 2.7 – 4.2 V for Li Ions. In other words, SI circuits that use 














































3.3 Switched-Inductor Charger–Supplies 
The charger-supply circuits performs the twin functions of charging a battery and 
supplying the load. In the context of photovoltaic harvesting micro sensors, the sensor 
presents the load, the photovoltaic cell is the source and an electrochemical battery or 
capacitor allows for temporary energy store. The switched inductor power supplies relies 
on an external bulky inductor to transfer energy [109]–[117]. Using separate inductor 
power stages to implement the charging and supply functions [113] is unattractive dues to 
its large volume. Fortunately single-inductor multiple input multiple output power stages 
can implement both charging and supply function with a single power stage that restricts 
the use of inductors to just one. Among the single inductor PV charger-supply power 
stages, some transfers charge to the battery first and then supply the output and some 
supplies the output and from the output charge the battery [111], [119]. In both these case 
there is double efficiency hit transferring power through the inductor twice to reach the 
eventual destination. Other topologies that transfer energy from a single PV cell to 
battery and load with a single step and as a result efficient transfer can broadly classify to 
non-reversing and reversing topologies. In the non-reversing topology inductor current 
flow is unidirectional and in the reversing case it is bidirectional. 
3.3.1 Topology 
3.3.1.1 Non-Reversing 
The non-reversing inductor LX in Fig. 3.15 [113]–[116] steers power in one direction 
only. To derive and supply power from vPV and vBAT to vO and vBAT, switches SPV and 
SB(AID) connect the receiving terminal of LX at vSW1 to vPV and vBAT and SO and SB(CHG) 
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connect the supply terminal at vSW2 to vO and vBAT. This way, and with ground switches 
SG1 and SG2, SPV–SG2 energize LX from vPV and SG1–SO drain LX into vO and SG1–SB(CHG) 
into vBAT. Similarly, SB(AID)–SG2 energize LX from vBAT and SG1–SO drain LX into vO. 
 
Fig. 3.15. Non-reversing switched-inductor charger–supply. 
3.3.1.2 Reversing 
 
Fig. 3.16. Reversing switched-inductor charger–supply. 
The reversing inductor LX in Fig. 3.16 [104]–[111] conducts in both directions. LX steers 
PV power PPV to the right to vO and vBAT and battery-assistance power PB(AID) to the left 
to vO. So SPV, SO(SUP), and SB connect LX from vPV to vO and vB and SB and SO(AID) from 




















vPV and SG1–SO(SUP) drain LX into vO and SG1–SB into vBAT. Similarly, SB–SG1 energize LX 
from vBAT and SG2–SO(AID) drain LX into vO. 
3.3.2 CMOS Charger–Supplies 
The most important difference between switched inductors in Section 3.3.1 is voltage 
swing because capacitances require more gate-drive power to charge across higher 
voltages. Although vSW2 in both networks swings to vO and vBAT, vSW1 in the non-
reversing inductor of Fig. 3.15 swings to vPV and vBAT and in the reversing case of Fig. 
3.16 to vPV and vO. So when vPV is less than vO and vBAT, which is often the case [59], and 
vO is greater than vBAT, the non-reversing scheme swings and consumes less than the 
reversing counterpart, and vice versa. This means, the non-reversing topology is more 
efficient when LX boosts vPV and vBAT to vO and the reversing inductor is more efficient 
when LX boosts vPV and bucks vBAT to vO. This is why simulated losses in Fig. 3.17 are 
increasingly higher for the non-reversing case when vBAT climbs above vO's 1 V to 1.8 V. 
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3.3.2.1 Boost-Boost Configuration 
3.3.2.1.1 Headroom 
Since stacked PV cells lose space and mismatch power between cells [56], vPV is usually 
one PV cell at 0.4–0.5 V. vO is usually so high in boost–boost applications that vO-gated 
NFETs at vPV in Fig. 2 offer much less resistance and capacitance than ground-gated 
PFETs. This is why SPV is an NFET MPV in the boost–boost charger–supply of Fig. 3.18. 
 
Fig. 3.18. Boost–boost switched-inductor CMOS charger–supply. 
When vO is the highest voltage, vO-gate NFETs at vO are ineffectual, so SO in Fig. 
3.15 is a PFET MO in Fig. 3.18 with its bulk at vO. Similarly, ground switches are NFETs 
MG1 and MG2 because ground-gate PFETs cannot close. Since vBAT can be between vPV 
and vO in boost–boost cases, vBAT switches SB(AID) and SB(CHG) can include both NFETs 
and PFETs. 
3.3.2.1.2 Dead-Time Paths 
The circuit should conduct LX's current iL across dead-time periods tDT to the highest and 
lowest potentials available. Fortunately, NFETs at vSW1 incorporate grounded body 




















applications, vO's MO incorporates a body diode that can similarly steer iL to vO. 
MBP(CHG)'s body diode to vBAT, however, should not conduct. This is why cross-coupled 
FETs block MBP(CHG)'s diodes. 
Although iL should always flow to the right, the controller might inadvertently 
allow iL to reverse. Connecting MBP(AID)'s bulk to vBAT both eliminates its bulk effect and 
introduces a body diode that can steer reverse iL to vBAT. NFETs at vSW2 incorporate 
grounded diodes that can similarly feed LX when iL reverses. 
3.3.2.2 Boost-Buck Configuration 
3.3.2.2.1 Headroom 
Since vBAT is higher than vO in boost–buck applications, LX in Fig. 3.16 can energize 
directly into vO. That means, SB and SO(AID) can energize LX, instead of SB and SG1. SG1 is 
therefore unnecessary in Fig. 3.19. And vPV is so low [59] and vBAT so high that vBAT-
gated NFETs at vSW1 offer much less resistance and capacitance than ground-gated 
PFETs, so SPV is an NFET MPV.  
 


















With no voltage higher than vBAT, vBAT-gate NFETs at vBAT are ineffectual, so SB 
is a PFET MB with its bulk at vBAT. Ground switch SG2 is an NFET MG2 because ground-
gate PFETs cannot close. vO switches SO(AID) and SO(SUP), however, can incorporate 
NFETs and PFETs because vO can be anywhere between vPV and vBAT. 
3.3.2.2.2 Dead-Time Paths  
The circuit should conduct iL across dead-time periods tDT to the highest and lowest 
potentials available. NFETs at vSW1 incorporate grounded body diodes that can feed iL 
and PFET MOP(AID)'s diode can sink iL into vO, the highest potential at vSW1. NFET diodes 
at vSW2 can similarly feed iL and PFET MB's diode sink iL into vBAT, the highest potential 
at vSW2. MOP(SUP)'s diode to vO at vSW2 should not conduct, so cross-coupled FETs block 
MOP(SUP)'s diodes. 
3.3.3 Design Variations  
3.3.3.1 Asynchronous simplifications 
 
















Non-reversing switches that conduct dead-time currents in the same direction can be 
diodes. Ground and vO FETs MG1 and MO in the boost–boost of Fig. 3.18 and vO FETs in 
the boost–buck of Fig. 3.19 MOP(AID) and MON(AID), for example, conduct iL in and out of 
dead time in one direction. So diode or diode equivalents can replace them like Figs. 3.20 
and 3.21 show. 
3.3.3.2 Gate-drive simplifications 
If vBAT is low and well below vO in the boost–boost of Fig. 3.18, vBAT's ground-gate 
PFETs MBP(AID) and MBP(CHG) can be much more resistive than vO-gate NFETs. So 
removing these PFETs like Fig. 3.20 shows can be as efficient with less area. Without 
vSW1's MBP(AID), however, reverse iL has no path, so adding a protection diode DX to vBAT 
in Fig. 3.20 is prudent. 
 
Fig. 3.21. Simplified boost–buck switched-inductor CMOS charger–supply. 
vO's vBAT-gate NFETs in the boost–buck of Fig. 3.19 can similarly lose more 
power than ground-gate PFETs when vBAT falls towards vO, like Fig. 3.22 shows. So if vO 












shows can be as efficient with less area. And if close enough to vBAT, bulk effect in vO 
PFET MO(SUP) from connecting its bulk to vBAT might not be significant. 
 
Fig. 3.22. Simulated NFET and PFET losses in SO(AID) from the boost–buck. 
3.3.3.3 Inductor ESR considerations 
 
Fig. 3.23. Simulated loss savings of the reversing over non-reversing schemes. 
High-inductance LX, low-resistance RESR inductors transfer lots of power with little 
losses. More turns and thicker coils, however, require more space. So, tiny inductors burn 
more power with higher LX. And as RESR losses in PESR climb, switch losses PSW are less 
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higher RESR. So although the reversing scheme in Fig. 3.16 is up to 5% more efficient 
with low RESR in Fig. 3.23, the non-reversing case in Fig. 3.15 [110] is nearly as efficient 
above 2.2 Ω. 
Since switch losses lose significance with high RESR, silicon area becomes more 
important. So instead of using low-loss channel widths, which balance ohmic and gate-
drive losses [117], switches can be narrower, and therefore, smaller. The fractional switch 
losses are greater than 10% for RESR less than 2.2 Ω. Above this resistance by keeping 
fractional switch losses at 10% by reducing the switch size. The switches in the reversing 
circuit of Fig. 3.16 occupy up to 20000 μm
2
 or 80% less silicon area when RESR is greater 
than 5.5 Ω, as Fig. 3.24 demonstrates.  
 
Fig. 3.24. Simulated area savings of the reversing over non-reversing schemes. 
3.4 Summary 
To maximize harvested output power, the circuit should be efficient, which is to say it 
should transfer and condition power by switching an in-package inductor. Still, Ohmic 
losses PR are dominant and proportional to PPV, with controller quiescent power PQ not 
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far behind and gate-charging losses PG further back. Interestingly, capacitor-based 
circuits consume more power because they conduct higher RMS currents. Moreover, on-
chip implementations lose additional power in charging and discharging parasitic bottom-
plate capacitors. In other words, switched-inductor harvesters harness more light energy 
from chip-sized PV cells than switched-capacitor circuits, which is especially important 
when PPV is low, cloud cover and artificial lighting conditions persist, and 
unobtrusiveness (i.e., integration) is imperative. This chapter shows how to design low-
loss battery-assisted photovoltaic-sourced CMOS charger–supplies. And that non-
reversing switched inductors are less lossy than the reversing counterparts when the 
output voltage is greater than the battery voltage, and vice versa otherwise. Headroom, 
dead-time currents, and reverse-current protection dictate which and how FETs should 
switch the network. Unidirectional switches that conduct dead-time currents in the same 
direction can be diodes or diode-emulating FETs. But as inductor resistance and losses 
climb, the benefits of low-loss CMOS choices diminish. In these cases, switches can be 
more lossy, and as such, occupy up to 80% less silicon area. 
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CHAPTER 4. FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
The feedback controllers primarily function is to regulate the output supply voltage 
tightly and robustly about a reference voltage while supplying power efficiently [105]–
[115]. The output voltage ripples about the reference across the load range and in 
response to load dumps are key performance parameters for the feedback control [105]. 
This research implements two partially different control schemes for the reversing and 
non-reversing power stages in Chapter 3. The rest of the chapter presents the control 
method, for the two prototypes reversing and non-reversing that this research 
implements, in light of different lighting and load conditions for both the reversing and 
non-reversing circuits. 
4.1 Power Flow 
In the context switched-inductor power transfer circuits, to transfer power between a 
source and load that operate at different voltages, the circuit energizes and drains LX in 
the alternate phases of the switching cycle. There are two traditional mode of conduction 
for switched-inductor circuits are continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous 
conduction mode (DCM). In DCM the circuit raises inductor current iL to a peak value 
iL(PK) and drains it to zero allowing the system to switch at a lower frequency and at same 
time maintains the direction of current flow in the intended direction, thereby resulting in 
lower losses as [117] Chapter 3 shows. As a result in this research DCM is the preferred 
mode of operation and the flow of energy packets between source and load, and the 
frequency of transfer defines the power flow. 
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The charger–supply systems have the twin function of a providing a robust 
regulated voltage as well as charging the battery when excess harvested energy is 
available. In charger–supply systems, there are two modes of operation depending on 
where photovoltaic power PPV is greater or lower than the load requirement PLD. When 
heavily sourced the photovoltaic power exceeds the load PLD at output vO, in this case the 
excess power PCH after satisfying the output can charge the battery vBAT. However when 
load is heavy the photovoltaic power itself cannot satisfy the load requirement, in this 
case the system draws assistance from battery PSUP to satisfy the excess load requirement 
past PPV and losses. Across an average battery charge/discharge cycle the battery after 
losing some of the energy across the circuit can only provide slightly lower energy than 
what the system charges it with, therefore the duty cycle of the heavily sourced and 
battery assisted modes sets the supply lifetime of the system. 
4.1.1 Heavily Sourced 
In cases where the incident light level is quite high, for example in outdoor lighting 
conditions or even in moderate lighting conditions with the load at a low value (when the 
system is idling), the photovoltaic power that the PV cell vPV provides can be greater than 
PLD at vO. When PV power exceeds PLD, the mode is heavily-sourced, as the photovoltaic 
source is heavier in comparison with the load requirement. In this mode the system stores 
the excess power after satisfying the load by charging the battery. Since the circuits 
operates in DCM the size, direction and frequency of transfer packets of energy dictates 
power flow. As Fig. 3.13 shows to maximize efficiency of transfer the packet size is 
fixed.  
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To draw maximum power from PV cell the system adjust the frequency of energy 
packets EPV that it draws from the PV cell depending on the light level. In case the load 
requires energy, the systems de-energizes the energy packet to vO as Fig. 4.1 shows 
However since PPV is larger than PLD successive EPV packets charge the output capacitor 
at vO more than the load current iLD discharges. As a result the successive energy packets 
EPV satisfies the output, after which the system steers the next several few packets to 
battery, Fig. 4.1., and charge it until the output requires power again.  
 
Fig. 4.1. Measured inductor current waveforms in HS mode for non-reversing power 
stage. 
In Fig. 4.1 with the PPV of 45 µW and PLD of 20 µW the non-reversing power 
stage, Fig. 3.15., that employs a 47 µH inductor draws 5mA peak current EPV packets are 
drawn every 25 µs, or fPV of 40 KHz. It delivers 80 energy successive energy packets to 
the output and follows it with 100 charging packets to the battery every output cycle. In 
this mode the power flow in case of a reversing power stage of Fig. 3.16 is similar as Fig. 
4.2. The peak energy packet size is larger at 11 mA in this as the system employs a 22 µH 
inductor, the number of successive energy packets are higher around 500 as the systems 
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Fig. 4.2. Measured inductor current waveforms in HS mode for reversing power stage. 
4.1.2 Battery-Assisted 
In cases where the system is in indoors lighting conditions and the sensor load is non-
idling or during transmission and reception events even in outdoor lighting condition the 
sensor power overwhelms PPV. For example the during a transmission event the sensor 
can draw upto 10 mW power, however the maximum PPV even in sunlight is less than 
150 µW. Therefore in the battery-assisted mode the battery provides the excess power the 
load requires beyond what PV cell can provide. Since the PPV and PLD are independent 
the battery-assistance is variable depending on the incident light and sensor operation. In 
DCM there are two possible methods to transfer variable power levels either varying the 
size of a single- energy packet (variable-packet) or sending variable number of fixed size 
packets within a clock period set by the PV packets. 
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4.1.2.1 Variable-Packet 
When load PLD demands more than PV cell’s power PPV, vBAT supplies the remaining 
power. So, every clock cycle tPV, the PV cells sends an energy packet EPV and battery 
follows it with the battery packet EBAT. To send EPV LX's iL rises to 5 mA and falls to zero 
to deliver the equivalent of 40 μW across 25 μs to vO. For sending the battery packet iL 
rises to 17 mA across tBE in Fig. 4.3 and falls to zero to deliver to vO the remaining 960 
μW that the 1-mW load requires. Here the system in every photovoltaic cycle tPV delivers 
only one photovoltaic packet and one battery packet to vO to satisfy it. As the output load 
rises or falls the system regulates the battery packet size to rise or fall proportionally. The 
conduction losses scale quadratically with the inductor peak current and load power 
scales linearly as a result the efficiency of transfer drops at higher power. However the 
PV packet size, direction and frequency remains constant in response to the load changes 
and depends only on the light level. In the system implements a constraint of minimum 
battery packet size of 1 mA to maintain logic integrity and maximum peak current of 30 
mA for protection. 
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4.1.2.2 Multiple Packets 
To address the challenge of low efficiency at higher power levels the controller can send 
multiple optimized-size energy packets from the battery instead of a single variable size 
one as Fig. 4.3 shows. Since each constant size energy packet represents a fixed energy 
content and associated conduction and gate-drive losses, sending multiple of them scales 
the power the system delivers with the loss it incurs proportionally and the efficiency 
holds steady. In this control schemes as well the system delivers one packet from the 
photovoltaic cell at the beginning of every clock cycle and but follows it with multiple 
equal size energy packets to satisfy the load. In Fig. 4.4 the reversing circuit, Fig. 3.16., 
the 11 mA peak current PV packet supplies 130 µW of power to the output and the 
successive battery packets supply the remaining 9.9 mW of the total 10 mW load 
requirement.  
 
Fig. 4.4. Measured multiple packets inductor current waveforms in BA mode. 
The reversing nature of the circuit causes inductor current to switch directions 
however in both cases the inductor delivers power to vO and doesn’t discharge it. Another 
PLD = 10 mW
PPV = 130 µW






















interesting aspect in this converter is the quantized nature of power transfer in each cycle. 
In response to load demand the controller delivers only zero or positive integer number of 
fixed size packets every cycle this way if the load requirement is not a multiple of the 
packet energy then the number packets switch between providing more power or less 
power each successive cycle so as to satisfy the output on average. The system also 
implements a blank time or period of no conduction before every PV packet to avoid 
overlap between packets. The number of packets in each cycle can be 0–70 packets at PPV 
of 10 µW and 0–7 packets at PPV of 130 µW. 
 
Fig. 4.5. Measured multiple packets inductor current limit-cycling in BA mode. 
4.2 Heavily Sourced 
In this mode of operation PPV is greater than PLD therefore the controller directs just 
enough number of  energy packets from photovoltaic cell to the output vO to satisfy it and 
redirects the rest to charge the battery. For this purpose the controller needs to have 
intelligence to evaluate whether the output is satisfied and deliver power to it otherwise. 
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Measuring the instantaneous load requirement by measuring load current is both costly 
and lossy. As a result [102], hysteretic control that just evaluates the load power 
indirectly by measuring output voltage is preferable, Fig 4.6. 
 
Fig. 4.6. Heavily sourced mode controller. 
In this mode since PPV is greater than PLD the charge that a photovoltaic packet 
EPV provides is always greater than the total charge the load current iLD discharges from 
the output capacitor CO at vO every photovoltaic cycle. This sets a trend of output rising 
when successive EPV packets reach CO and when successive EPV’s goes to the battery 
instead the load current unilaterally discharges CO and vO falls. In the hysteretic control a 
duty-cycled comparator CPHS, Fig. 4.6, turns on during the energizing time of the PV 
packet and senses the output voltage vO and compares it with a reference vREF. If vO is a 
threshold vHYS+ higher than the vREF then the system concludes the output is satisfied and 
redirects the PV packets to battery and if vO is a threshold below vREF the system steers 
the packets to the output.  
In the controller, comparator CPHS measures the output and compares it with vREF 
during the initial half of the energizing time of the PV packet and latches the decision at 















direction before it delivers it. Another option is to measure the output continuously when 
the packet is de-energizing and switch the direction on the fly when the comparator 
output switches [102], thereby sharing packet this method can be appear slightly more 
accurate. However since the de-energizing time is in the order few 100 ns putting higher 
speed requirement on the comparator, also there is a finite dead time that system requires 
to turn off a switch and turn on another one during this time iL flows through a diode and 
losses energy. 
4.2.1 Output Ripple 
The hysteretic comparator CPHS compares the output voltage with a reference to decide 
the direction of power flow. In Fig 4.6, CPHS continue to direct PV packets to the output 
until vO goes VHYS+ above vREF after which it redirects the packets to the battery and wait 
tills the load discharges vO to VHYS- below vREF to again direct the packets to the output 
and the cycle continues. So the hysteretic controller behaves as an oscillator which 
regulates the ripple of the output voltage with a hysteretic window VHYS+ to VHYS- about 
vREF the variations in the hysteretic window of comparator due to mismatches in the 
circuit implementation can offset the average output voltage about the reference value. 
Since the comparator is duty-cycled the photovoltaic period determines how often 
the decisions are made and long photovoltaic period can lead to output rising or falling 
few millivolts above or below the trip point before the decision is made. In both the non-
reversing and reversing implementation the output capacitor at 2.2 µF and 10 µF are 
large enough that even in the longest target PV period of 100 µs the output doesn’t 
exceed the trip point by 2 mV. 
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In the non-reversing system of Fig 3.15 the system energizes a 47 µH inductor to 
5 mA peak current and steers packets to the 2.2 µF capacitor or the battery depending on 
the output voltage. When the systems steers the PV packets to the battery, vO drops as 
PLD discharges CO until it hits a lower threshold 25 mV below vREF, at 6.1 ms in Fig. 4.7, 
and CPHS trips high. This triggers the system to steer all the PV packets to vO. Since PV 
power is greater than PLD in this mode vO rises. When vO rises 25 mV above vREF, at 7.9 
ms, CPHS trips vHS low and further directs the PV packets to recharges the battery, vO 
starts decreasing at this point and hits the lower threshold at 10.4 ms and the process 
repeats. The offset of the CPHS implementation is about 1 mV and as a result the lower 
hysteric window is slightly lower than the upper hysteretic window. At maximum 25 mV 
ripple about 1V reference the hysteretic control regulates the vO to 2.5 % of the target 
value. 
 
Fig. 4.7. Measured output when heavily sourced for non-reversing circuit. 
In the reversing system of Fig 3.16 the system energizes a 22-µH inductor to 11 
mA peak current and steers packets to the 10 µF capacitor or the battery depending on the 
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output voltage. When the systems steers the PV packets to the battery, vO drops as PLD 
discharges CO until it hits a lower threshold 28 mV below vREF, at 10.5 ms in Fig. 4.8, 
and CPHS trips high. This triggers the system to steer all the PV packets to vO. Since PV 
power is greater than PLD in this mode vO rises. When vO rises 28 mV above vREF, at 18 
ms, CPHS trips vHS low and further directs the PV packets to recharges the battery, vO 
starts decreasing at this point and hits the lower threshold at 24.5 ms and the process 
repeats. The offset of the CPHS implementation is near zero and as a result the lower 
hysteric window and the upper hysteretic window align well. At maximum 28 mV ripple 
about 1V reference the hysteretic control regulates the vO to 2.8 % of the target value. 
 
Fig. 4.8. Measured output when heavily sourced for reversing circuit. 
4.2.2 Load Regulation 
The hysteretic controller retains the upper and lower hysteretic thresholds across the load 
levels. However the time duration tLD that output receives PV packets, the time duration 
the battery charges tCH and the total period of the output voltage ripple, varies with the 
PPV = 130 µW






















load condition. For instance at constant incident light condition if the load power 
increases the proportion of PV packets that reaches output has to be greater than that 
reaching battery as battery receives only the excess energy after satisfying the load. 
Therefore tLD dominates tO when the load power is higher fraction of PPV and tCH 
dominates when PLD proportion is lower. As a result, tO rises with both lighter and 
heavier loads to produce the valley response shown in Fig 4.9. 
The rate at which EPV can charge the output depends on the load. Load also 
determines how soon the output discharges when the PV cell transfers its energy to the 
battery. For the non-reversing circuit at low PLD around 10 µW, the 4.74-ms output 
discharging or battery charging time tCHG, occupies most of the 5.4-ms output voltage 
period tO in Fig. 4.9. Similarly, when PLD is high around 80 µ W, it is difficult or time 
consuming to charge the vO, and the 8.5-ms output charging time tLD dominates the 9.3-
ms tO. The minimum tO of 2.3 ms or maximum output frequency fO of 439 Hz occurs 
when PLD is nearly half of PPV as tCHG equals tLD. 
 
Fig. 4.9. Measured output period across load power when heavily sourced in a non-
reversing circuit. 
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For the reversing circuit at low PLD around 10 µW, the 26-ms output discharging 
or battery charging time tCH, occupies most of the 33-ms output voltage period tO in Fig. 
4.10. Similarly, when PLD is high around 110 µ W, it is difficult or time consuming to 
charge the vO, and the 60-ms output charging time tLD dominates the 57-ms tO. The 
minimum tO of 9.4 ms or maximum output frequency fO of 106 Hz occurs when PLD is 
nearly half of PPV as tCHG equals tLD. 
 
Fig. 4.10. Measured output period across load power when heavily sourced in a reversing 
circuit. 
4.2.3 Battery-Charging 
The controller diverts packets of energy to the battery when output cross the positive trip 
point. The power that system delivers to the battery depends on the difference between 
PPV and PLD as wells as the losses that the transfer of power incurs. Since the battery also 
supplies the controller at the battery voltage while charging rises only if system delivers it 
more power than what it draws from it. The charging rate across time therefore depends 
on the current reaching the battery after suppling the system as well on the size of the 
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battery itself. In case of a capacitor implementing the battery the voltage across the 
capacitor and its capacitance CBAT is the measure of the energy 0.5CBATvBAT
2
 it stores. 
For the non-reversing circuit the battery in fig 4.11 only receives 60 µW of the 
100 µW PPV after satisfying a 20 µW load. In the Fig. 4.10, a 21.21-mm
3
 10-µF 
capacitor implements the battery. The battery voltage across a 10 µF capacitor rises by 
400 mV in less than 70 ms.  
 
Fig. 4.11. Measured battery charging performance for a non-reversing circuit. 
For the reversing circuit the battery in Fig 4.12 receives 70 µW of the 100 µW 
PPV after satisfying a 20 µW load. In the Fig. 4.12, a 53.61.5-mm
3
 14-mF super-
capacitor implements the battery. The battery voltage across a 14 mF capacitor rises by 
400 mV in less than 150 s. The larger size super capacitor takes longer time to charge but 
also stores higher amount of energy. Comparison with electro chemical batteries super 
capacitors offer the advantage of longer number of charging cycles and suits well with 
the intermittent charging profile of the controller. 
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Fig. 4.12. Measured battery-charging performance for a reversing circuit. 
4.2.4 Stability 
The hysteretic controller employ negative sample the output voltage compares with 
reference and adjusts the switching sequence to dictates the direction of power flow. 
Since the comparator decides the direction of power flow faster than the system draws 
power from the PV cell as a result the over or undershoot of the output voltage is only by 
the margin of a single packet. The energy storage elements in the feedback path can 
retain and accumulate perturbations in energy levels across switching cycles to create 
large changes or oscillations in the circuit. In small signal terms the poles and zeros in the 
system sets the change in magnitude and phase of the loop gain and in cases where the 
phase drops to 180 degree before the loop gain falls below 1 the system has positive 
instead of negative feedback and the output voltage can grow and oscillate beyond the 
regulated margins. In the switched-inductor converters the inductor LX and capacitor CO 
introduces two such poles [38] and [118]. 
The circuit operates in DCM or in other words in every cycle the inductor current 
rises from and falls back to zero values. This means any perturbation in the inductor 
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current doesn’t carry forward to the next cycle or in other words the inductor pole is 
absent in DCM. Also since any increase in energizing time also leads to a corresponding 
increase in de-energizing time to reset the current the out phase zero is also absent in 
DCM [38] and [118]. Therefore in DCM output capacitor CO presents the dominant pole 








 . (4.1) 
Where RO represents the load resistance and RL represents the equivalent resistance the 
inductor presents at the output. In fig 4.12 (a) a small signal circuit models the output 
impedance circuit that the transfer circuit presents the inductor connects to the output to 
the output only for the duration of the PV packet de-energizing time tPD. A test voltage vt 
can ramp the inductor current it in this duration to a peak value iT(PK). The ratio of the 


































  (4.2) 
Where qt is the total charge in every cycle as Fig. 4.12 (b) shows. 
 














So CO introduces a pole pO that CO's low RESR.O limits with an in-phase zero zESR 
at a frequency that is well above the system's bandwidth f0dB [38]. The delay in the 
comparator also might introduce a pole but as the comparator delay is in the order of 10s 
of nano-seconds the pole is also decades above f0dB. Since output pole solely decides the 
frequency response inside the systems bandwidth in this mode, the loop gain reaches f0dB 
at –20 dB per decade with nearly 90° of phase margin, and the loop is stable. 
4.3 Battery-Assisted 
In the battery-assisted (BA) mode the photovoltaic cell cannot source sufficient power to 
meet the load requirement, in this case the energy in the battery can assist in meeting the 
load demand. But unlike the photovoltaic source the size and state of charge of the limits 
the energy it can supply so the system can engage in this mode only for few tens of 
milliseconds before the battery depletes. Also the amount of power the battery supplies 
can be as large as 10 mW and therefore efficiency is critical in this mode to extend the 
batteries supply lifetime. In this research the non-reversing and reversing power stages 
implement two different control schemes. In both cases the system still operates in DCM 
however in one case the battery delivers only a single variable size packet and in the 
other case the battery delivers multiple or variable number of fixed energy packets. As a 
result the efficiency, regulation, stability constraints are different between both control 
schemes and implementations. 
4.3.1 Variable Packet 
In battery-assisted mode, the PPV is insufficient to supply PLD, therefore output vO 
receives a fixed energy packet EPV from the PV cell vPV and a variable-size energy packet 
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EBAT from the battery vBAT. fPV and PPV is fixed by the light condition, so when PLD varies 
the EBAT also varies to provide the requisite battery-assistance PSUP to keep vO near its 
target vREF. Transconductor GBA and comparator CPBA in Fig. 4.14 close a pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) feedback loop about vO for this purpose, to set how long LX should 
energize from vBAT, that is, to set tBE in Fig. 4.3. To regulate vO about vREF, GBA first 
amplifies the difference between them and CBA filters it to generate the error signal vEA. 
Further CPBA translates vEA to tBE by comparing the vEA to a clocked ramp vR. At the 
beginning of the ramp vR, CPBA trips and remains high until vR exceeds vEA , high pulse at 
CPHS sets tBE. For example, when load increases, vEA rises and vR takes longer to reach it, 
thereby setting a longer tBE and as a result sending a larger battery packet to compensate 
the higher load.  
In this mode the battery can deliver a packet only once after every PV packet. 
Like in the HS mode the capacitor supplies the load demand in between energy packets 
since the target photovoltaic frequency is low at 10 KHz the output capacitor is 2.2 µF to 
provide instantaneous maximum load demands of 1mW. 
 


















4.3.1.1 Output Ripple 
The purpose of capacitor CO in Fig. 4.13 is to suppress variations in the output voltage 
vO. Since the circuit operates in DCM, the CO receives the total energy load requires in a 
clock cycle during a short period (tPD+tBE+tBD) of the clock cycle. Larger energizing 
times lead to higher peak current and larger charge in energy packet. Since the circuit 
delivers all this charge in a short duration larger packets lead to bigger ripple at the 
output. The series inductance and resistance in the capacitor can also increase the total 
ripple and the effect is more significant with shorter charge transfer durations. 
In the non-reversing circuit at 40-µW PPV and 1-mW PLD the 47-µH inductor 
takes about a micro second to raise the battery packet peak current to 17 mA and deliver 
it to CO. During this time CO charges and vO rises 22 mV in Fig. 4.14. Across the rest of 
the switching cycle, when LX idles, CO supplies the load and vO falls to produce the ripple 
shown. 
 
Fig. 4.15. Measured variable packet output when battery-assisted non-reversing circuit. 
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In the battery assisted mode the system uses a PWM loop to regulate the output voltage 
about the reference as per the signal flow graph in Fig. 4.15. The transconductance error 
amplifier GBA amplifies the difference between vO and vREF with a low frequency gain: 
 EAEAEA0 RGMA  . (4.3) 
Where GMEA is the average transconductance and REA is the output impedance of GBA. 
The RBA-CBA filter future smoothens the variations in the amplified voltage. GBA's output 











The frequency dependent gain of the amplifier-filter combination AEA(s) flattens 
when the RBA dominates CBA’s impedance in their series combination to introduce the 








 . (4.5) 
In this way the AEA(s) translates the small signal perturbation vO′ at output vO to small 
signal change vea. The comparator CPBA then compares vea with the ramp vR to set tbe. 
With vR linearly growing to VR in TR duration, the small signal change vea causes a 
proportional TR/VR change in tBE as in Fig. 4.16.  
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Fig. 4.16. Signal flow graph open loop analysis for variable packet control. 
The small signal change tbe increases the peak current and thereby the de-
energizing time and as a result the charge it delivers in a cycle to the output qo and the 
output current iO in the photovoltaic cycle tPV. The small signal output current iO flows 
into the output impedance ZO(BA.1) to correct the initial perturbation at the output and 







||R||RZ  , (4.6) 








  (4.7) 
In Fig 4.17 (a) a small signal circuit models the output impedance circuit that the 
transfer circuit presents, the inductor connects to the output every cycle for the duration 
of the PV packet de-energizing time tPD and for the duration of battery packet tB. A test 
voltage vt can ramp the inductor current it in during tPD to iT(PK1) and during tB to iT(PK2). 
The current returns to zero when the inductor disconnects at the end of the PV packet and 
battery packet. The ratio of the average test voltage vt and average test current it(avg) 
defines the inductor resistance: 














































Where Σqt is the total charge in every cycle. The design choice of allowing the ramp 
signal to have constant ramp rate allows the low frequency gain to remain independent of 
fPV and f0dB to scale with fPV at the cost of tighter input resolution range and noise 
resolution for the ramp comparator. 
 
Fig. 4.17. DCM variable-packet small signal output impedance (a) circuit (b) current. 
In the non-reversing circuit implementation the low frequency gain of the error 
amplifier is around 50 dB and REA is around with 16 MΩ. The external compensating 
capacitance 2 nF and compensation resistance in 1.2 MΩ sets the dominant output pole at 
5 Hz, phase compensating zero at 66 Hz. The output pole moves between 70–300 Hz and 
near the system’s bandwidth f0dB the loop gain falls at -20 dB per decade with close to 
70° of phase margin, which means, the loop is stable. CO’s ESR RESR.O is low and the 
zero it introduces falls beyond f0dB. 
4.3.1.3 Load Regulation 
Since LX idles between deliveries, the full load PLD discharges CO. So heavier loads pull 
vO further. vO suffers this penalty even after the feedback loop compensates by raising the 























This is why vO's ripple increases with heavier loads in Fig. 4.18. In the non-reversing 
implementation, with PPV of 100 µW, the peak to peak output ripple increases from 5 mV 
to 12 mV with iLD varying from 500 µW to 1.1 mW. 
 
Fig. 4.18. Measured variable packet output when load climbs. 
Figure 4.19 shows the response of output to rising and falling load dumps. At 12.5 
ms the load current drops from 800 µA to 400 µA within a 1 µs, the 15-mA peak current 
steady sate battery packets overwhelm the output for period and the output overshoots to 
15 mV above the reference. This causes vEA to drop and the battery packets size reduces, 
the load current overwhelms the charge that the smaller battery packets drops and the 
output drops towards the reference value. As the output nears the reference value the vEA 
adjusts such that the battery packets provides just enough charge to balance the load 
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delivering 10-mA battery packets every cycle. The dynamics reverse for the rising load 
dump at 30 ms here the large load current discharges the output to a ripple offset of 25 
mV before the controller responds the next cycle to correct the error. In this case system 
sends very large packets of energy initially and then settles smoothly to the steady state 
value of 15-mA peak current. In response to the load step the output settle smoothly back 
to the steady state value without any ringing validating at 90° phase margin stable 
response. 
 
Fig. 4.19. Measured rising and falling load dump response at output. 
4.3.2 Multiple Packets 
In battery-assisted mode, the PPV is insufficient to supply PLD, therefore output vO 
receives a fixed energy packet EPV from the PV cell vPV and multiple fixed size EBAT 
energy packets from the battery. fPV and PPV is fixed by the light condition, and EBAT is 
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fixed by design so when PLD varies the number of packets nB varies to provide the 
requisite battery-assistance PSUP to keep vO near its target vREF. Transconductor GBA and 
comparator CPBA in Fig. 4.20 close a pulse-width modulation (PWM) feedback loop 
about vO for this purpose, to set how long LX should transfer energy packets from vBAT, 
that is, to set nB in Fig. 4.4.  
To regulate vO about vREF, GBA first amplifies the difference between them and 
CBA filters it to generate the error signal vEA. Further CPBA translates vEA to tON by 
comparing the vEA to a clocked ramp vR. At the beginning of the ramp vR, CPBA trips and 
remains high until vR exceeds vEA , high pulse at CPHS sets tON. As long as the tON is high 
the latch and it delayed-reset sends fixed-size pulse every time a inductor current crosses 
to zero indicating the end of a packet the fixed size pulse sets the battery packet energy 
time and as a result system delivers a fixed size energy packet. For example, when load 
increases, vEA rises and vR takes longer to reach it, thereby setting a longer tON and as a 
result sending a larger number of battery packets to compensate the higher load.  
In this mode the battery can deliver multiple packets after every PV packet.  But once the 
tON goes low the system has to wait for the next photovoltaic cycle to start sending 
packets again. Like in the HS mode the capacitor supplies the load demand in the period 
of no conduction since the target photovoltaic frequency is low at 10 kHz the output 
capacitor is 10 µF to provide instantaneous maximum load demands of upto 5mW. 
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Fig. 4.20. Battery-assisted mode controller for multiple fixed-size battery packets. 
4.3.2.1 Output Ripple 
In the reversing power transfer circuit, Fig. 4.20, the output receives a photovoltaic 
packet and multiple battery packets every clock cycle. The multiple energy packets from 
the battery dominates the load and raises the output every cycle but the load discharges 
the output during the rest of the cycle. Since the battery energy every cycle is a positive 
integer multiple of EBAT, generally the battery power is either greater or smaller than the 
load demand. The system switches between sending larger or smaller number of packets 
every cycle to on an average meet the output demand over multiple cycles. This leads to 
limit cycling at the output where the number of packets is not constant from cycle to 
cycle and the output has an overriding low frequency content. This is unlike the variable 
packet scheme that satisfies load demand every cycle and as a result the output frequency 
was the same as fPV. 
In the Fig. 4.21 the peak-to-peak output ripple across a 10-µF capacitor with PPV 
at 130 µW and PLD of 10 mW is 4 mV. The systems supplies 6 battery packets to vO  


























output rises about 1 mV when nB is 7 and drops 2 mV when nB is 6. Across a 7-packet tPV 
period the output rises by about 4 mV when the system supplies energy and the 10 mA 
load discharge most of it during the period of no conduction. The maximum number of 
packets depends on the tPV and can vary between 0–70 at 10-µW PPV. As the photovoltaic 
frequency decrease with PPV the period of no conduction can increase and so the output 
ripple also increases. 
 
Fig. 4.21. Measured multiple packets output when battery-assisted reversing circuit. 
4.3.2.2 Stability 
In the battery assisted mode the multiple packet system uses a digitized-PWM loop to 
regulate the output voltage about the reference as per the signal flow graph in Fig. 4.21. 
The transconductance error amplifier GBA amplifies the difference between vO and vREF 
with a low frequency gain: 
 EAEAEA0 RGMA  , (4.3) 
4 mV
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where GMEA is the average transconductance and REA is the output impedance of GBA. 
The RBA-CBA filter future smoothens the variations in the amplified voltage. GBA's output 











The frequency dependent gain of the amplifier-filter combination AEA(s) flattens when 









 . (4.5) 
In this way the AEA(s) translates the small signal perturbation vO′ at output vO to small 
signal change vea. The comparator CPBA then compares vea with the ramp vR to set tbe. 
With vR linearly growing to VR in TR duration, the small signal change vea causes a 
proportional TR/VR change in tON as in Fig. 4.22.  
 
Fig. 4.22. Signal flow graph open loop analysis for multiple packets. 
To apply to signal flow analysis to the digitized-PWM loop Fig. 4.22 linearizes the 
translation from tON to the small signal output charge qO by approximating the nonlinear 
step relationship in Fig. 4.22 with the gray line representing a linear relation. As a result 














the qo/ton can approximate to ratio of a single battery packet charge QBAT to the duration it 
takes to conduct tBAT as the relation in Fig. 4.23 highlights. Further the small signal 
change in charge qo over every PV cycle tPV defines the change in output current io. 
 
Fig. 4.23. Small signal output charge to PWM on-time. 
The small signal output current iO flows into the output impedance ZO(BA.N) to correct 
the initial perturbation at the output and complete the feedback response. The inductor 






||R||RZ  , (4.6) 








 . (4.7) 
In Fig 4.24 (a) a small signal circuit models the output impedance circuit that the 
transfer circuit presents, the inductor connects to the output every cycle for the duration 
of the PV packet de-energizing time tPD and for the duration of every battery packet tB. A 
test voltage vt can ramp the inductor current it in during tPD to iT(PK1) and during tB period 










at the end of the PV packet and battery packet. The ratio of the average test voltage vt and 

































Where Σqt is the total charge in every cycle as Fig. 4.25 (b) shows. The design choice of 
allowing the ramp signal to have constant ramp rate allows the low frequency gain to 
remain independent of fPV and f0dB to scale with fPV at the cost of tighter input resolution 
range and noise resolution for the ramp comparator. 
 
Fig. 4.24. DCM multiple-packet small signal output impedance (a) circuit (b) current. 
In the reversing circuit implementation the low frequency gain of the error amplifier is 
around 55 dB and REA is around with 100 MΩ. The external compensating capacitance 
75 pF and compensation resistance in 2 MΩ sets the dominant output pole at 20 Hz, 
phase compensating zero at 1.5 kHz. The output pole moves between 200–1200 Hz and 
near the system’s bandwidth f0dB the loop gain falls at -20 dB per decade with close to 
50° of phase margin, which means, the loop is stable. CO’s ESR RESR.O is low and the 
zero it introduces falls beyond f0dB. In this case the output pole comes before the phase 
saving zero therefore the phase dips about 160° near 1 kHz but recovers back towards 90° 




























4.3.2.3 Load Regulation 
Figure 4.25. shows the response of output to rising and falling load dumps. At 13 
ms the load current drops from 2 mA to 1 mA within a 1 µs, the 15-battery packets each 
of 27-mA peak current in steady sate overwhelm the output for the next few period 
before output settle to the new steady state. This causes vEA to drop and the number of 
battery packets reduces, the load current overwhelms the charge that the smaller number 
of battery packets provides and the output drops towards the reference value. As the 
output nears the reference value vEA adjusts such that the battery packets provides just 
enough charge to balance the load every cycle. Finally around 13.5 ms the output reaches 
new steady state with the system delivering 7 battery packets every cycle. The dynamics 
reverse for the rising load dump at 3 ms here the large load current discharges the output 
to a ripple offset of 25 mV before the controller responds the next cycle to correct the 
error. In this case system sends large number of packets initially and then settles 
smoothly to the steady state value of 15. In response to the load step the output settle 
smoothly back to the steady state value with less than 3 rings validating a more than 60° 
phase margin stable response. 
The number of packets as the earlier section mentions is not steady and cycles 
between 6–7 in case of 1 mA load current and 14–17 in case of 2 mA load current 
condition at steady state. This cases a low frequency ripple at the output which the output 
capacitor CO filters. The overshoot and under shoot reduces at higher PPV and the 
corresponding fPV as the system engages faster in this instance. 
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Fig. 4.25. Measured output load dump response for multiple-packet scheme. 
4.4 Mode Transition 
Hysteretic comparator CPM in Fig. 4.26 monitors vO to determine which mode of 
operation the system adopts in response to load transients. While in heavily sourced if the 
load suddenly ramps greater than PPV, the vO falls even when Pv packets reach the the 
ouput every cycle. The mode comparator CPM has a threshold VHYSM- that is lower than 
CPHS’s and when vO fall VHYSM- below vREF the system switches mode to battery 
assistance and the output recovers with assistance from battery. Similarly while in 
receiving battery assistance the load falls below PPV, the output continue to rise even 
when no battery packet reaches it. When the output rises VHYSM+ the system switches the 
mode to heavily-sourced and steers the PV packets to battery and letting the load 
discharge the output to vREF. The mode controller thus implements an external hysteric 
window and when the output exceeds the upper threshold mode switches to heavily-
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Fig. 4.26. External hysteretic controller that implements mode control. 
4.4.1 Variable Packet 
4.4.1.1 Output Ripple 
When PLD slightly exceed PV power PPV, the network can switch back and forth 
between modes. The reason for this that the switching network can’t switch fast enough 
to deliver an arbitrarily small packet. In Fig. 4.27 vO drops at 3.2 ms even when all the 
PV packets are directed to it, as PLD is 20 µW higher than PPV. vO continues to drop until 
the it hits the lower threshold of CPM, when operation translates to battery-assisted mode 
and battery starts delivering packets. As vO recovers and rises with battery assistance, and 
size of battery packets decrease but even the smallest EBAT along with PPV exceeds PLD, 
therefore vO continues to rise beyond vREF. Eventually at 7.2 ms vO exceeds the upper 
threshold of CPM and system switches back to heavily sourced mode. Except again, PLD 
overloads PPV, vO falls back, and the process repeats until PLD is high enough to sink all 















Fig. 4.27. Measured output when load power just exceeds PV power for variable-packet. 
4.4.1.2 Load regulation 
Fig. 4.28 shows the region where mode transition mode occurs and how the output period 
varies. In HS mode, as PLD increases, it is difficult or more time consuming to charge the 
output as the discharging current is high. As a result, in Fig. 10, tO increases from 2.6 ms 
to 9.2 ms as the PLD increase from 60 µW to 80 µW. As PLD increases past 80 µW, PPV at 
100 µW after losses is not sufficient to satisfy the load and requires battery-assistance. tO 
peaks to 21 ms at 90 µW load, since the output regulation threshold is larger at ± 77mV 
during mode transition and PLD discharges the output slowly when PPV, which is close to 
PLD, is redirected to the output. As PLD gets larger than PPV, it can discharge the output 
faster, tO decreases. However tO increases beyond 140-µW, as battery-assistance time tB 
becomes a larger fraction of tO. Past 160 µW, circuit draws assistance from battery every 
cycle and satisfies the load in a single switching cycle, as a result tO reduces to tPV. 
vREF
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Fig. 4.28. Measured mode control output period across load level. 
 
Fig. 4.29. Measured rising and falling load dump response at output. 
Hysteretic comparator CPM in Fig. 4.29 monitors vO to determine which mode of 
operation the system adopts in response to load transients. For example, while in heavily 
sourced mode, when PLD increases beyond PPV, vO falls even when the system diverts all 
the PV cell packets to it. vO continues to fall beyond the lower threshold of the CPHS and 
hits lower threshold of CPM when vM rises to shift the mode to battery-assisted condition, 
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as Fig.4.29 shows at 11 ms. Further after vM flips, PWM loop engages to send large 
packets of energy from battery and vO recovers to settle around 1V. 
On the other hand, when the system is in battery-assisted mode and the PLD drops 
below PPV, vO rises as packets from both PV cell and battery overwhelm PLD. The PWM 
loop reduces the size of EBAT as vO rises and eventually sends minimum size packets to 
the battery. However, packets from the PV cell and minimum size packets from the 
battery overwhelm PLD and vo rises until it hits the upper threshold of CPM then vM trips 
and system switches to heavily source mode. Once in heavily sourced mode, the system 
initially steers all the PV packets to battery until PLD discharges vO to lower threshold of 
CPHS, when inner hysteretic loops regulates it. 
Mode comparator CPM has a short propagation delay and reacts to large changes in PLD 
within a clock cycle. If PLD increases suddenly and vO falls 75 mV below vREF, CPM sets 
the system to battery-assisted response and when vO rises above 77 mV in response to 
load changes CPM moves the system to heavily source mode. In Fig. 4.29, for example, 
vO falls quickly when PLD rises from 20 μW to 1 mW at 11 ms. But as soon as vO falls 75 
mV below 1 V, CPM shifts the system into the battery-assisted region. In this mode, 
energy packets from the battery arrest and reverse vO's fall. EBAT's similarly raise vO after 
PLD drops from 1 mW to 20 μW at 24 ms. But when vO rises 77 mV above 1 V, CPM 
shifts mode to, again, arrest and reverse the rise. 
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4.4.2 Multiple Packets 
4.4.2.1 Load regulation 
Mode comparator CPM has a short propagation delay and reacts to large changes in PLD 
within a clock cycle, the regulation is similar to the variable packet scheme. If PLD 
increases suddenly and vO falls 60 mV below vREF, CPM sets the system to battery-
assisted response and when vO rises above 60 mV in response to load changes CPM 
moves the system to heavily source mode.  
 
Fig. 4.30. Measured rising and falling load dump response at output. 
In Fig. 4.30, for example, vO falls quickly when PLD rises from 50 μW to 5 mW at 
150 ms. But as soon as vO falls 60 mV below 1 V, CPM shifts the system into the battery-
assisted region. In this mode, energy packets from the battery arrest and reverse vO's fall. 
EBAT's similarly raise vO after PLD drops from 10 mW to 50 μW at 100 ms. But when vO 
rises 60 mV above 1 V, CPM shifts mode to, again, arrest and reverse the rise. The 
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reversing implementation has a higher bandwidth by design and as a result the output 
settles faster to the reference value in comparison than in the non-reversing case.  
4.5 Summary 
The chapter presents feedback control for the non-reversing and reversing charger–supply 
power stages. The non-reversing power stage implements a variable battery packet 
battery-assistance control scheme and the reversing circuit implements the multiple 
battery packet control scheme. Both circuits employ an inner hysteretic control in 
heavily-sourced mode and external hysteretic control scheme for mode switching. The 
maximum steady state voltage ripple is less 2.5 % of the reference 1V in both the cases 
and less than 7.5% across load dumps. Both the control scheme provides a robust output 
voltage of around 1V while transferring up to 1 mW in case of variable packet and 10 
mW in case of multiple packet control scheme. The bandwidth in case of the multiple 
packet control scheme is slightly better than the variable packet scheme and as a result 
the response time is faster for the multiple packet scheme.  
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CHAPTER 5. CMOS IMPLEMENTATION 
CMOS fabrication technology allows for the integrated implementation of the power 
stage options in Chapter 3 and the controller options in Chapter 4. The major 
consideration in integrated implementation is the reducing losses and area of the 
implementation. The rest of chapter shows the design of the two different power stages 
reversing and non-reversing and the control blocks that implement the feedback control, 
variable packet control for non-reversing case and multiple packet control for the 
reversing case. The non-reversing switching circuit transfers 10–100 µW photovoltaic 
power to the output and up to 1 mW battery power to the output while recharging battery 
with excess PV power. This circuit scales the frequency of PV packets with PPV and size 
of the battery packet with PLD. Meanwhile the reversing switching circuit higher power 
levels of 10–130 µW photovoltaic power to the output and to 10 mW battery power to the 
output and also recharges the battery with excess PV power. This circuit scales the 
frequency of PV packets with PPV and number of fixed-size battery packets with PLD. 
5.1 Non-Reversing CMOS Charger–Supply 
5.1.1 System 
The photovoltaic power switch MPV, the photovoltaic ground switch MG2, output switch 
MO1 and MO2, the battery charging switch MB(CHG) and battery-assistance switch MB(AID) 
implements the non-reversing power stage in Fig. 5.1. MPV and MG2 close to energize the 
inductor LX from photovoltaic voltage vPV to ground. MO1, MO2 and MPV close to drain 
the inductor from vPV to output vO, thereby supplying photovoltaic power to vO. Similarly 
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MPV and MB(CHG) close to drain LX from vPV to battery vBAT, and charge the battery with 
excess photovoltaic power. MO1, MO2 and MB(AID) close to energize LX from vBAT to vO. 
MO1, MO2 and MG1 can close to drain the remaining battery energy to vO. For higher 
efficiency at low power levels the circuit operates in DCM, MNR is the ring kill switch 
engages when all the switches close to dissipate remnant inductor energy after power 
transfers. 
  
Fig. 5.1. Non-reversing switched-inductor charger–supply CMOS implementation. 
The control blocks in Fig. 5.1 processes voltages and currents and along with the 
logic block generates switching signals for the power stage. The major blocks in the 
design, in Fig. 5.1, are error amplifier GBA, battery-assist comparator CPBA, heavily 
source comparator CPHS, mode-detect comparator CPM and the diode comparators CPO 







































































voltage across switches MB(CHG) and MO1-MO2 and turn of the respective switches when 
inductor depletes. CPHS is the inner hysteretic comparator that compares vO and the 
reference voltage vREF to determine the direction of energy flow in heavily-sourced mode. 
The battery-assist transconductor GBA amplifies the difference between vO and vREF that 
the filter RBA-CBA filters to generate error voltage vEA. The battery-assist comparator 
CPBA compares vEA and the ramp signal vR to generate the energizing time of the battery 
packet. An external maximum power point frequency clock sets the frequency of the PV 
packets and the fixed 1-µs delay block sets the energizing time of the PV packet. 
The 0.18-µm CMOS non-reversing variable size battery packet integrated circuit 
(IC) along with the test circuitry occupies 610 × 610 µm
2
 in Fig. 5.2. This system 
transfers between 10–100 µW photovoltaic power and remaining battery power to supply 
upto 1-mW load and charge battery with extra PV power. The power switches occupy 
about 20% of the IC. In the layout location of the switches, pins and the orientation of the 
metal connections to drain and source are important considerations that reduce the series 
path resistance. For example the leftmost pad on the bottom side connects to the battery 
pin and the second pad from left on the bottom side is the photovoltaic switching node 
vSWP, therefore placement of MB(AID) at the left bottom corner between the pins reduces 
the series path resistance. The layout allots highest placement priority to higher power 
carrying switches by placing them close to the pins. The major considerations that 
determine the placement of the control block are noise sensitivity, interconnects supply 
routing. The placement of the diode comparators CPB and CPO are close to the respective 
switches. The comparators shield the noise sensitive error amplifier and bias block from 
the digital noise. The delay block occupies a lot space due to the large area capacitors 
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scaling down the charging current can reduce the capacitor size at the cost of higher noise 
sensitivity. 
 
Fig. 5.2. Non-reversing switched-inductor charger–supply die photograph. 
5.1.2 Controller Circuits 
5.1.2.1 Heavily Sourced Comparator 
The heavily sourced comparator CPHS in Fig. 5.1 monitors vO and regulates it around 
vREF. A two stage amplifier in open loop implements the comparator in Fig. 5.3. The 
transconductance of M10 and M11 that operate near subthreshold amplifies the voltage 
difference between vREF and vO into a current, M12–M21, M13–M14, M15–M16 mirrors the 
current and, the output impedance of M21 and M16 translate the current to a single ended 




Fig. 5.3. Non-reversing heavily sourced comparator. 
The output vHS sources or sinks a hysteretic current via M22 or M27. Therefore 
when the output changes it takes effort to switch back. This way the vHS trips low when 
vo rises 25 mV above vREF and trips high when vO falls 24 mV below vREF. The digital 
switches M5, M6 and M8 can disable the current paths to power gate the block when CPHS 
is not in use. The comparator turns on only in the HS mode during the energizing time of 
EPV, makes the decision on the direction to send EPV and then turns off. The digital logic 
samples and latches vHS before it turns off and retains vHS when CPHS turns back on via 
vOSB. M1, M2, M3, M4, M7 and M9 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias 
block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. The comparator 
consumes around 15 µA current when it is on. As the comparator needs to make a 
decision mid-way through the EPV energizing time of 1 µs it has a delay of less than 250 










































































































5.1.2.2 Battery-Assist Transconductor 
The battery-assist transconductor GBA in Fig. 5.1 amplifies the voltage difference 
between vO and vREF to output vEA. The transconductance amplifier in Fig. 5.4 
implements GBA. The transconductance of M6 and M7 that operate near subthreshold 
amplifies the voltage difference vO and vREF into a current. M8–M19, M9–M10 and M14–
M16 mirror the current difference to the output node vEA. The output impedance of the 
M16 and M19 translate the current to the single ended output vEA. M1, M2, M3 and M5 
mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias block to set the tail current and 
gmI of the input differential stage.  
  
Fig. 5.4. Non-reversing battery-assist transconductor. 
The digital switches M21, M22, M4, and M15 can disable the current paths to power 
gate the block when GBA not in use. The transconductor block turns on only during 
battery-assistance mode. The non-reversing circuit, in Fig. 5.1, has an external 
compensation where vEA node is bonded out and the dominant pole is set by a large 
































































adds the phase saving zero. In the case the gain of GBA is greater than 40 dB across all 
temperature and process corners.  
5.1.2.3 Ramp Generator 
In the PWM loop the transconductor amplifier amplifies the voltage difference between 
the output and reference to generate the error voltage vEA. To control the energy flow 
from source to load on the basis of this error the controller needs to convert the error 
voltage to a timing signal that turns controls in the on/off time of the switches that 
energizes and drain LX. Comparing the error voltage with a voltage, which ramps linearly 
from a low to high value with time, is one method to translate vEA to a timing signal. In 
the variable size battery packet control the timing signal sets the on time of the battery 
packet and in the multiple packets it sets the duration for which the battery packets are 
sent. To generate the ramp signal the ramp generator circuit in Fig. 5.5 charges a 
capacitor with a constant current. In Fig 5.1 the ramp generator circuit turns on at the end 
of the PV packet. M1 and M2 mirrors the 50 nA bias current iR to charge the capacitor 
voltage vR as soon as the circuit turns on. The digital switches M3 and M4 can disable the 
current path to power gate the block the ramp generator. 
 

















5.1.2.4 Battery-Assist Comparator 
The battery-assist comparator CPBA in Fig 5.1 compares the error voltage vEA and ramp 
signal vR to set the energizing time for variable size battery packet or the on-time for the 
multiple packet case. The two stage amplifier in Fig 5.6 in open loop implements the 
CPBA comparator. The transconductance gmI of M8 and M9, that operate near 
subthreshold to maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vEA and vR into a 
current. M10–M12, M11–M20 and M15–M17 mirrors the current and, the output impedance 
of M17 and M20 translate the current to the single ended output that drives the gates of the 
inverter M24–M25. The inverters M26–M27 and M28–M29 buffer the signal to the output 
vON.  
 
Fig. 5.6. Non-reversing battery-assist comparator. 
With the output of the inverter M24–M25 high, M22 engages M21 to further pull 
M24–M25’s gate low and reinforce the high state at its output. This way M21 sets a 5 mV 
hysteresis so that vON doesn’t shuttle back and forth with noise at vR or vEA around the 
trip point. M1–M2 and M6–M7 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias 

































































































delay of less than 200 ns for an input overdrive of 30 mV while consuming 7 µA. The 
block turns on immediately after the PV packet finishes transfer and, turns off as soon as 
tON goes low. The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M13, M14, M16, M18, M19, and M23 can 
disable the current paths to power gate the block when CPBA is not in use. 
5.1.2.5 Mode-Detect Comparator 
The mode-detect comparator CPM in Fig. 5.1, monitors vO with respect to vREF and sets 
the mode of operation for the system. In Fig. 5.7, the transconductance of M3 and M4 that 
operate near subthreshold produce current proportional to its transconductance. The 
positive feedback latch M5, M6, M7 and M8 takes these currents as input and latches the 
drain voltages of M3 and M4 depending on their initial state and the input current. For 
example with drain of M3 near vBAT, when current in M3 exceeds that in M7, M5 supplies 
the difference and M6 mirrors it to charge the gate node of M8 to turn off M7 current, this 
way drain of M3 comes down and M4 goes to vBAT.  
 
Fig. 5.7. Non-reversing mode-detect comparator. 
The voltage difference between the gates of M3 and M4 that generate current to exceed 
M6 and M7 is around 75 mV, thus setting the symmetrical hysteresis window of the 

















































At the drain of M11 and M12, both currents compare to swing the signal to 0 or vBAT. The 
M13, M14 inverter further buffers the signal to the output vM. The comparator consumes 
around 350 nA current and remains on all the to monitor vO. The comparator has delay of 
less than 2 µs for an input overdrive of 5 mV. M1–M2 scales the 50-nA bias current from 
the bias block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage.  
5.1.2.6 Output-Diode Comparator 
The output-diode comparator CPO in Fig 5.1 measures voltage across the back to back 
switches MO1–MO2 and turns off the switches when the voltage dips below zero. The two 
stage amplifier in Fig 5.8 in open loop implements the CPO comparator. The 
transconductance gmI of M6 and M7, that operate near subthreshold to maximize gM 
amplifies, the voltage difference between vSW and vO into a current. M8–M19, M9–M10 
and M14–M16 mirror the current and, the output impedance of M16 and M19 translate the 
current to the single ended output that drives the gates of the inverter M23–M24. The 
inverter M25–M26 inverters and buffers the signal to the output vDO. 
 


















































































With the output of the inverter M23–M24 low, M21 engages M22 to pull M23–M24’s 
gate high and reinforce the low state at its output. This way M22 sets a 5 mV hysteresis so 
that vDO doesn’t shuttle back and forth as the switch turns off. The comparator will detect 
zero crossing only after sufficient overdrive builds in the opposite direction, or in other 
words the switch current builds up sufficiently in the negative direction and thereby 
leading to larger losses. M1–M2 and M3–M5 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current 
from the bias block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage.  
The comparator has a delay of less than 40 ns for an input overdrive of 5 mV 
while consuming 15.5 µA current. The co-design of comparator and the respective switch 
can optimize the quiescent loss of the comparator with the ohmic loss of the switch to 
reduce the overall losses. The block turns on with low output state as soon as the 
switching node rises a diode above the battery voltage before the switch turns on and 
turns off as soon as the switch turns off. The digital switches M4, M12, M13, M13, M14, 
M15, M17, M18, M20, M26 and M27 can disable the current paths to power gate the block in 
CPO’s off state. 
5.1.2.7 Battery-Diode Comparator 
The battery-diode comparator CPB in Fig 5.1 measures voltage across the battery 
charging switches MB(CHG) turns off the switch when the voltage dips below zero. The 
two-stage current mode amplifier in Fig 5.12 in open loop implements the CPB 
comparator. The transconductance gmI of M7 and M14, that operate near subthreshold to 
maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vSW and vBAT into a current. M10–
M18, M11–M23 and M15–M20 mirror the current and, the output impedance of M20 and M23 
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translate the current to the single ended output that drives the gates of the inverter M26–
M27.  
 
Fig. 5.9. Non-reversing battery-diode comparator. 
The inverters M28–M29 and M30–M31 buffer the signal to the output vDB. With the 
output of the inverter M26–M27 high, M25 engages M24 to pull M26–M27’s gate low and 
reinforce the high state at its output. This way M24 sets a 5 mV hysteresis so that vDB 
doesn’t shuttle back and forth as the switch turns off. The comparator will detect zero 
crossing only after sufficient overdrive builds in the opposite direction, or in other words 
the switch current builds up sufficiently in the negative direction and thereby leading to 
larger losses. M1–M2 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias block to set 
the bias voltage at the gate of M5 and gmI of the input differential stage.  
The comparator has a delay of less than 30 ns for an input overdrive of 5 mV 
while consuming 26 µA current. The co-design of comparator and the respective switch 

















































































reduce the overall losses. The block turns on with low output state as soon as the 
switching node raises a diode above the battery voltage before the switch turns on and 
turns off as soon as the switch turns off. The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M8, M9, M12, 
M13, M16, M17, M19, M21, M22 and M25 can disable the current paths to power gate the 
block in CPB’s off state. 
5.1.2.8 Fixed On-Time Delays 
The different delay blocks sets and limits the on-times of different power switches in the 
Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.10 presents the circuit that implements the 500-µs mid PV packet 
sampling in Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.10 the M5–M6 charges capacitor CDLY till its voltage cross 
trip point where M10’s current exceeds M14’s via switch M15. After this trip point M11’s 
source drops and increases M11’s current to raise it above M13’s and pulls the gate of M15, 
M17 and M18 low. The inverters M19–M20 and M21–M22 buffer the signal, and set the 
output latch to set the output vDLO high.  
 

















































































The circuit engages at the rising edge of the input vDLI through the inverters M1–
M2 and M3–M4, the rising edge detector and the input SR latch. This way in Fig. 5.10 the 
output vDLO turns high 500 µs after vDLI turns high and turns low immediately as vDLI 
turns low through the resetting of the output SR latch. The digital switches M7, M8, M12 
and M16 turns off and power gates the delay block when not in use. 
5.1.2.9 PTAT Bias Current Generator 
The proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) bias current generator in Fig. 5.15 
generates and supplies the bias currents for all the comparators and amplifiers in the 
system. For this, M4 and the 8 times bigger M5 apply the difference in gate source voltage 
around 60 mV across an external 1.2 MΩ resistor to generate a 50 nA current. As the 
transistors operate in subthreshold, the difference in the gate source voltages has a 
proportional to temperature coefficient. The PTAT current increases with temperature 
and ensure the bias currents that run the comparator scale and dominate as transistor 
leakage currents increase with temperature.  
The transistor M4, M5, M6, M7, M8 and M9 form a positive feedback loop that 
latches the current at a stable operating point of 50 nA. However, zero current condition 
is also a stable operating point, and M1, M2 and M3 form a startup circuit to pull the 
circuit out of zero current state. When M4 and M5 conduct zero current M2 is off and M1 
pulls the gate of M3 high, M3 turns on to leak current from the gate of M9 and M8 to push 
the latch away from zero current. At the desirable operating point M2 conducts enough 
current to turn off M3. The transistors M10, M11, M12, M13, M14, M15, M16 mirrors the 50 
nA bias current bias the different blocks. Overall the always on bias block consumes 
about 350 nA through its various legs. Reducing the magnitude of the single leg current 
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below 50 nA can reduce the quiescent losses and improve the low power efficiency of the 
system, however this can make the circuits sensitive to the substrate noise. 
 
Fig. 5.11. Non-reversing PTAT bias current generator. 
5.1.3 Power Switches 
Power switch design balances the ohmic loss, gate-drive loss and controller losses as 
Chapter3 shows. The switching logic in Fig. 5.1 generates the on and off signal that the 
switch drivers buffer and propagate to turn on and off the switches. Driving the gate of 
large switch with a minimum size inverter can lead to slow transition of the gate signal 
and large turn on time and shoot through losses. Therefore switch drivers consists of a 
chain series of inverter with each successive stage 5× to 7× times the previous driving 
inverter in the chain. This way, the gate-drive signal propagates with minimum delay and 
incurs minimum shoot-through loss in each inverter stage. The remaining sections present 
the switch size and the switch driving logic for the switches in Fig. 5.1. In the non-
reversing switching circuit of Fig. 5.1 MPV, MG2 and MO1–MO2 and MB(CHG) transfers 10–
































































All bias currents are 50 nA
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1 mW battery power to the output. The circuit scales the frequency of PV packets with 
PPV and size of the battery packet with PLD.  
5.1.3.1 Photovoltaic Ground Switch 
Design: The photovoltaic ground switch engages during the energizing time tPE of the 
photovoltaic energy packet EPV of Fig. 4.3. During the on time of the switch, the switch 
current which is same as the inductor current rises from zero to 5 mA in 1 µs. The switch 
is NMOS as the NMOS conducts ground voltages more efficiently and the body diode of 
the switch provides dead time current path for the inductor current flows out of the vSWO 
node in Fig. 5.1. The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the 
technology, 0.18 µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. 
The width of the switch 1020 µm, in Fig. 5.12, balances both the ohmic and switching 
losses and presents a series resistance of 0.5 Ω. As only the frequency of the constant size 
PV packet varies with photovoltaic power PPV, both the ohmic losses and switching 
losses scale with PPV and as a result a single switch size is optimum across PPV. 
 
Fig. 5.12. Non-reversing photovoltaic ground switch and driving logic. 
Switching Logic: In the non-reversing circuit of Fig 5.1 the energizing time of the 
photovoltaic packet is 1 µs. To implement this in Fig. 5.12 an external clock tCLK sets the 
frequency of the PV packets and changes according to the light level from 8 kHz at 10 










every rising edge of the clock, the logic circuit in Fig. 5.12, delays tCLK and an AND gate 
combines the tCLK and the delayed-tCLK to generate vDR.G2  that drives the gate-driving 
buffer to switch MG2 and off. 
5.1.3.2 Photovoltaic Switch 
Design: The photovoltaic switch engages for the entire duration in heavily-sourced mode 
and for the duration of the PV packet transfer in battery-assisted mode. During the on 
time of the switch, the switch current which is same as the inductor PV-packet current 
rises from zero to 5 mA in 1 µs and drops from 5 mA back to zero in 425 ns while 
supplying output and 200ns while charging battery, Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3. The switch is 
NMOS as the NMOS conducts low voltages more efficiently and the photovoltaic voltage 
is only around 0.3 V. The body diode of the switch provides dead time current path for 
the inductor current flows out of the vSWP node in Fig. 5.1. The length of the switch is the 
minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 µm, as it contributes 
proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of the switch 1520 µm, in 
Fig. 5.13, balances both the ohmic and switching losses and presents a series resistance of 
0.45 Ω in the battery-assist mode. 
 
Fig. 5.13. Non-reversing photovoltaic switch and driving logic. 
The source of MPV connects to vPV of 0.3 V as a result the on-time gate source 














1.5 times increase in area. As only the frequency of the constant size PV packet varies 
with photovoltaic power PPV, both the ohmic losses and switching losses scale with PPV 
and as a result a single switch size is optimum across PPV in battery-assist mode. 
However in case of heavily-sourced mode the switch engages during the entire duration 
and as a result the ohmic losses dominate in this mode. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the driving signal for MPV are the sampled 
mode-detect comparator output vM.S, the driving signal vDR.G2 of the switch MG2 and the 
output diode comparator output vDO. To generate the vM.S a latch samples the output vM 
of the mode comparator midway of PV packet’s energizing time. The digital circuit in 
Fig. 5.13 implements the driving logic for MPV switch. In heavily-sourced mode vM.S 
turns low and driving vDR.PV high via inverter and OR gate for the entire during of the 
heavily sourced mode. In battery-assisted mode a SR latch drives vDR.PV, the SR latch 
turns high as soon as the MG2 engages via vDR.G2 and turns off as PV packet finishes via 
vDO. 
5.1.3.3 Output Switch 
Design: The output switch MO1–MO2 engages for the de-energizing time of the PV packet 
that supplies the load and, during the transfer of the entire battery packet. In heavily 
sourced mode the circuit only transfers the PV packets and they reach the output as is it 
drops a threshold below reference thereby by tripping CPHS. In this mode during the on 
time of the switch, the switch current quickly rises to the inductor peak current of 5 mA 
as it turns on and flows it till the current drops to zero thereby tripping CPO and turning 
off the switch. Typically on time of the switch in this mode is 425 ns. In the battery-assist 
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mode the switch remains on for the entire duration of the battery packet in addition to the 
de-energizing time of the PV packet. Typically the on time of the switch in this mode is 
around 1.5 µs for 500 µW PLD.  
 
Fig. 5.14. Non-reversing output switch and driving logic. 
The switch that implements the output switch is a back-back PMOS as the PMOS 
conducts high voltages more efficiently and the back-back body diodes block current 
flow when the circuit charges battery and as a result the switching node rises to vBAT. The 
length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 µm, 
as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of each 
switch at 1200 µm, in Fig. 5.14, balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss and the 
quiescent power of the comparator across it. The switch presents a series resistance of 
around 6 Ω, this is leads to high ohmic losses but gives enough overdrive for the 
comparator to drip faster when the current drops to zero. Adding an offset to the 
comparator can allow the switch to scale larger and better efficiency. As only the 
frequency of the constant size PV packet varies with photovoltaic power PPV, both the 
ohmic losses and switching losses scale with PPV in heavily sourced mode, however in 




















with the ohmic losses scaling quadratically and the battery power linearly with load 
power. As a result the ohmic losses dominate as the power increases and efficiency drops. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.O of MO1–MO2 are 
the gate drive signal vDR.G2 and gate signal vG.G2 of switch MG2, the gate signal vG.G1 of 
switch MG1, the sampled output of heavily source comparator vHS.S, vM.S, and vDO. To 
generate the vHS.S a latch samples the output vHS of the heavily source comparator 
midway of PV packet’s energizing time. The digital circuit in Fig. 5.14 implements the 
driving logic for MO1–MO2 switch. In Fig. 5.14 the falling edge of the vG.G2 sets the SR 
latch that drive vDR.O in battery assist mode and only when vHS.S is high in heavily 
sourced mode. In heavily sourced mode vDO and in battery assist mode the falling edge of 
vG.G1 resets the SR latch and vDR.O. The high state of vDR.G2 resets the output switch to 
prevent shorting of the output in case of faults. 
5.1.3.4 Battery Charge Switch 
Design: The battery charge switch MB(CHG) switch engages for the de-energizing time of 
the PV packet that charges the battery in the heavily sourced mode. In this mode during 
the on time of the switch, the switch current quickly rises to the inductor peak current of 
5 mA as it turns on and flows it till the current drops to zero thereby tripping CPB and 
turning off the switch. Typically on time of the switch in this mode is 200 ns. The switch 
that implements MB(CHG) is a PMOS switch in Fig.5.15 as the PMOS conducts high 
voltages more efficiently and the body diode of the switch provides dead time current 
path for the inductor current flows into the vSWO node in Fig. 5.1.  
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Fig. 5.15. Non-reversing battery charge switch and driving logic. 
The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the 
technology, 0.18 µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. 
The width of the switch at 300 µm, in Fig. 5.15, balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss 
and the quiescent power of the comparator across it. The switch presents a series 
resistance of around 7.5 Ω, this leads to high ohmic losses but gives enough overdrive for 
the comparator to drip faster when the current drops to zero. Adding an offset to the 
comparator can allow the switch to scale larger and better efficiency. As only the 
frequency of the constant size PV packet varies with photovoltaic power PPV, both the 
ohmic losses and switching losses scale with PPV in heavily sourced mode. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.CHG of MB(CHG) 
are the gate drive signal vDR.G2 and gate signal vG.G2 of switch MG2, the output of battery 
diode comparator vDB, vHS.S, and vM.S. The digital circuit in Fig. 5.15 implements the 
driving logic for MB(CHG) switch. In Fig 5.15 the falling edge of the vG.G2 sets the SR latch 
that drive vDR.CHG only when vHS.S is low in heavily sourced mode. In heavily sourced 
mode vDB resets the SR latch and vDR.O. The high state of vDR.G2 resets the battery charge 
















5.1.3.5 Battery-Assist Switch 
Design: The battery assist switch MB(AID) switch engages during for the energizing time 
of the battery packet in the battery-assist mode. In this mode during the on time of the 
switch, the switch current rises from zero to the battery packet peak current. In circuit of 
Fig. 5.1 the size of battery packet depends on the load requirement. For instance the for a 
load power of 500 µW, the switch on time is around 700 ns and the inductor current rises 
from 0 to 12 mA. The battery assist comparator CPBA compares vEA  and vR to set the 
battery packet energizing time.  
The switch that implements MB(AID) is a PMOS switch in Fig. 5.16 as the PMOS 
conducts high voltages more efficiently and the body diode of the switch provides dead 
time current path for the inductor current that flows into the vSWP node in Fig. 5.1. The 
length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 µm, 
as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of the 
switch at 6000 µm, in Fig. 5.16, balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss for the mid-
range load power of 500 µW. The switch presents a series resistance of around 0.38 Ω, 
this leads to high ohmic losses at higher power levels and higher switching losses for 
power level lower than 500 µW. In battery-assist mode the switch engages during the 
duration of the battery packet energizing time with the ohmic losses scaling quadratically 
and the battery power linearly with load power. As a result the ohmic losses dominate as 
the power increases and efficiency drops. 
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Fig. 5.16. Non-reversing battery-assist switch and driving logic. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.AID of MB(AID) are 
the gate drive signal vDR.PV, the PV switch gate signal vG.PV, the minimum battery 
energizing time pulse tD.MIN, the maximum battery energizing time pulse tD(MAX), the 
output vBA of CPBA, vDO and vM.S. The digital circuit in Fig. 5.16 implements the driving 
logic for MB(AID) switch. In Fig 5.16 the falling edge of the vG.PV sets the SR latch that 
drive vDR.CHG only in the battery assist mode. The reset signal turns high when vBA turns 
low between the battery energizing time tD(MIN) and tD(MAX). This way the switch remains 
on for a duration between tD(MIN) and tD(MAX).The high state of vDR.PV resets the battery aid 
switch to prevent shorting of the battery in case of faults. 
5.1.3.6 Battery-Assist Ground Switch 
Design: The battery-assist switch MG1 switch engages during the de-energizing time of 
the battery packet in the battery-assist mode. In this mode as the switch turns on the 
switch current quickly rises to the battery packet peak current, during the on time of the 
switch, the switch current falls from peak current to zero. In circuit of Fig. 5.1 the size of 
battery packet and the de-energizing time depends on the load requirement. For instance 
at a load power of 500 µW, the switch on time is around 560 ns and the inductor current 
















The switch that implements MG1 is a NMOS switch in Fig. 5.17 as the NMOS 
conducts ground voltages more efficiently and the body diode of the switch provides 
dead time current path for the inductor current that flows out of the vSWP node in Fig. 5.1. 
The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 
µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of the 
switch at 2520 µm, in Fig. 5.17, balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss for the mid-
range load power of 500 µW. The switch presents a series resistance of around 0.2 Ω, this 
leads to high ohmic losses at higher power levels and higher switching losses for power 
level lower than 500 µW. In battery-assist mode the switch engages during the duration 
of the battery packet de-energizing time with the ohmic losses scaling quadratically and 
the battery power linearly with load power. As a result the ohmic losses dominate as the 
power increases and efficiency drops. 
 
Fig. 5.17. Non-reversing battery-assist ground switch and driving logic. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.G1 of MG1 are the 
gate drive signal vDR.PV, the battery assist switch gate signal vG.(AID) and, vDO. The digital 
circuit in Fig. 5.17 implements the driving logic for MG1 switch. In Fig 5.17 the rising 
edge of the vG.(AID) sets the SR latch that drive vDR.G1 and vDO resets the latch to turn on 
and off the switch driving signal vDR.G1. The high state of vDR.PV resets the battery aid 














5.2 Reversing CMOS Charger–Supply 
5.2.1 System 
The photovoltaic switch MPV, the ground switch MG, the photovoltaic switch MSUP1–
MSUP2, the battery switch MB and the battery-assist output switch MO(AID) implements the 
reversing power stage in Fig. 5.18. MPV and MG close to energize the inductor LX from 
photovoltaic voltage vPV to ground. MSUP1–MOUP2 and MPV close to drain the inductor 
from vPV to output vO, thereby supplying photovoltaic power to vO. Similarly MPV and 
MB close to drain LX from vPV to battery vBAT, and charge the battery with excess 
photovoltaic power. MO(AID) and MB close to energize LX from vBAT to vO.  MO(AID) and 
MG can close to drain the remaining battery energy to vO. For higher efficiency at low 
power levels the circuit operates in DCM, MNR is the ring kill switch engages when all 
the switches close to dissipate remnant inductor energy after power transfers. 
The power stage in Fig. 5.18 engages different switch sizes depending on the 
mode of power and as a result different power transfer levels and losses. For example in 
the heavily sourced mode MPV is on all the time and as a result the entire switch engages , 
but in battery-assist mode the MPV needs to disengage after every PV packet and as a 
result the only part of the switch engages to reduce the switching losses of a large switch. 
Similarly the battery and ground switch carry larges energy packets and as a result more 
power and engages fully in battery-assist mode to reduce the losses. 
The control blocks in Fig. 5.18 processes voltages and currents and along with the logic 
block generates switching signals for the power stage. The major blocks in the design, in 
Fig. 5.18, are error amplifier GBA, battery-assist comparator CPBA, heavily source 
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comparator CPHS, mode-detect comparator CPM and the diode comparators CPO, CPG and 
CPB. CPO, CPG and CPB are diode comparators that digital logic can enable to measure 
voltage across switches MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2, MG and MB turn of the respective switches 
when inductor depletes. 
 
Fig. 5.18. Reversing switched-inductor charger–supply CMOS implementation. 
CPHS is the inner hysteretic comparator that compares vO and the reference 
voltage vREF to determine the direction of energy flow in heavily-sourced mode. The 
battery-assist transconductor GBA amplifies the difference between vO and vREF that the 
filter RBA-CBA filters to generate error voltage vEA. The battery-assist comparator CPBA 
compares vEA and the ramp signal vR to generate the on-time signal vON for battery 



























































































packets for the duration of vON. Unlike the non-reversing case CPPV compares vPV with 
vMPP to trigger the onset of the PV packet and the fixed 0.4-µs delay block sets the 
energizing time of the PV packet. 
 
Fig. 5.19. Reversing switched-inductor charger–supply die photograph. 
The 0.18-µm CMOS non-reversing variable size battery packet integrated circuit 
(IC) along with the test circuitry occupies 900 × 900 µm
2
 in Fig. 5.19. This system 
transfers between 10–130 µW photovoltaic power and remaining battery power to supply 
upto 10-mW load and charge battery with extra PV power. The power switches occupy 
about 20% of the IC. as in the non-reversing circuit the location of the switches, pins and 
the orientation of the metal connections to drain and source are important considerations 
that reduce the series path resistance. The major considerations that determine the 
placement of the control block are noise sensitivity, interconnects supply routing. The 
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placement of the diode comparators CPB and CPG are close to the switches as they are 
current mode comparators that draw current from the measure voltage nodes. CPO can be 
further away as it is common source input comparator that doesn’t draw current from the 
input nodes. The comparators and capacitors  shield the noise sensitive error amplifier 
and bias block from the digital noise. The delay block occupies a lot space due to the 
large area capacitors scaling down the charging current can reduce the capacitor size at 
the cost of higher noise sensitivity. 
5.2.2 Controller Circuits 
5.2.2.1 Photovoltaic Comparator 
The PV loop comparator, CPPV in Fig. 5.18 compares vPV with vMPP to regulate vPV about 
the maximum power point vPV(MPP). The two stage amplifier in Fig 5.20 in open loop 
implements the CPPV comparator. The transconductance gmI of M3 and M4, that operate 
near subthreshold to maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vPV and vMPP 
into a current, M5 and M6 mirrors the current and, the output impedance of M4 and M6 
translate the current to the single ended output that drives the gate of M9. M9 and M10 
further amplify the signal to full swing of 0 to vBAT. The inverters M11, M12 and M13, M43 
buffer the signal to the output vOPV.  
With vOPV high, M8 engages M7 to further pull M9’s gate low and reinforce vOPV 
high state. This way M7 sets a 3 mV hysteresis so that vOPV doesn’t shuttle back and forth 
with noise at vPV around vMPP. M1 and M2 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from 
the bias block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. The 
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comparator has a delay of less than 2 µs for an input overdrive of 5 mV. As CPPV needs 
to continually monitor vPV it remains on all the time, and consumes 300 nA current. 
 
Fig. 5.20. Reversing photovoltaic comparator. 
5.2.2.2 Heavily Sourced Comparator 
The heavily sourced comparator CPHS in Fig. 5.18 monitors vO and regulates it around 
vREF. As in the case of CPPV, a two stage amplifier in open loop implements the 
comparator in Fig. 5.21. The transconductance of M8 and M9 that operate near 
subthreshold amplifies the voltage difference between vREF and vO into a current, M10 and 
M12 mirrors the current and, the output impedance of M9 and M12 translate the current to 
a single ended output that drives the gate of M16. M16 and M17 further amplify the signal 
to full swing of 0 to vBAT. The inverter M18 and M19 buffers the signal to the output vHS. 
vOSB that drive the gate of M14 is a latched and inverted version of vHS. When vOSB 
is low M15 adds an additional current that input overdrive has to overcome to flip vHS, and 
thereby implements the hysteresis. Further M9 is bigger than M8 to add an offset that 
centers the hysteresis about vREF. This way the vHS trips low when vo rises 28 mV above 








































M11 and M13 can disable the current paths to power gate the block when CPHS is not in 
use.  
 
Fig. 5.21. Reversing heavily sourced comparator. 
The comparator turns on only in the HS mode during the energizing time of EPV, 
makes the decision on the direction to send EPV and then turns off. The digital logic 
samples and latches vHS before it turns off and retains vHS when CPHS turns back on via 
vOSB. M1, M2, M5 and M7 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias block to 
set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. The comparator consumes 
around 12 µA current when it is on. As the comparator needs to make a decision mid-way 
through the EPV energizing time of 400 ns it has a delay of less than 150 ns for 2 mV 
overdrive. 
5.2.2.3 Battery-Assist Transconductor 
The battery-assist transconductor GBA in Fig. 5.18 amplifies the voltage difference 
between vO and vREF to output vEA. The folded cascade amplifier in Fig. 5.22 implements 
GBA. The transconductance of M8 and M9 that operate near subthreshold amplifies the 


































































the output legs. M18 and M15 sink the current difference that M8 and M9 generates. M16 
and M17 mirror the current difference to the output node vEA. The output impedance of 
the long FET M21 and the cascode of M22 and M23 translate the current to the single 
ended output vEA. M1, M2, M5 and M7 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the 
bias block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. M10, M11, M13, 
M14 and M15 generate the biasing voltages for the cascade transistors.  
 
Fig. 5.22. Reversing battery-assist transconductor. 
The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M12, M16 and M20 can disable the current paths 
to power gate the block when GBA not in use. The transconductor block turns on only 
during battery-assistance mode. For the reversing circuit a 50 pF internal capacitance and 
2 MΩ internal resistor implements the compensation, and as a result the output 
impedance of GBA in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.22 is higher at 100 MΩ and the gain across all 
temperature and process corners is higher than 60 dB. 
5.2.2.4 Ramp Generator 
To generate the ramp signal the ramp generator circuit in Fig. 5.23 charges a 















































































end of the PV packet. M1 and M2 mirrors the 50 nA bias current iR to charge the capacitor 
voltage vR as soon as the circuit turns on. The diode connected transistor M5 adds an 
offset to vR so that minimum vR value and as a result the corresponding vEA is high 
enough to reduce noise susceptibility. The lowest photovoltaic frequency and the input 
common mode range of the battery-assist comparator determine the ramp rate. The digital 
switches M3 and M4 can disable the current path to power gate the block the ramp 
generator. 
 
Fig. 5.23. Reversing ramp generator. 
5.2.2.5 Battery-Assist Comparator 
The battery-assist comparator CPBA in Fig 5.18 compares the error voltage vEA and ramp 
signal vR to set the energizing time for variable size battery packet or the on-time for the 
multiple packet case. The two stage amplifier in Fig 5.24 in open loop implements the 
CPBA comparator. The transconductance gmI of M8 and M9, that operate near 
subthreshold to maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vEA and vR into a 
current. M10–M12, M11–M20 and M15–M17 mirrors the current and, the output impedance 
























inverter M24–M25. The inverters M26–M27 and M28–M29 buffer the signal to the output 
vON.  
 
Fig. 5.24. Reversing battery-assist comparator. 
With the output of the inverter M24–M25 high, M22 engages M21 to further pull 
M24–M25’s gate low and reinforce the high state at its output. This way M21 sets a 5 mV 
hysteresis so that vON doesn’t shuttle back and forth with noise at vR or vEA around the 
trip point. M1–M2 and M6–M7 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias 
block to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. The comparator has a 
delay of less than 200 ns for an input overdrive of 5 mV while consuming. The block 
turns on immediately after the PV packet finishes transfer and, turns off as soon as tON 
goes low. The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M13, M14, M16, M18, M19, and M23 can disable 
the current paths to power gate the block when CPBA is not in use. 
5.2.2.6 Mode-Detect Comparator 
The mode-detect comparator CPM in Fig. 5.18, monitors vO with respect to vREF 

































































































and M4 that operate near subthreshold produce current proportional to its 
transconductance. The positive feedback latch M5, M6, M7 and M8 takes these currents as 
input and latches the drain voltages of M3 and M4 depending on their initial state and the 
input current. For example with drain of M3 near vBAT, when current in M3 exceeds that in 
M7, M5 supplies the difference and M6 mirrors it to charge the gate node of M8 to turn off 
M7 current, this way drain of M3 comes down and M4 goes to vBAT. The voltage 
difference between the gates of M3 and M4 that generate current to exceed M6 and M7 is 
around 60 mV, thus setting the symmetrical hysteresis window of the comparator at ± 60 
mV. The drain voltages of M3 and M4 set the current in M9 and M11. At the drain of M11 
and M12, both currents compare to swing the signal to 0 or vBAT. The M13, M14 inverter 
further buffers the signal to the output vM. The comparator consumes around 350 nA 
current and remains on all the to monitor vO. The comparator has delay of less than 2 µs 
for an input overdrive of 5 mV. M1–M2 scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias block 
to set the tail current and gmI of the input differential stage. 
 


















































5.2.2.7 Output-Diode Comparator 
The output-diode comparator CPO in Fig. 5.18 measures voltage across the back to back 
switches MO1–MO2 and MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 respectively and turns off the switches when 
the voltage dips below zero. The two stage amplifier in Fig 5.26 in open loop implements 
the CPO comparator. The transconductance gmI of M6 and M7, that operate near 
subthreshold to maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vSW and vO into a 
current. M8–M19, M9–M10 and M14–M16 mirror the current and, the output impedance of 
M16 and M19 translate the current to the single ended output that drives the gates of the 
inverter M23–M24. The inverter M25–M26 inverters and buffers the signal to the output 
vDO. 
 
Fig. 5.26. Reversing output-diode comparator. 
With the output of the inverter M23–M24 low, M21 engages M22 to pull M23–M24’s 
gate high and reinforce the low state at its output. This way M22 sets a 5 mV hysteresis so 
that vDO doesn’t shuttle back and forth as the switch turns off. The difference in size 































































































the zero crossing point of the switch voltage, in Fig. 5.18. In the absence of the offset Fig. 
5.1 the comparator will detect zero crossing only after sufficient overdrive builds in the 
opposite direction, or in other words the switch current builds up sufficiently in the 
negative direction and thereby leading to larger losses. M1–M2 and M3–M5 mirrors and 
scales the 50-nA bias current from the bias block to set the tail current and gmI of the 
input differential stage.  
The comparator has a delay of less than 40 ns for an input overdrive of 2 mV 
while consuming 22 µA current. The co-design of comparator and the respective switch 
can optimize the quiescent loss of the comparator with the ohmic loss of the switch to 
reduce the overall losses. The block turns on with low output state as soon as the 
switching node rises a diode above the battery voltage before the switch turns on and 
turns off as soon as the switch turns off. The digital switches M4, M12, M13, M13, M14, 
M15, M17, M18, M20, M26 and M27 can disable the current paths to power gate the block in 
CPO’s off state. 
5.2.2.8 Battery-Diode Comparator 
The battery-diode comparator CPB in Fig. 5.18 measures voltage across the battery 
charging switches MB(CHG) and MB respectively and turns off the switches when the 
voltage dips below zero. The two stage current mode amplifier in Fig. 5.27 in open loop 
implements the CPB comparator. The transconductance gmI of M7 and M14, that operate 
near subthreshold to maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vSW and vBAT 
into a current. M10–M18, M11–M23 and M15–M20 mirror the current and, the output 
impedance of M20 and M23 translate the current to the single ended output that drives the 
gates of the inverter M26–M27.  
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Fig. 5.27. Reversing battery-diode comparator. 
The inverters M28–M29 and M30–M31 buffer the signal to the output vDB. With the 
output of the inverter M26–M27 high, M25 engages M24 to pull M26–M27’s gate low and 
reinforce the high state at its output. This way M24 sets a 5 mV hysteresis so that vDB 
doesn’t shuttle back and forth as the switch turns off. The difference in size between M7 
and M14 introduces a slight offset to aid the comparator switch state exactly at the zero 
crossing point of the switch voltage, in Fig. 5.18. In the absence of the offset Fig. 5.1 the 
comparator will detect zero crossing only after sufficient overdrive builds in the opposite 
direction, or in other words the switch current builds up sufficiently in the negative 
direction and thereby leading to larger losses. M1–M2 mirrors and scales the 50-nA bias 
current from the bias block to set the bias voltage at the gate of M5 and gmI of the input 
differential stage.  
The comparator has a delay of less than 30 ns for an input overdrive of 2 mV 
while consuming 33 µA current. The co-design of comparator and the respective switch 













































































































reduce the overall losses. The block turns on with low output state as soon as the 
switching node raises a diode above the battery voltage before the switch turns on and 
turns off as soon as the switch turns off. The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M8, M9, M12, 
M13, M16, M17, M19, M21, M22 and M25 can disable the current paths to power gate the 
block in CPB’s off state. 
5.2.2.9 Ground-Diode Comparator 
The ground-diode comparator CPG in Fig. 5.18 measures voltage across the ground 
switch MG respectively and turns off the switches when the voltage dips below zero. The 
two stage current mode amplifier in Fig 5.28 in open loop implements the CPG 
comparator. The transconductance gmI of M7 and M8, that operate near subthreshold to 
maximize gM amplifies, the voltage difference between vSW and ground into a current. 
M32–M14, M13–M22 and M17–M19 mirror the current and, the output impedance of M19 
and M22 translate the current to the single ended output that drives the gates of the 
inverter M26–M27. The inverters M28–M30 and M29–M30 buffer the signal to the output 
vDG.  
With the output of the inverter M26–M27 high, M24 engages M25 to pull M26–M27’s 
gate low and reinforce the high state at its output. This way M25 sets a 5 mV hysteresis so 
that vDG doesn’t shuttle back and forth as the switch turns off. The difference in size 
between M7 and M8 introduces a slight offset to aid the comparator switch state exactly at 
the zero crossing point of the switch voltage, in Fig. 5.18. M1–M2 mirrors and scales the 
50-nA bias current from the bias block to set the bias voltage at the gate of M5 and gmI of 
the input differential stage. 
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Fig. 5.28. Reversing ground-diode comparator. 
The comparator has a delay of less than 30 ns for an input overdrive of 2 mV 
while consuming 42 µA current. The co-design of comparator and the respective switch 
can optimize the quiescent loss of the comparator with the ohmic loss of the switch to 
reduce the overall losses. The block turns on with low output state as soon as the 
switching node drops a diode below the ground voltage before the switch turns on and 
turns off as soon as the switch turns off. The digital switches M3, M4, M6, M9, M10, M11, 
M12, M15, M16, M18, M20, M21 and M23 can disable the current paths to power gate the 
block in CPG’s off state. 
5.2.2.10 Fixed On-Time Delay 
Fig. 5.29 presents the circuit that implements the 700-µs battery packet energizing time in 
Fig. 5.18. In Fig. 5.14 the M5–M6 charges capacitor CDLY till its voltage cross trip point 














































































































drops and increases M11’s current to raise it above M13’s and pulls the gate of M15, M17 
and M18 low. The inverters M19–M20 and M21–M22 buffer the signal, and set the output 
latch to set the output vDLO high.  
The circuit engages at the rising edge of the input vDLI through the inverters M1–
M2 and M3–M4, the rising edge detector and the input SR latch. This way in Fig. 5.29 the 
output vDLO turns high 700 µs after vDLI turns high and turns low immediately as vDLI 
turns low through the resetting of the output SR latch. The digital switches M7, M8, M12 
and M16 turns off and power gates the delay block when not in use. 
 
Fig. 5.29. Reversing fixed on-time delay. 
5.2.2.11 PTAT Bias Current Generator 
The proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) bias current generator in Fig. 5.30 
generates and supplies the bias currents for all the comparators and amplifiers in the 
system. For this, M4 and the 8 times bigger M5 apply the difference in gate source voltage 
















































































transistors operate in subthreshold, the difference in the gate source voltages has a 
proportional to temperature coefficient. The PTAT current increases with temperature 
and ensure the bias currents that run the comparator scale and dominate as transistor 
leakage currents increase with temperature.  
 
Fig. 5.30. Reversing PTAT bias current generator. 
The transistor M4, M5, M6, M7, M8 and M9 form a positive feedback loop that 
latches the current at a stable operating point of 50 nA. However, zero current condition 
is also a stable operating point, and M1, M2 and M3 form a startup circuit to pull the 
circuit out of zero current state. When M4 and M5 conduct zero current M2 is off and M1 
pulls the gate of M3 high, M3 turns on to leak current from the gate of M9 and M8 to push 
the latch away from zero current. At the desirable operating point M2 conducts enough 
current to turn off M3. The transistors M10, M11, M12, M13, M14, M15, M16, M17, M18, M19, 
M20, M21 and M22 mirrors the 50 nA bias current bias the different blocks. Overall the 
always on bias block consumes about 800 nA through its various legs. Reducing the 
































































All bias currents are 50 nA
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improve the low power efficiency of the system, however this can make the circuits 
sensitive to the substrate noise. 
5.2.3 Power Switches  
In the reversing switching circuit of Fig. 5.18 MPV, MG and MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 and MB 
transfers 10–130 µW photovoltaic power to the output and MB, MG and MO(AID) transfers 
up to 10 mW battery power to the output. The circuit scales the frequency of PV packets 
with PPV and number of fixed-size battery packets with PLD. 
5.2.3.1 Ground Switch 
Design: The ground switch MG in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.31 has two parts, only fraction of 
the switch engages during lower power heavily sourced mode and the entire switch 
engages during higher power battery assisted mode. In the heavily sourced mode the 
smaller area ground switch engages during the energizing time of the PV packet. In this 
mode during the on time of the switch, the switch current rises from zero to the PV 
packet peak current of 11 mA. In the battery-assisted mode the entire switch engages 
during the energizing time of the PV packet as in heavily sourced mode and also during 
the de-energizing time of each battery packet. In this mode during the de-energizing time 
of the battery packet as the switch engages the switch current quickly rise to the inductor 
peak current of 31 mA and falls to zero during the on-time of the switch.  
The switch that implements MG is a NMOS switch in Fig. 5.31 as the NMOS 
conducts low voltages more efficiently and the body diode of the switch provides dead 
time current path for the inductor current that flows away from the vSWB node in Fig. 
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5.18. The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 
0.18 µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width 
of the smaller switch at 1050 µm, in Fig. 5.31, that presents a series resistance of 0.6 Ω 
balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss for the PV packet. In battery-assist mode the 
entire 3000 µm switch engages during the battery packet de-energizing time presenting a 
series resistance of 0.2 Ω. As only the frequency of the constant size PV and battery 
packet varies with PPV and PBAT, both the ohmic losses and switching losses scale with 
PPV and PBAT as switch size only depends on the type of packet. This way the two 
different switch sizes for the two modes is optimum across PPV and PBAT. The ground 
diode comparator CPG that measure voltage across switch has a inbuilt trimmable offset 
that allows for decoupling the switch sizing from comparator design. 
 
Fig. 5.31. Reversing ground switch and driving logic. 
Switching Logic: The signals that determine the gate drive signals vDR.GHS and vDR.GBA 
are the gate signal vG.B of MB, the output of ground diode comparator vDG, output of the 
photovoltaic comparator vOPV, the output of the battery-assist comparator vON and vM.S. 
The digital circuit in Fig. 5.31 implements the driving logic for MG switch. In Fig. 5.31 































vBLK ensures a blank time of 2.5 µs after CPPV triggers when no battery packet transfer 
occurs. The SR latch is rest after the energizing time of the PV packet. In heavily sourced 
mode the vOPV after the blank time delay sets the SR latch that drive the PV packet 
energize signal vE high. This SR latch resets after the 400ns, this way defining the size of 
the PV packet. A OR gate propagates vE and its rising edge sets the SR latch that drives 
vDR.GHS. The falling edge of vE resets the latch and turns of MG switch in HS mode. 
In battery-assist mode the SR latch that drives vDR.GHS is set every time the battery 
packet energizing time ends and vG.B goes high to turns MB off. In this mode the vDG 
turns the ground switch off when it detects zero crossing point of the inductor current 
signaling the end of a battery packet. However the ground switch is not reset after vON 
falls down or vBLK high to indicate the last battery packet in that PV period. This way the 
ground switch remains high for the next PV packet, thereby saving one switching event. 
5.2.3.2 Photovoltaic Switch 
Design: The photovoltaic switch engages for the entire duration in heavily sourced mode 
and for the duration of the PV packet transfer in battery-assisted mode. The photovoltaic 
switch MPV in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.32 has two parts, only fraction of the switch engages 
during battery-assisted mode and the entire switch engages during heavily sourced mode, 
as the PV switch only switches only in the battery-assisted mode. During the on time of 
the switch, the switch current which is same as the inductor PV-packet current rises from 
zero to 11 mA in 0.4 µs and drops from 11 mA back to zero in 325 ns while supplying 
output and 140ns while charging battery, Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4.  
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Fig. 5.32. Reversing photovoltaic switch and driving logic. 
The switch is NMOS as the NMOS conducts low voltages more efficiently and 
the photovoltaic voltage is only around 0.3 V. The body diode of the switch provides 
dead time current path for the inductor current flows out of the vSWP node in Fig. 5.18. 
The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 
µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of the 
switch 1350 µm, in Fig. 5.32, balances both the ohmic and switching losses and presents 
a series resistance of 0.66 Ω in the battery-assist mode. As only the frequency of the 
constant size PV packet varies with photovoltaic power PPV, both the ohmic losses and 
switching losses scale with PPV and as a result a single switch size is optimum across PPV 
in battery-assist mode. In heavily sourced mode the PV switch is on all the time and 
doesn’t switch and as a result the switch width can be large at 9000 µm presenting just 
0.1 Ω resistance, reducing resistance below 0.1 Ω has little effect on the overall 
efficiency. 
Switching Logic: The digital circuit in Fig. 5.32 implements the driving logic for MPV 
switch. The signals that determine the driving signals vDR.PVBA and vDR.PVHS for MPV are 
the gate signals vG.O(AID) of the battery-assist output switch MO(AID) and vG.O(SUP) of 


















turns low and driving vDR.PVBA and vDR.PVHS high via inverter and OR gate for the entire 
during of the heavily sourced mode. In battery-assisted mode a SR latch drives vDR.PVBA, 
the SR latch turns high as soon as the vE turns high and turns off as PV packet finishes 
and vG.O(SUP) goes high to turn off MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2. 
5.2.3.3 Photovoltaic Output Switch 
Design: The photovoltaic output switch MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 , in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.33 
engages for the de-energizing time of the PV packet that supplies the load.. During the on 
time of the switch, the switch current quickly rises to the inductor peak current of 11 mA 
as it turns on and flows it till the current drops to zero thereby tripping CPO and turning 
off the switch. Typically on time of the switch in this mode is 325 ns. The switch that 
implements the output switch is a back-back PMOS as the PMOS conducts high voltages 
more efficiently and the back-back body diodes block current flow when the circuit 
charges battery and as a result the switching node rises to vBAT.  
 
Fig. 5.33. Reversing photovoltaic output switch and driving logic. 
The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the 
technology, 0.18 µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. 





















drive loss of the switch. The switch presents a series resistance of around 5 Ω. Adding 
input offset to the CPO allows for decoupling comparator overdrive design from the 
switch width and as a result the resistance of the switch is lower than the non-reversing 
case despite transferring only the lower energy PV packets. This way adding an offset to 
the comparator can allow the switch to scale larger and better efficiency. As only the 
frequency of the constant size PV packet varies with photovoltaic power PPV, both the 
ohmic losses and switching losses scale with PPV.  
Switching Logic: The digital circuit in Fig. 5.33 implements the driving logic for 
MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 switch. The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.SUP of 
MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 are the gate signal vG.GHS of heavily sourced mode part of switch MG, 
the gate signal vG.PVBA of battery-assisted mode part of MPV, vDO, vM.S, and vH.S. In Fig. 
5.23 the falling edge of the vG.GHS sets the SR latch that drive vDR.SUP only when vHS.S is 
high in heavily sourced mode or when system is in battery-assisted mode. vG.PVBA needs 
to be high for the SR latch to be set, this ensures the MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 switch turns on 
only during the PV packet transfer.  
The output diode comparator output vDO resets the latch when the PV packet 
finishes and switch current goes to zero. During the charging up of output voltage vO 
from a completely discharged state the PMOS switch cannot pull the switching node 
vSWB below a threshold voltage above ground. This results in CPO not tripping even 
though the inductor current drops to zero and the system control may stall. To prevent 




5.2.3.4 Battery Switch 
Design: The battery switch MB in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.34 has two parts, only fraction of 
the switch engages during lower power heavily sourced mode and the entire switch 
engages during higher power battery assisted mode. In the heavily sourced mode the 
smaller area battery switch engages during the de-energizing time of the PV packet that 
charges the battery. In this mode as the switch turns on the switch current quickly rises to 
the inductor peak current. 
 
Fig. 5.34. Reversing battery switch and driving logic. 
 During the on-time of the switch the switch current falls from PV packet peak current of 
11 mA to zero. In the battery-assisted mode the entire switch engages during the 
energizing time of each of the battery packets. In this mode during the energizing time of 
the battery packet, as the switch engages and the switch current rises from zero to the 
battery packet peak current of 31 mA during the on-time of the switch. The switch that 






















voltage more efficiently. The body diode of the PMOS switch provides dead time current 
path for the inductor current that flows towards the switching node vSWB in Fig. 5.18. 
The length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the 
technology, 0.18 µm, as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. 
The width of the smaller switch at 1050 µm, in Fig. 5.34, that presents a series resistance 
of 2.4 Ω balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss for the PV packet. In battery-assist 
mode the entire 7500 µm switch engages during the battery packet energizing time 
presenting a series resistance of 0.36 Ω. As only the frequency of the constant size PV 
and battery packet varies with PPV and PBAT, both the ohmic losses and switching losses 
scale with PPV and PBAT as switch size only depends on the type of packet. This way the 
two different switch sizes for the two modes is optimum across PPV and PBAT. The battery 
diode comparator CPB that measure voltage across switch during the battery charging 
phase has an inbuilt trimmable offset that allows for decoupling the switch sizing from 
comparator design. 
Switching Logic: The digital circuit in Fig. 5.34 implements the driving logic of MB 
switch. The signals that determine the gate drive signals vDR.BHS and vDR.BBA are the gate 
signal vG.GHS of MG, the gate signal vG.P.BA of MPV, the inverted blank time signal vBLNK.B, 
vON, vDB, vHS.S and vM.S. In Fig 5.34 during the heavily sourced mode with vHS.S and vM.S 
low the falling edge of the vG.GHS sets and vDB resets the the SR latch that drives vDR.BHS. 
In the battery-assisted mode the falling edge of the MPV’s gate signal vG.PVBA at the end of 
the PV packet or the falling edge of the MG’s gate signal vG.GHS at the end of the battery 
packet sets the SR latch when vON and vBLK.B are high.  This way the system sends a new 
battery packet at the end of every PV and battery packet as long the load demands it via 
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through vON and the blank time that ensures the non-overalp of the PV and battery packet 
transfers is not set. The SR latch in this mode is reset after the fixed on-time of 0.7 µs 
thereby setting the optimum size of the battery packet. 
5.2.3.5 Battery-Assist Output Switch 
Design: The battery assist output switch MO(AID) switch, in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.35, 
engages during for the entire duration of transfer of battery packets in the battery-assist 
mode. In this mode during the on time of the switch, the switch current rises from zero to 
the battery packet peak current of 31 mA in 700 ns during the energizing phase and falls 
from 31 mA to zero in 560 ns during the de-energizing phase. This process repeats for the 
duration of of battery packet transfer in the PV period. In circuit of Fig. 5.18 the number 
of fixed-size battery packets depends on the load requirement. For instance the for a load 
power of 10 mW the number battery packets limit cycles between 6 and 7 packets. The 
battery assist comparator CPBA compares vEA and vR to set the battery packet energizing 
time on-time vON that set the on-time of the switch.  
 
Fig. 5.35. Reversing battery-assist output switch and driving logic. 
The switch that implements MO(AID) is a PMOS switch in Fig. 5.35 as the PMOS 
conducts high voltages more efficiently and the body diode of the switch provides dead 
















length of the switch is the minimum channel length possible in the technology, 0.18 µm, 
as it contributes proportionally to both ohmic and gate-drive losses. The width of the 
switch at 30000 µm, in Fig. 5.35, balances both the ohmic, gate-drive loss for the mid-
range load power of 5 mW. The switch presents a series resistance of around 0.2 Ω. At 
higher power levels the switch is less optimum and the ohmic losses dominate over gate-
drive losses, but with an inductor ESR of 2 Ω, the ohmic losses are insignificant. In the 
lower power levels for instance the battery packets limit cycle between 1 or 2 the gate-
drive losses dominate the losses of the switch and efficiency drops. In the circuit Fig. 
5.18 loss associated with MO(AID) is the only one that does scale proportionally with PLD.  
Switching Logic: The digital circuit in Fig. 5.35 implements the driving logic of MO(AID) 
switch. The signals that determine the gate driving signal vDR.AID of MO(AID) are the gate 
signal vG.BBA of MB, vE, vDG, vON and vBLK.B.. In Fig 5.35 the falling edge of the vG.BBA 
sets the SR latch that drive vDR.AID only in the battery assist mode. The latch is reset at by 
vDG going high during the low state of vON or vBLK.B indicating the last battery packet. 
The high state of vE resets the battery-assist output switch to prevent shorting of the 
battery and PV cells in case of faults. 
5.3 Summary 
This chapter presents the design implementation of the two different power stages 
reversing and non-reversing and the control blocks that implement the feedback control, 
variable packet control for non-reversing case and multiple packet control for the 
reversing case. In the non-reversing switching circuit of Fig. 5.1 MPV, MG2 and MO1–MO2 
and MB(CHG) transfers 10–100 µW photovoltaic power to the output and MB(AID), MG1 and 
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MO1–MO2 transfers up to 1 mW battery power to the output. The circuit scales the 
frequency of PV packets with PPV and size of the battery packet with PLD. In the reversing 
switching circuit of Fig. 5.18 MPV, MG and MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2 and MB transfers 10–130 
µW photovoltaic power to the output and MB, MG and MO(AID) transfers up to 10 mW 
battery power to the output. The circuit scales the frequency of PV packets with PPV and 
number of fixed-size battery packets with PLD. 
In both implementations the co-design of switches and controller and, duty 
cycling of control blocks improves efficiency. The reversing implementation improves 
upon the non-reversing implementation by using variable number of packets instead of 
variable size one and this way improves efficiency by scaling most of the losses 
proportional to load power. The reversing implementation also introduces variable 
switching to optimize switch sizes for the lower energy PV packet and higher energy 
battery packet transfer, as well as offsets in diode comparators to decouple the 
comparator design from switch design. Overall the sizing of switches, the sequence in 
which they engage and duty-cycling of control blocks on the basis of the functions they 
implement are important considerations for high efficiency low power design.  
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CHAPTER 6. PHOTOVOLTAIC CHARGER–SUPPLY SYSTEM 
The battery-assisted single photovoltaic cell harvesting charger–supply system in this 
work consists of the photovoltaic cell that acts as the energy source, the battery that acts 
as the power source and energy buffer, the power flow management integrated circuit that 
manages the efficient transfer of power between the PV cell, battery and the load. The 
switched inductor power stage consists of an external inductor LX for efficient power 
transfer, input capacitor CIN and output capacitor COUT that restricts the ripple across the 
PV cell vPV and the load vO respectively. This work relies on a manual control adjustment 
of the photovoltaic period in one prototype and regulation of the photovoltaic voltage in 
the second prototype for tracking the PV cells maximum power point. Therefore the 
Section 6.1 considers the photovoltaic loop and how the two options fit into a regulation 
loop. Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 discusses the full system implementation for the 
reversing and non-reversing prototypes and test circuits. Finally Section 6.4 presents the 
system performance in light of other state of the art implementation. Sections 6.5 
highlight the contributions of this research and Section 6.6 discusses future work.  
6.1 Photovoltaic Regulation 
As Chapter 2 shows the photovoltaic cell generates maximum power at a particular 
voltage for each light intensity level. Therefore the power flow management IC should 
have the capability to continuously extract maximum power at a particular lighting 
condition and should also be able to change its operating point with change in intensity of 
light. 
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6.1.1 Photovoltaic Loop 
The photovoltaic regulation loop consists of the PV cell, the charger–supply IC and the 
maximum power tracking circuits. The primary function PV regulation loop is to extract 
maximum available power from the PV cell and supply the load or recharge the battery 
with it. Fig. 6.1 shows the block level signal processing in a PV regulation loop. In this 
loop the maximum power point circuit block provides a control signal C, for example 
vMPP or fMPP, that biases the charger–supply system at a particular operating point and 
samples a measure of the photovoltaic power or output power PPV′ to continuously 
regulate the system. Sampling the output power PPV′ has the advantage of including the 
charger–supplies losses in the power optimization loop. Here the relationship between the 
control signal and PPV′ is generally hill shaped with maximum PPV′ corresponding to only 
one particular value of the control variable.  
   
Fig. 6.1. Photovoltaic regulation loop. 
The maximum power tracking circuits include the slope block, the summing 
stage, the target reference and the translating amplifier AMPP. The slope block generates 
the gradient mFB of change of PPV′ with C. As the Chapter 3 shows, for a hill profile, at 
















reference mPV for the slope of PPV′ with respect to control signal C is zero. The summing 
block further generates the error mE in the slope with respect to zero. In other words mE is 
difference between mPV and mFB. The maximum power point amplifier AMPP amplifies 
and translates mE to the maximum power point control signal C. 
This dissertation work doesn’t include the maximum power point loop but uses 
the maximum power point control signal and manually adjusts it according to the light 
level. In case of the non-reversing prototype an external clock whose frequency varies 
with light level is the control signal that drives the charger–supply circuit. The charger–
supply circuit extracts a fixed energizing time energy packet from the photovoltaic cell at 
very rising edge of the clock, Fig. 6.2.  
 
Fig. 6.2. Measured non-reversing photovoltaic voltage. 
In Fig. 6.2 the time period of the PV clock is around 11 µs for a PPV of 100 µW 
and the vPV ripples around the maximum power point value of 0.32 V with a peak-to-
peak ripple of 23 mV. At a frequency higher than this value the photovoltaic voltage will 
23 mV
tPV  = 11µs














PPV = 100 µW PLD = 50 µW CIN = 220 nF
EPV
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be lower than the maximum power point and vice-versa for lower photovoltaic 
frequency. This way as PPV varies between 10–100 µW the PV clock frequency varies 
between 8–85 kHz. 
In case of the reversing circuit the control signal is the photovoltaic peak voltage 
reference vMPP, Fig 6.3. The photovoltaic comparator CPPV in Fig. 5.18 and Section 5.2.2 
compares vPV with vMPP and extracts a PV energy packet every time vPV crosses vMPP. As 
a result vPV falls after vPV exceeds vMPP. Light energy then charges the PV cell to recover 
vPV voltage back to vMPP and the process repeats. It is interesting to note that the 
maximum power control signal vMPP is offset from the vPV(MPP) and the maximum power 
point loop accounts for this difference via feedback while setting vMPP.  
 
Fig. 6.3. Measured reversing photovoltaic voltage. 
In Fig. 6.3 vMPP is around 0.475 for a PPV of 130 µW and the vPV ripples around 
the maximum power point value of 0.46 V with a peak-to-peak ripple of 30 mV. As the 
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photovoltaic power increases vMPP increases with it and this way as PPV varies between 
10–130 µW, vMPP varies between 0.4–0.5 V. 
6.1.2 Photovoltaic Capacitance 
The photovoltaic loop sets the operating point of the charger–supply about maximum 
power point. The purpose of CIN in Fig. 5.1 and 5.18 is to reduce this ripple, to keep vPV 
near its optimal setting, near its maximum power point. For this, CIN captures and 
supplies what LX and vPV do not. In fact, since LX conducts for a small fraction of tPV to 
sustain PPV, Section 4.1.1, iL is much higher than iPV across this time and CIN supplies 





















 , (6.1) 
where vLE and vLD are LX's energizing and de-energizing voltages vPV and vO – vPV. 
In the non-reversing circuit of Fig. 5.1 to keep the PV cell at its maximum power 
point PPV(MPP), vPV should be steady at 0.32 V, which only happens when output current 
of PV cell iPV is 312 μA. But since LX does not connect continuously to vPV, iPV is not 
steady. The input capacitor CIN can absorb and output the difference; but still, CIN cannot 
keep vPV from altogether changing. This means, the cell, on average, outputs less power 
than PPV(MPP). With 10 nF, for example, vPV in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 ripples between 0.13 and 
0.39 V. vPV dips to 0.13 V when the system draws an energy packet from vPV, and since 
DPV leaks exponentially less current at lower voltages, CIN charges more quickly when 
vPV is lower. vPV is therefore more often near its peak than its valley, and vPV averages to 
0.3 V and PV power to 83 μW, which is less than PPV(MPP)'s 100 μW. 
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Fig. 6.4. Measured photovoltaic voltage for 10 nF capacitance. 
 
Fig. 6.5. Power profile and voltage histogram of the photovoltaic cell. 
Not surprisingly, higher input capacitances suppress vPV's ripple ΔvPV in Fig. 6.6, 
from 548 mV with the 10 pF that a probe adds to the board to 6 mV when CIN is 1 μF. 
Above 100 nF, variations in the maximum possible average power are minimal because 
PPV in Fig. 6.5 is less sensitive to small vPV fluctuations near its maximum power point 
PPV(MPP). So with 220 nF, which produces ±16 mV ripple, PV power is 99% of PPV(MPP), 
and marginally higher with higher CIN values. Below 100 nF, PPV is more sensitive. Plus, 
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the system lengthens tPV when drawing less PV power, so CIN's ripple grows quickly with 
lower PPV. As a result, PPV(AVG) drops 60 μW when CIN falls to 1 nF. Interestingly, 
variations are less severe below 1 nF. This is because the cell's inherent capacitance CPV 
begins to dominate and saturate the effects of CIN.  
 
Fig. 6.6. Measured photovoltaic power across input capacitance. 
Generally, the PV cell outputs more power when CIN is higher, but since larger 
CIN's occupy more board space and PPV is less sensitive to CIN above 100 nF, raising CIN 
beyond 100–200 nF is difficult to justify. vPV's maximum power point VPV(MPP) shifts 20 
mV from 300 to 320 mV when CIN rises above 1 nF. The drift is more severe below 1 nF 
because the ripple pulls vPV below ground. So with only 10 pF, VPV(MPP)'s variation is not 
only higher but also in the opposite direction (countering effects of a negative voltage). 
The photovoltaic capacitance of 220 nF for the non-reversing circuit and 100 nF for the 
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6.2 Non-Reversing Performance 
6.2.1 System 
In a wireless microsystem various components stack together vertical and horizontally so 
as to achieve minimum volume. The wireless micros sensor system includes the PV cell, 
power flow management IC, battery load, capacitors, inductor and the load all connecting 
together to with bond wires. The system design include sizing of the capacitors, inductor, 
PV cell so as to achieve maximum power density while meeting requisite performance 
such as efficiency and regulation. The photovoltaic input capacitance CIN as Section 6.1.2 
shows depends on restricting PV voltage ripple and is a tradeoff between capacitance 
value and maximum deviation from PV peak power. The output capacitance value 
depends on restricting the output ripple to less than ± 10% deviation from reference value 
and thereby reducing supply noise injection into the sensor load. The ESR of the inductor 
RESR.L scale inversely with volume and proportionally with the inductance value, 
inductance value also determines the rate of energizing and de-energizing an inductor. As 
a result the sizing of inductor is tradeoff between inductor volume, RESR.L losses and peak 
transferable power.  
The 610 × 610-µm
2
 fabricated 0.18-µm CMOS die and the 4 × 4-mm
2
 SOIC 
package that houses it in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 6.7 house the MOS switches, drivers, 
comparators, logic, timer circuit, and transconductor in Fig. 5.1. LX's 47 µH, CIN's 0.22 
µF, and CO's 2.2 µF are off chip, and LX occupies 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
3
 and CIN and CO each 
occupy 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.9 mm
3
. For testability, the 3 × 3 × 1-mm
3
 PV cell vPV from 
Hamamatsu, the compensating 2-nF–1.2-MΩ CBA–RBA filter; and the maximum power-
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point tracking clock fCLK are also off chip. This PV cell generates around 100 μW/mm
2
 
from incident solar light and, 1 μW/mm
2
 from an indoor light that is 2 m away. 
 
Fig. 6.7. Photographs of the non-reversing circuit board and photovoltaic cell. 
6.2.2 Energy Management 
Energy management in the different circuit block in the power flow management ICs Fig. 
5.1 and Fig. 5.18 are critical for achieving high efficiency at low power levels. 
Unfortunately, the switches and the controller in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.18 dissipate ohmic, 
gate-drive, and quiescent power. But as already mentioned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, 
appropriate switch and controller design optimizes the ohmic, gate-drive and quiescent 
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losses. The rest of the section presents the energy management strategy for the non-
reversing  prototype. 
The major control blocks in the design, in Fig. 5.1, are error amplifier GBA, battery-assist 
comparator CPBA, heavily source comparator CPHS, mode-detect comparator CPM and the 
diode comparators CPO and CPB. The power switches in this design are MPV, MG2, MG1, 
MO1–MO2, MB(CHG) and MB(AID). As already mentioned in Chapter 5, selected switch 
dimensions balance ohmic and gate-drive losses when the PV cell supplies 100 µW and 
the load sinks 500 µW, which is half its full range. Under these conditions, when battery-
assisted, the switches dissipate 35.2 µW, as Table 6.1 shows. But when only loaded with 
40 µW, the switches burn less power at 5.55 µW because the system is no longer drawing 
assistance from the battery. And with 2 Ω of equivalent series resistance, LX's RESR.L 
burns 7.70 µW when battery-assisted and 5.55 µW when heavily sourced. The switch 
sizes don’t vary depending on the mode and as a result the losses dominate in battery- 
assisted mode when PLD crosses 500 µW. 
Table 6.1. Energy and power loss distribution for non-reversing implementation 
 
Blocks Energy per Cycle [pJ] Average Power [µW] 
CPM 7.86 0.68 
Heavily Sourced (when PPV = 100 µW and PLD = 40 µW) 
CPHS 25.3  2.20 
CPO 26.9  2.34 
CPCH 16.4  1.42 
RESR.L 31.3  2.72 
Switches 66.8  5.55 
Battery-Assisted (when PPV = 100 µW and PLD = 500 µW) 
GBA 80.7  7.02 
CPBA 8.43  0.73 
CPO 86.2  7.50 
RESR.L 88.5 7.70 
Switches 405 35.2 
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6.2.3 Power-Conversion Efficiency 
Power-conversion efficiency ηC refers to what fraction of the power drawn reaches the 
output. The PV cell is always a source of energy, the load always consumes energy and 
battery can either store or supply energy. Since the PV cell both supplies the load and 
charges the battery when heavily sourced, battery power PBAT in this mode is part of 
output power PO and ηC is therefore the fraction of PPV that reaches the battery as PBAT 












  6.2 
When battery-assisted, however, the system derives power from the PV cell and the 
battery, so PBAT is part of input power PIN and ηC in this mode is the fraction of PPV and 












  6.3 
Notice that the system first drew from the PV cell (when heavily sourced) the 
battery energy delivered when battery-assisted. So to deliver battery energy, the system 
loses power during both the heavily- and lightly-sourced states, which when considered 
across time, ηC as just defined comprehends. Regardless, ohmic and gate-drive power for 
the switches and duty-cycled power to the controller keep the system from delivering as 
much power as it receives, so ηC is never 100%. 
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Across modes, the ηC defined and graphed in Fig. 6.8 peaks at 86% when load power is 
0.5 mW and PV power is 100 μW because switch dimensions balance ohmic and gate-
drive power at this setting. ηC falls with heavier loads and lower PV power because 
quadratic ohmic losses when conducting energy packets outpace linear increases in 
drawn battery power.  
 
Fig. 6.8. Measured power-conversion efficiency across load and PV power. 
ηC also falls with lighter loads because gate-drive and non-duty-cycled controller 
losses do not scale with output power, so losses become a larger fraction of the power 
delivered. And since GBA and CPBA in the PWM loop consume more power than CPHS in 
the hysteretic loop, efficiency is generally lower when lightly sourced than when heavily 
sourced. 
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6.3 Reversing Performance 
6.3.1 System 
 
Fig. 6.9. Photographs of the reversing circuit board and photovoltaic cell. 
The charger–supply system in Fig. 6.9, transfers power from a 0.35-µm CMOS size PV 
cell, with a single external inductor, and using the switching converter IC built in 0.18-




 in N well in substrate CMOS PV cell 
generates 130 μW from the equivalent of solar light. The 900 × 900-mm
2
 CMOS die 
incorporates the power switches, the circuits CPM, CPPV, CPHS, GBA, CPBA, the ramp 
generating circuits, fixed-size delays, 2-MΩ RBA and 50 pF CBA filter and the test circuits 
in Fig 5.18 and Fig. 5.4. The system further use a 1.0 × 0.5 × 0.5-mm3 100-nF input 
capacitor CIN and 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.8-mm
3











P+ in N Well in P Sub. 
PV cell
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use of either a 18-µH inductance, 1-Ω ESR, inductor that occupies 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
3
 for 
higher efficiency or 22-µH inductance, 2-Ω ESR, inductor that occupies 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.8 
mm
3
 for smaller footprint. 
Integrated Test Circuits: The test circuits, in Fig. 5.2 and Fig 5.18, help debugging faults 
in the design and in characterization of each block, evaluation of the circuit performance 
and adjusting circuit performance. There are several methods to evaluate circuits the most 
direct method is to measure the node voltage and path currents in circuit at different 
phases of operation. Routing the signal to pins in the IC is one such way of measuring 
voltage and currents. However perimeter of the die and space each bond pad requires for 
connection to a pin restricts the number of test pins, which is in addition to the functional 
pin that the system requires to normal functioning. The test multiplexer and de-
multiplexer in Fig. 6.10 helps in reusing a single pin to extract multiple outputs and drive 
different inputs. T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 and T6 are test pins that select one among output 
signals vDB to vG.PVBA reach the output pin vMUX.O through the multiplexer and the one 
among the input signals vDB.ENT to vDR.PVBAT that the pin vDR drives in the test mode.  
The signals T1 and T2 set the mode of operation between normal, heavily sourced 
test mode, battery-assisted test mode and manual test mode. Here in the normal mode the 
circuit operates independent of the test signals, in the heavily sourced test mode circuit is 
set to operate only in heavily sourced region and in the battery-assisted test mode circuit 
is set to operate only in battery-assisted mode irrespective of the loading condition. In the 
manual test mode the circuit is not functional as a system but instead vDR drives each 
separate block depending on the T3, T4, T5 and T6. However the monitoring of the signals 
is possible in each mode via the test multiplexer. 
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Fig. 6.10. Integrated test circuits (a) multiplexer (b) .de-multiplexer. 
The test multiplexer is useful in evaluating the digital signals but evaluation of 
analog signal without affecting the integrity of the signals requires analog buffer that are 
larger in area. One solution to this problem is to use test pads, Fig. 6.11a. Test pads are 
roughly 10 × 10-µm
2
 top metal plates that can lie on top of the circuits themselves. 
During the operation, to evaluate a particular signal, probes from a probe station can drop 
onto the test pads to measure the signal. The probes themselves add capacitance therefore 
this methods affects signal integrity but consume less area.  
The integrated circuit design depends on the process models that model the 
different devices such as MOSFETs, capacitors and resistors. The difference between the 
models and actual fabricated-hardware can lead to loss in performance. In the process 


















































alter the device dimensions to shift the performance of the block to the desirable value. In 
bigger systems the selection is made by setting bits in the on board programmable 
memories. However in the harvesting system the more area effective solution is to 
implement metal fuses, Fig. 6.11b.  
 
Fig. 6.11. Integrated test implementation (a) test pads (b) metal trims. 
For example in the output diode comparator Fig. 5.11 trimming the relative size 
of M6 and M7 can help in tripping the comparator exactly at the inductor currents zero 
crossing. M6 and M7 have few of their fingers that connect through the 10 × 2 µm
2
 top 
metal connection in Fig. 6.10b, blowing up the metal fuse with help of laser open the 
corresponding finger and shifts the comparator offset. The size of the metal fuse depends 
on the resolution of the laser and the number of fuse depends on the variation in 
adjustable parameter and available die area. 
6.3.2 Energy Management 
The major control blocks in the design, in Fig. 5.1, are error amplifier GBA, battery-assist 
comparator CPBA, heavily source comparator CPHS, mode-detect comparator CPM, 



















switches in this design are MPV, MG, MG1, MO(SUP)1–MO(SUP)2, MB and MO(AID). As already 
mentioned in Chapter 5, selected switch dimensions balance ohmic, gate-drive and 
control losses across PPV and PLD. Table 6.2 shows the contribution of different blocks in 
HS and BA mode. 
Table 6.2. Energy and power loss distribution for reversing implementation 
Blocks Energy per Cycle [pJ] Average Power [µW] 
CPM 9.7 0.63* 
CPPV 8.3 0.54* 
Heavily Sourced (when PPV = 70 µW and PLD = 35 µW) 
CPHS 8.6 0.56 
CPO 12 0.77 
CPB 8.4 0.55 
RESR.L 24 1.56 
Switches 85 5.55 
Battery-Assisted (when PPV = 70 µW and PLD = 5 mW) 
GBA 69 3.6* 
CPBA 128 6.7* 
CPO 12 0.62 
CPG 44 2.28 
RESR.L 1950 101 
Switches 2740 142 
*Estimated 
 With the PV power at 70 µW and load at 35 µW the switches burn only 5.55 µW 
proportional to the power to power in transfers Similarly the switches proportionally 
higher power of 142 µW while transferring battery-assistance to the a 5mW load. And 
with 1 Ω of equivalent series resistance, LX's RESR.L burns 101 µW when battery-assisted 
and 1.56 µW when heavily sourced. In this prototype with the fixed PV and battery 
packets most of the losses scale with the input power 
6.3.3 Power-Conversion Efficiency 
The power conversion efficiency is the ratio of output power PO and input power PIN. In 
HS mode the PO is the sum of PLD and PBAT and PIN is PPV. In BA mode, the sum of PPV 
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and PBAT sets PIN and, PLD defines PO. Fig. 6.12 shows efficiency for 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
3
 and 
the Fig. 6.13 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.8-mm
3
 inductors across PPV 10–130 µW and PLD upto 10 mW. 
As a fixed EPV packet incurs a fixed current profile loss and, fixed switching action the 
ohmic losses and gate-drive losses scale with PPV and efficiency remains constant across 
PPV.  
 




The RESR.L for the smaller inductor is 2 Ω and for the larger inductor is 1Ω. The 
quiescent losses of always-on blocks at offset the efficiency at low power level. By 
delivering multiple optimum-sized EBAT the BA mode losses scale with PLD and 
efficiency always flattens to a constant maximum value of 94.5 % and 88% for the 
different inductors as Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 shows. The switch loss of the MO(AID) switch that 

















LX : 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
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vBAT = 1.8 V vO = 1.0 V
vPV at vPV(MPP)
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plots. Overall, the efficiency is 64%–94.5 % for the larger size LX and 54%–88% for 
smaller size LX across PPV and PLD.  
 




6.4 Comparison and Assessment 
6.4.1 Figure of Merit 
The charger-supply system needs to occupy minimum footprint, transfer power with 
maximum efficiency and regulate the output voltage tightly about the reference voltage. 
The small footprint reduces the amount of materials used and thereby by reduces cost 
when millions of these sensors occupy a large infrastructure [1]–[20]. Smaller size 
sensors are also less invasive to the surrounding and therefore more of these sensors can 
spread across an area leading to more effective sensing and reporting of information [8]. 








PV Power PPV [µW]
Load Power PLD
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vBAT = 1.8 V vO = 1.0 V
vPV at vPV(MPP)
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the passives that include the input capacitor, output capacitor and the energy transferring 
inductors or capacitors. Stacking the PV cell at the top level, IC at the second level, and 
the passive at the third level allows for dense packing of the different components in a 
given volume [108]. The application space and technology decides the PV cell and the 
load level decides the size of the IC. So the challenge is to reduce the size of the passives 
[47]. A larger size inductor as Section 6.3 shows can have lower ESR and higher 
efficiency but increase footprint. Therefore the size of the inductor is in the denominator 


















 . (6.4) 
An accurate output voltage allows for increasing the noise margins for the sensor 
data transmissions and reliability of its analog circuit [1], therefore the output ripple ΔvO 
finds itself in the denominator of FoM. Most of the charger–supply circuits supply energy 
only periodically, but the load can continually discharge the output therefore an output 
capacitor is necessary to supply the load in phases of no energy transfer [100]–[116]. The 
size of capacitor is directly dependent of how fast the system can react to the a particular 
load step, as a result the ratio of the load step ΔiLD and capacitance CO is higher for a 
superior compact system with faster response time. In other words the system with a 
large ratio of ΔiLD and CO can accommodate a smaller capacitor and save space for a 
similar load step [38]. Efficiency is extremely important as the power transferred is only 
hundreds of microwatts from the PV cell and few milliwatts from the battery, an 
inefficient system can loses most of if not all the power across it and starve the sensor 
load [113]–[121]. 
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6.4.2 Alternatives and Assessment 
6.4.2.1 Non-Reversing and Reversing Comparison  
Fig. 6.14 compares the efficiency of the non-reversing in Fig. 5.1 and reversing circuit in 
Fig. 5.18 across PV power. The non-reversing circuit uses a 47-µH 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
3
 
inductor and the reversing circuit uses an 18-µH 3 × 3 × 1.5 mm
3
 inductor or a 22-µH 1.6 
× 0.8 × 0.8-mm
3
. For the non-reversing circuit the efficiency varies between 63%–78% 
as the PV power varies between 10–100 µW. And for the reversing circuit the efficiency 
varies between 65%– 81% for the larger size LX and 54%–70% for smaller size LX across 
10–130 µW PPV. The power flow method in both the circuits for transferring PV power to 
load is same, however the reversing circuit employs variable switch sizing and input-
offset for diode comparators. As a result the efficiency of the reversing circuit using 
similar size inductor is higher than the non-reversing implementation. 
Fig. 6.15 compares the efficiency of non-reversing and reversing circuits across 
the load power. For the non-reversing circuit the efficiency varies between 73%–86% as 
the load power varies between 10 µW–1 mW for 100-µW PV power. And for the 
reversing circuit the efficiency varies between 78%–94.5% for the larger size LX and 
66%–88% for smaller size LX across 10 µW–10 mW for 100-µW PV power. The 
reversing implementation employs variable switch sizing, better control circuit design 
and transfers multiple battery packet in comparison with the reversing circuit. As a result 
the reversing circuit’s efficiency is higher especially as PLD scales high.  
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Fig. 6.14. Comparison between non-reversing and reversing circuits across PV power. 
 
Fig. 6.15. Comparison between non-reversing and reversing circuit across load power. 
6.4.2.2 Comparison with other Photovoltaic Charger–Supplies 
In the state of the art charger–supply implementations the switched inductor and switched 
capacitor supplies are the two prominent options as Chapter 3 shows. The charger-supply 
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systems reuse the same power stage to charge the battery and supply the load. In charger–
supplies, part or all of the PV energy, can directly be transfer to the load. 
Switched Capacitor Charger–Supply: The charger–supply system in Fig. 6.16 
uses the same switched-capacitor network (SCN) to draw power from the PV cell and 
battery to supply a load and recharge the battery. [108] implements an eight stage SCN 
using seven 45 pF MIM capacitors (CFLY) to down convert 3.6-V in steps of 450 mV to 
supply a 0.45-V load. If the PV cell under the lighting conditions has an open-circuit 
voltage higher than 0.45 V then the system connects the PV cell to the 0.45 V node of the 
SCN via switch SCON. This way PV cell can directly provide power to load. Also, since 
the SCN is bidirectional any excess power that the load doesn’t consume flows into the 
battery. Similarly, if PV power is insufficient, and load voltage drops below 0.45 V, the 
SCN network down converts power from the battery to supply the load. If the open 
circuit voltage of PV cell drops below 0.45 V, it acts as load in the SCN network, as a 
result, SCON disconnects the cell. Unfortunately, the voltage across the PV cell is kept at 
0.45 V, but the optimum voltage across the PV cell that produces maximum power varies 
with light; therefore this method doesn’t harness maximum power from PV cell under all 
light conditions.  
 












The switched-capacitor charger network in [107] and charger–supply network 
[108] from Tables 6.3 occupy less than 1 mm
2 
of silicon area to draw and output less than 
10 μW with 35%–50% efficiency, to implement fully integrated systems but at the cost of 
lower output power. 
Single-Inductor Multiple-Output Charger–Supply: Single inductor multiple-input 
multiple-output power stages [102]–[104], [108]–[111], [113], [115]–[116] and [121] can 
viably charge a battery and supply a load by essential time-sharing the same inductor 
over a switching period. In the context of PV harvesting systems prior research in [109] 
and [110] shows simulation of systems that use a single inductor and a 6×6 cm
2
 PV cell 
to harvester milliwatts of power. The work in [115] prototypes a PV harvester charger–
supply that uses a 12 × 12 mm
2
 inductor to draw power from 15–40 cm
2
 PV cell to 
supply a load and charge a battery. The system operates in DCM and sends energy 
packets from the PV cell and battery to meet load requirements. The system harvests 
maximum power from the PV cell under varying lighting conditions by drawing 
appropriate size energy packets at a fixed frequency. When PV power is higher than PLD 
sending PV energy packets to the output raises vO. After vo rises to a reference voltage 
the system redirects packets to vBAT, until load discharges vO below the reference. When 
PV packets flow into the output, if vO doesn’t rise to the reference voltage in 8 clock 
cycles, the controller interprets PLD is higher than PPV and sends battery packets to vO to 
recover it to the reference voltage. Here, the count of eight packets is a tradeoff between 
large drop at vO before battery recovers it, and drawing power from battery when PV cell 
itself can meet the load requirement.  
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The system in [111] uses a 20-µH, low ESR inductor switching at 31.25 kHz to 
deliver 0.5–10 mW at a power-stage peak efficiency of 83%. In the context of millimeter 
scale harvesting systems, the low ESR inductor increases the size of the system, and 
scaling down the inductor size while sending large energy packets reduces efficiency. 
Another disadvantage is that, the system discharges vBAT even when PV cell itself can 
satisfy PLD, causing a double efficiency. [70] uses a 1-mH external inductor to charge a 
battery from an equivalent PV source at 60%–87% efficiency while transferring 5 µW – 
10 mW power. The charger circuits [70] and [107] need a follow up power stage to 
supply a load that incurs additional cost in efficiency and components. The single 
inductor charger–supply system in [111] is appealing as it reuses the inductor and shows 
83% peak efficiency but system size is much larger in the centimeter scale. 
The 2
nd
 prototyped IC’s efficiency is 8.5 % higher than the 1
st
 prototyped IC [102] 
that scales the size of battery packet and implements a 6 switch topology. The power-
conversion efficiency of the switched inductor in [103] non-reversing charger–supply and 
[104] reversing charger-supply is relatively high at 68%–83% and 40%–87%, by 
switching at low frequency and  thereby reducing quiescent losses, the tradeoff for this is 
output regulation, because with low frequency, output ripple grows with load current. In 
both [103] and [104] the robustness of the control method especially how the system 
avoids the interruption of the PV loop which supplying from battery is not clearly shown 
[104] draws picowatts of quiescent power and all the control blocks remain on 
continuously, and as a result the efficiency of this scheme does not scale as power 
increases. The 80%–95% efficient 3-switch topology in [119] can only buck from vPV 
therefore need multiple PV cells and takes multiple transfers through a 20-mΩ ESR 
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bulky inductor to transfer from vPV to vBAT. As a result this circuit is not suitable for 
small footprint higher ESR inductors. 
The ratio of efficiency and inductor size sets the FoM calculation in Table 6.3, as 
for a similar switching frequency ΔvO is fixed for given ΔiLD and CO. Considering the 
regulation performance, efficiency and size of the passives, the 2
nd
 prototype performs 
13× better than the 1
st
 prototype and 80 × better than the closest state of the art, Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 further shows the comparison of prototyped ICs with PV chargers, even though 
the FoM is not valid for the chargers the prototyped ICs show higher efficiency while 
using inductors of smaller size. 
In the 2
nd
 prototype the multiple packet optimum efficiency battery power 
transfer, automatic mode control that lends itself to variable switch sizing for the different 
energy packets, the novel sequencing of battery packets between PV packets and as a 
result reduction of switching loss with the reuse of the ground switch all contribute 
towards the superior FoM.  
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6.5 Research Contributions 
6.5.1 Efficient CMOS PV Cells 
For harvesting light energy this work reuses the low cost single-well CMOS technology 
that fabricates the circuits to implement the PV cell, Chapter 2. This research 
implemented and compared the possible CMOS PV cell options in a single-well CMOS 
technology and proved harnessing power using the P
+
 in N well top junction harnesses 
only 20% of the total energy that both the P
+
 in N well junction and N well in substrate 
junctions can harness together. The research also proposed the configuration that opens 
the P
+
 terminal to combine the shallower and deeper junctions while eliminating one top-
surface metal connection from the structure, so more light can penetrate to generate even 
more power. Even though top junction only PV cell can isolate and accommodate 
multiple PV cells and circuits in the same die, it is normally undesirable. Since 
microsystems can only avail a few millimeters, dedicating one die to the PV cell and 
stacking it above the CMOS circuit produces much more power than placing the PV cell 
alongside the circuit. The study also revealed stacking PV cells are inefficient due to 
parasitic substrate leakage losses. Therefore this research proposes and uses a single 
CMOS PV cell as the transducer to harness light. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, "Drawing the Most Power from Low-Cost 
Single-Well 1-mm
2
 CMOS Photovoltaic Cells," IEEE Trans. on Circuits and 
Systems II , vol. 64, no. 1, pp. 46-50, Jan. 2017. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “CMOS photovoltaic-cell layout 
configurations for harvesting microsystems,” IEEE Int. Midwest Symp.Circuits 
Syst., pp. 368-371, Aug. 2013. 
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6.5.2 Comparison of Harvesting Circuits for Tiny PV cells 
To identify the power stage that can transfer the most amount power from a tiny 
on-chip PV cell, the research compared the switched-inductor and switched-capacitor 
circuits while transferring similar power levels. To maximize harvested output power, the 
circuit should be efficient, which is to say it should transfer and condition power by 
switching an in-package inductor. Still, Ohmic losses PR are dominant and proportional to 
PPV, with controller quiescent power PQ not far behind and gate-charging losses PG 
further back. Interestingly, capacitor-based circuits consume more power because they 
conduct higher RMS currents. Moreover, on-chip implementations lose additional power 
in charging and discharging parasitic bottom-plate capacitors. In other words, switched-
inductor harvesters harness more light energy from chip-sized PV cells than switched-
capacitor circuits, which is especially important when PPV is low, cloud cover and 
artificial lighting conditions persist, and unobtrusiveness (i.e., integration) is imperative. 
 R.D. Prabha, G.A. Rincon-Mora, and S. Kim, “Harvesting circuits for 
miniaturized photovoltaic cells,” IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst., pp. 309-312, 
May 2011. 
6.5.3 Design of Charger–Supply Circuits 
This work showed how to design low-loss battery-assisted photovoltaic-sourced CMOS 
charger–supplies. And that non-reversing switched inductors are less lossy than the 
reversing counterparts when the output voltage is greater than the battery voltage, and 
vice versa otherwise. Headroom, dead-time currents, and reverse-current protection 
dictate which and how FETs should switch the network. Unidirectional switches that 
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conduct dead-time currents in the same direction can be diodes or diode-emulating FETs. 
But as inductor resistance and losses climb, the benefits of low-loss CMOS choices 
diminish. In these cases, switches can be more lossy, and as such, occupy up to 80% less 
silicon area. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “How to Design Battery-Assisted 
Photovoltaic Switched-Inductor CMOS Charger–Supplies,” IEEE Int. Symp. 
Circuits Syst., May 2017. 
6.5.4 Automatic Mode Switching and Battery-Assisted Control 
A millimetre scale photovoltaic cells can provide only around 100 µW of power even in 
direct sunlight. However the sensor load can draw milliwatts of power while receiving 
and transmitting data. In the scenario that sensor needs more power than the PV cell the 
system has to draw assistance from battery to satisfy the sensor load. The automatic mode 
control proposed in this work monitors load condition to decide when to draw battery-
assistance to supply the load and when to charge the battery with excess PV power. This 
way favours single energy transfer from PV cell to load and draws battery energy only 
when required. This work further showed that interleaving PV packet with a variable size 
battery packet that satisfies the load, can simultaneously draw power from PV cell and 
assistance from battery to satisfy the load. Unlike state of the art clocked systems that 
interrupt the flow of PV or battery packets to send the other, this method allows for a 
more robust system that doesn’t interrupt the PV or output control loops while 
transferring power. The uninterrupted flow of PV packets also maximizes the power that 
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the system can draw from PV cell as any power that PV capacitance stores without being 
drawn can be lost across the PV diode.  
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “0.18-um Light-Harvesting Battery-Assisted 
Charger-Supply CMOS System,” IEEE Trans. on Power Electronics, vol. 31, no. 
4, pp. 2950–2958, Apr. 2016. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “Battery-assisted and photovoltaic-sourced 
switched-inductor CMOS harvesting charger-supply,” IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits 
Syst. , pp. 253-256, May 2013. 
6.5.5 Maximizing Power-Transfer Efficiency for Switched-Inductors 
This research investigated and compared transferring fixed-frequency variable-size 
energy packets and fixed-packet-size variable-frequency. The loss analysis study 
conducted in this research identified that for millimeter scale inductor power stage, 
transferring fixed-peak current optimal energy packets and varying the frequency is 
constantly more efficient than state of the art schemes that vary the packets size while 
sending them out at fixed frequency. This work further proposed how to design switches, 
the controller and size the energy packet to maximize power transfer efficiency. And with 
a constant peak current, switch dimensions are optimal for all power levels. This way, 
microwatt power supplies can sustain more functions and tiny energy-harvesting 
microsystems can output more power.  
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, "Maximizing Power-Transfer Efficiency in 
Low-Power DC-DC Converters," IET Electronic Letters, vol. 51, no. 23, pp. 
1918–1920, Nov. 2015. 
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6.5.6 Maximally Efficient Control 
The first prototype in the research implements a fixed energy packet variable frequency 
control scheme that maximizes efficiency of power transfer from PV cell and load using 
the traditional 6 switch non-reversing power stage. In the prototype the battery power 
transfer uses a variable packet size scheme which is inefficient. To improve the efficiency 
of the battery power transfer, the second prototype proposes a new multiple fixed energy 
packet scheme, where the circuit provides multiple battery packets in between each PV 
packets. The multiple battery packet transfer scheme as a result achieve high and near 
constant efficiency across load power 
The maximally efficient multiple battery packet control ensures priority for PV 
packet transfer and avoids condition where systems interrupts PV loop to send battery 
packets. The PWM loop that regulates the output during battery-assistance reduces the 
ripple across the load when higher power more noise sensitive analog blocks turn on. The 
research studied the different power stages available in literature and improves on the 
reversing charger–supply circuit in literature by replacing NMOS output switches with 
PMOS output switches and implementing a new switch sequencing to reduce gate-drive 
losses. The new switch-sequencing scheme aligns switching action in the reversing 
circuit to share the ground switch turn on time such that there is only on switching event 
while transferring a PV and a battery packet unlike literature that requires two. 
The mode segregating control scheme allows for separation of high power 
battery-assistance mode and low power heavily sourced mode and as a result lends the 
power stage to use variable switch size of different modes unlike the state of the art 
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which uses a single switch size for both transfers. The robust control method and duty-
cycled control circuits that implement them allows for higher PV frequency and as a 
result lower input capacitance. In the second prototype using the photovoltaic voltage to 
set the PV frequency also helps to avoid quiescent power consuming oscillator used in 
most state of the arts. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “10-mW 94% Efficient 0.18-µm Battery-
Assisted PV-Harvesting Charger–Supply,” [to be submitted to ISSCC 2018] 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “10-mW 94% Efficient 0.18-µm Battery-
Assisted PV-Harvesting Charger–Supply,” [To be submitted to JSSC] 
Table 6.4. Main contributions 
Description of main contributions 
1 
Implementation of a millimeter-scale single-inductor light-harvesting battery-assisted charger–supply 
system that can harvest efficiently from indoor to solar lighting conditions. 
2 New CMOS PV cell configuration that can harvest more power. 
3 Identification of power transfer scheme that maximizes harvesting efficiency. 
4 Automatic mode switching and mode based variable switch sizing 
5 Novel power transfer scheme that improves battery-supplying efficiency. 
The research so far has generated four conference publications and four journal papers. A 
TPE journal paper is in the submission pipeline. 
Peer-Reviewed Journals  
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “10-mW 94% Efficient 0.18-µm Battery-
Assisted PV-Harvesting Charger–Supply,” [To be submitted to TPE] 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, "Drawing the Most Power from Low-Cost 
Single-Well 1-mm
2
 CMOS Photovoltaic Cells," IEEE Trans. on Circuits and 
Systems II , vol. 64, no. 1, pp. 46-50, Jan. 2017. 
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 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “0.18-um Light-Harvesting Battery-Assisted 
Charger-Supply CMOS System,” IEEE Trans. on Power Electronics, vol. 31, no. 
4, pp. 2950–2958, Apr. 2016. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, "Maximizing Power-Transfer Efficiency in 
Low-Power DC-DC Converters," IET Electronic Letters, vol. 51, no. 23, pp. 
1918–1920, Nov. 2015. 
 R.D. Prabha, D. Kwon, O. Lazaro, K.D. Peterson, and G.A. Rincon-Mora, 
“Increasing Electrical Damping in Energy-harnessing Transducers,” IEEE Trans. 
Circuits and Systems II, vol.58, no. 12, pp. 787-791, Dec. 2011. 
Conferences 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “How to Design Battery-Assisted 
Photovoltaic Switched-Inductor CMOS Charger–Supplies,” IEEE Int. Symp. 
Circuits Syst., May 2017. 
 R.D. Prabha, G.A. Rincon-Mora, and S. Kim, “Harvesting circuits for 
miniaturized photovoltaic cells,” IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst., pp. 309-312, 
May 2011. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “CMOS photovoltaic-cell layout 
configurations for harvesting microsystems,” IEEE Int. Midwest Symp.Circuits 
Syst., pp. 368-371, Aug. 2013. 
 R.D. Prabha and G.A. Rincon-Mora, “Battery-assisted and photovoltaic-sourced 
switched-inductor CMOS harvesting charger-supply,” IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits 
Syst. , pp. 253-256, May 2013. 
6.6 Technological Limitations and Future Research Direction 
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To realize the ultimate aim of a standalone high efficiency low volume PV harvesting 
battery assisted charger–supply system few more functions needs to be implemented.  
6.6.1 Maximum Power-Point Tracking 
The Section 6.1 discusses the photovoltaic loop. This work manually controls the circuit 
to extract maximum power from the PV cell via the switching frequency in the 1
st
 
prototype and peak photovoltaic voltage in the 2
nd
 prototype. The future research 
direction in this regard is to integrate the rest of the maximum power tracking circuits. 
For example in the case of the 2
nd
 prototype an offset-fractional open circuit voltage can 
set the control signal vMPP for this circuit can open the PV cell once in a while measure 
open circuit voltage and adjust vMPP. Another option is optimize vMPP with respect to the 
output power. In heavily sourced mode for a fixed load higher number of PV packets 
reaching the battery indicates greater extraction of PV energy. Similarly minimizing the 
number of packets in the battery-assisted case also indicates higher PV power. A digital 
control loop can count the number of packets reaching or leaving the battery in either 
modes and adjust vMPP to maximize or minimize them respectively. 
6.6.2 Zero-Energy Start-up 
Both the implemented prototypes rely on battery energy to start operation. However 
prolonged non exposure to light or exposure to heavy load can deplete the battery. The 
self-discharge of battery technologies like super-capacitor are particularly high. The 
circuit solution that can directly use PV energy to start switching can allow for startup 
from a depleted battery. Challenge here is the low voltage of the PV cell provides limited 
headroom for driving the main power stage. Literature presents self-oscillating circuits 
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[30] that helps to charge up a smaller energy buffer that act as temporary energy buffer 
and provides headroom to operate the main power stage. Integrating these circuits could 
be a possible solution to start from low battery energy. Another option that can be 
explored with CMOS PV cells is to configure a stack of PV cells for startup. For this the 
available PV area can divide into multiple cells that supply in parallel as one cell for high 
efficiency normal operations and some of them operate in series during startup to provide 
higher headroom 
6.6.3 Battery Protection 
The battery technologies operate properly within particular voltage bounds. For example 
charging a Li-ion battery above 4.2 V or discharging it below 2.7 V can destroy it 
permanently. To avoid this, a battery voltage comparator can monitor the battery voltage 
and stop energy transfer if the voltage drifts outside operation bounds. For example in 
heavily sourced mode one battery voltage reaches higher threshold the comparator stops 
more energy packets from reaching battery. Similarly the comparator shuts the off the 
load if the battery voltage drifts to the lower threshold. 
6.6.4 CMOS cell Integration 
In a purely energy harvesting application integrating the CMOS cell on the same die as 
circuit is undesirable. Since microsystems can only avail a few millimeters, dedicating 
one die to the PV cell and stacking it above the CMOS circuit produces much more 
power than placing the PV cell alongside the circuit, especially when drawing power 
from multiple junctions. However in imaging applications, CMOS imagers [54]–[55] use 
diodes to capture images, these diodes can be reconfigured to harvest energy and charge 
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battery during systems idle phase. The challenge here is the substrate is lowest potential 
for the imager circuits and as a result the substrate junction cannot participate in 
harvesting power. One future direction is to envision a power stage that can harvest from 
negative voltages.  
The proposed power stage in Fig. 6.17 implements the functionality of the 
prototyped IC while harvesting from a negative voltage with one less switch. To transfer 
power from PV cell to vO, first switches SPV and SG close to energize LX from vPV, SPV 
then open and SO closes to drain LX to vO. After satisfying the load, the circuit steers 
energy to the battery by first closing SPV and SG to energize LX from vPV, and opening 
SPV closing SCH to drain LX to vBAT. When load requires assistance from the battery, the 
circuit energizes LX by connecting it across vBAT and vO via SPS and SO; SO and SG then 
drains LX to vO. 
 
Fig. 6.17. Power stage integrating CMOS PV cell in same die. 
6.7 Summary 
This research investigated the design of a millimeter-scale single-inductor light-
harvesting battery-assisted charger–supply system that can harvest efficiently from 
indoor to solar lighting conditions. The work developed, designed, simulated, fabricated 
and tested two prototype charger–supply systems (i) maximized the efficiency of the PV 












research also developed a CMOS PV cell that acted as the energy source in the second 
prototype. The research studied, evaluated and compared various power stage and power 
flow options and implemented new power stage and control scheme that provides 80 × 
improvements in figure of merit considering the regulation performance, efficiency and 
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